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Abstract

Fundamental electronic and magnetic properties of single atoms and molecules depend
crucially on their immediate environment. Understanding its exact influence allows for
the manipulation and thus tailoring of said properties. In this thesis, we investigate four
different nanostructures on a monolayer of MoS2/Au(111) by means of scanning tunnelling
microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

First, single sulfur vacancies in the MoS2 layer were investigated. Here, the missing sulfur
atoms are imaged with a three-fold symmetric shape in the STM topographies. Several
defect related in-gap states were observed by scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS), most
prominently a sharp resonance at zero bias. We identified it as a Kondo resonance by
temperature and magnetic field dependent measurements. For defects located in regions of
the MoS2, where the underlying Au(111) was missing, the Kondo resonance was absent,
probably due to a different charge state of the defect.
We then investigated the magnetic properties of single iron atoms on the MoS2 monolayer.
We found that the exact position of the atoms in the moiré superstructure, which forms
due to the lattice missmatch of the MoS2 and the underlying Au(111), has a crucial impact
on those properties. Atoms on the moiré minimum exhibit an inelastic excitation, which
is a signature of a spin-flip excitation and atoms on the moiré maximum show a Kondo
resonance, which is a sign of increased spin screening by the substrate electrons. The
transition between those two observed features was continuous along the moiré structure.
We explain these changes by a local variation of the density of states along the moiré
modulation.
An impact of the moiré was also observed on single manganese atoms: they exhibit a Kondo
resonance in the weak coupling regime, with the amplitude varying along the moiré. We
were able to manipulate single manganese atoms into dimers and found three distinct
regimes of interatomic exchange coupling, depending on their atom separation. We focused
on the dimers with the closest spacing of one atomic lattice site. They show a direct exchange
coupling, which leads to a singlet ground state. The excitation energy from the ground
state to the excited triplet state also varies along the moiré structure. In a model calculation
we establish that the hybridisation of manganese d-levels with substrate electrons leads
to a renormalisation of the singlet-triplet excitation energy. A comparison of experimental
values and theoretical prediction suggests that several conduction channels are involved in
the renormalisation.
Finally, the high-dipole molecule Ethyl-DADQ was investigated. Pre-characterisations
on a bare Au(111) substrate show that the molecular dipole is preserved and that the
molecules cause a local lowering of the work function of the substrate. The investigations
on MoS2 allow for a better energy resolution, which helps to resolve several vibronic
sidebands of the positive ion resonance. Their intensities vary depending on the electrostatic
environment of the molecule, suggesting a partial damping of some vibrational modes.
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Kurzfassung

Wesentliche elektronische und magnetische Eigenschaften von einzelnen Atomen und
Molekülen hängen von ihrer unmittelbaren Umgebung ab. Den direkten Einfluss dieser zu
verstehen erlaubt die Kontrolle und Manipulation dieser Eigenschaften. In dieser Arbeit
untersuchen wir vier verschiedene Nanostrukturen auf einer Monolage MoS2 /Au(111) mit
Rastertunnel (RTM)- und Rasterkraftmikroskopie.
Als erstes schauen wir auf einzelne Schwefelfehlstellen in der MoS2 Monolage. Wir haben
die Fehlstellen als dreizählig symmetrische Form in den RTM Topographien abgebildet.
Mehrere Zustände dieser Defekte konnten in der Bandlücke mit Rastertunnelspektroskopie
nachgewiesen werden, darunter auch ein Zustand am Ferminiveau. Dieser konnte mit Hilfe
von temperatur- und magnetfeldabhängigen Messungen einer Kondo Resonanz zugewiesen
werden. In Defekten im MoS2, wo das darunterliegende Au(111) fehlt, war dieser Zustand
nicht ausgeprägt, was für einen anderen Ladungszustand des Defektes sprechen kann.
Infolge haben wir die magnetischen Eigenschaften von einzelnen Eisenatomen untersucht.
Diese Eigenschaften hängen sehr stark von der Position der Atome in der Moiré-Struktur
ab, die sich aufgrund eines Unterschiedes in den Gitterkonstanten der MoS2 Schicht und
der Au(111) Oberfläche bildet. Atome im Minimum der Moiré-Struktur zeigen inelastische
Spin-Flip-Anregungen, und Atome im Maximum der Struktur zeigen eine Kondo Resonanz,
die auf eine Abschirmung des Spins durch Substratelektronen hinweist. Der Übergang
zwischen diesen beiden Phänomenen erfolgt kontinuierlich über der Moiré-Struktur. Wir
erklären den Unterschied mit einer sich über der Moiré-Ordnung ändernden lokalen Zus-
tandsdichte.
Die Moiré-Struktur beeinflusst auch die Spektren von einzelnen Manganatomen: diese
zeigen eine Kondo Resonanz im schwach gekoppelten Regime, deren Amplitude sich ent-
lang des Moiré-Musters ändert. Wir konnten einzelne Atome zu Dimeren manipulieren
und fanden drei verschiedene Kopplungsregime, die sich mit dem Abstand der Atome
zueinander verändern. Wir haben uns auf Dimere konzentriert, deren Atome eine atomare
Gitterkonstante entfernt waren. Diese sind mittels einer direkten Austauschwechselwirkung
gekoppelt und haben einen Singlet Grundzustand. Die Anregungsenergie vom Grundzu-
stand in den Tripletzustand ändert sich je nach der Position in der Moiré-Struktur. In
einer störungstheoretischen Rechnung fanden wir, dass die Hybridisierung der Mangan
d-Niveaus mit Substratzuständen zu einer Renormalisierung der Anregungsenergie führen
kann. Ein Vergleich zwischen den theoretisch erwarteten und experimentellen Werten
deutet darauf hin, dass mehrere Elektronenkanäle an der Renormierung beteiligt sind.
Zum Schluss haben wir das Ethyl-DADQ Molekül untersucht, welches ein hohes Dipolmo-
ment aufweist. Erste Charakterisierungen auf einer Au(111) Oberfläche zeigen, dass der
Dipol erhalten bleibt und die Moleküle die Austrittsarbeit des Substrates lokal absenken.
Die Messungen auf dem MoS2 ermöglichten es vibronische Anregungen der positiven
Ionenresonanz aufzulösen. Die Intensität derer ist sehr sensitiv auf die unmittelbare elektro-
statische Umgebung der Moleküle, was auf eine teilweise Dämpfung einzelner Vibrationen
hindeutet.
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1Introduction

A little bit more than 40 years ago the field of nanotechnology was rapidly pushed by the
invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope [1, 2] and the atomic force microscope
[3], shortly after. The scanning tunnelling microscope actually allowed the imaging and
manipulation of single atoms and molecules, which properties were not easily accessible
beforehand. Up to date, the high interest in the field is still present: As an example, the 2016
Nobel price in chemistry was awarded for works on molecular machines.

In general, the interest of fabricating functional units on the atomic scale is given, as they
could end up more efficient than current devices [4, 5]. Several different approaches have
been made to realise some proof-of-principle nanodevices. For example, the energy-level
alignment of atoms and molecules on surfaces can be tuned by an applied gate voltage,
such that they exhibit a transistor-like behaviour [6, 7]. Also conformational changes on the
nanoscale can be used to obtain functionality: a rearrangement of single atoms at the contact
point of metallic atomic-scale contacts allows it to be operated as a two-terminal switch [8].
A nanostructure, which can store 1 kilobyte of data [9], was demonstrated. For this, the
authors rearranged individual vacancies in a chlorine-layer on a Cu(100) substrate with the
tip of a scanning tunnelling microscope. In this experiment an information density of 502
terabits per square inch was achieved, which is significantly higher than in conventional
hard disk drives. Intriguingly, this memory was found to be stable at temperatures of 77K.
Other examples make use of purely spin-based effects: structures, which could perform
logic operation were constructed out of two chains of magnetic atoms, which were coupled
via a substrate mediated exchange coupling [10]. Here, the distance between the individual
magnetic atoms plays a crucial role for their exact coupling mechanism. For application,
stability of the magnetic quantum states is required. It can be achieved for example by
properly tailoring the immediate vicinity of the nanostructure [11] or an exchange bias field
introduced by a magnetic atom on the tip of a scanning tunnelling microscope [12]. Another
frequently used path towards longer lifetimes is introducing a decoupling layer between
magnetic atoms and the metal substrates [13, 14].

In this thesis, we will investigate fundamental properties of single magnetic atoms and
high-dipole molecules on a monolayer of molybdenum disulfide grown on a Au(111)
substrate. The MoS2 acts as a decoupling layer in this system. In chapters 2 and 3 we will
lay the foundations for the experimental results, by describing the working principle of a
scanning tunnelling microscope and atomic force microscope, the substrates used in the
experiment, as well as typical phenomenons in single atom magnetism on surfaces.

In chapter 4 we will describe single sulfur vacancies in the MoS2 layer. Intrinsic and
extrinsic defects both contribute crucially to the properties of the TMDC layer [15]. As
these parameters are also impacted on a local scale, a detailed knowledge of the altered
electronic structure is necessary to differ between the properties of defects and adsorbates.
We were able to controllably manipulate the defect concentration and found evidence that
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the defects are actually charged. Therefore the defects host an unpaired electron, which
can then exchange interact with the substrate electrons, resulting in the formation of a
many-body state around the Fermi level.

Chapter 5 is dedicated to the study of single iron atoms on MoS2. This research topic is
intriguing in two ways: first, MoS2 was reported to be a very efficient decoupling layer,
possibly allowing for very long lifetimes of magnetic states. Moreover, magnetic atoms
were predicted to cause a spin-splitting of the valence band of the MoS2 [16, 17]. For this,
larger magnetic structures have to be built. As a first step towards this, the properties of
single atoms have to be understood. We have found that single iron atoms show different
magnetic fingerprints, ranging from spin-excitations to exchange-interactions with the
substrate electrons. These interactions vary depending on the position of the atoms in the
moiré superstructure.

We follow up on this by presenting our results on single manganese atoms and dimers
in chapter 6. Manganese has a half-integer spin in gas phase and thus is predestined
for slightly different magnetic interactions. Moreover, manganese atoms were frequently
observed to couple via exchange coupling, making them an ideal system to investigate
the aforementioned nanostructures. We predominantly studied manganese dimers. The
distance between the individual atoms plays a crucial role on the strength of their exchange
coupling. We found that atoms, which were separated by one atomic lattice site show a direct
exchange coupling and form a non-magnetic ground state. Surprisingly, the energy spacing
between the singlet ground state and the triplet excited state was found to vary across
the moiré, which we explained by renormalisation processes, stemming from exchange
interactions with the substrate electrons.

In chapter 7, we study single Ethyl-DADQ molecules on Au(111) and MoS2. Here, we
do not focus on magnetic, but rather electric properties of the molecule. Molecules with a
high-dipole moment can be in principle interesting for application in molecular electronics
and are thus of general interest. We find that the Ethyl-DADQ molecules on Au(111) exhibit
a sizable dipole moment and locally lower the work function of the metal. On MoS2 the
molecules exhibit much lesser hybridisation with the substrate, allowing for a more detailed
study of their electronic states. We see a large contribution of vibrational excitations to
their spectra, which vary across the molecules and with their electronic environment. We
suspect that the locally varying electrostatic potential around the molecules leads to a partial
damping of certain vibrations.

2 1 Introduction



2Fundamentals of scanning probe methods

There are several techniques established to investigate fundamental properties of surfaces.
Diffraction techniques, performed with X-rays or low energy electrons (LEED) for example,
give insight into structural properties of materials. With angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) one can even reveal a big part of the band structure of a material. All
the above mentioned techniques average over a big portion of the substrate and portray
the reciprocal space. Consequently, these techniques demand clean and uniformly grown
samples to produce consistent results.

A complementary local technique was introduced by Binning and Rohrer in 1982 [1, 2]
with the invention of scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM). It allows the investigation of
structures on the atomic scale and provides information in real space. The first experiments
were performed on metals and semiconductors in ambient conditions. Soon after they were
carried on in vacuum chambers, which improved the stability of the measurements and lead
to cleaner substrates. This allowed the detection of finer contrasts, as the spin-polarisation
of the substrate [18]. Besides the structural information, one can also obtain insights into the
electronic structure of the substrate via scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS). For instance,
this allows for the detection of electronic band gaps of semiconducting materials [19–21] or
the surface states of metallic substrates [22–24]. When performed at ultra-low temperatures,
it can be used to investigate the fundamental properties of impurities or defects. Some
of these properties can be detected by inelastic electron tunnelling spectroscopy (IETS),
which are most commonly intramolecular vibrations [25] or spin-flip excitation of magnetic
atoms [26].

However, the drawback of STM is that it only works for conducting substrates. Non-
conducting substrates can be imaged by atomic force microscopy (AFM) with a similar
resolution. It relies on a tip which is placed on a cantilever, oscillating at a high frequency.
The forces between the tip and the investigated substrate have a direct impact on the
oscillation frequency and can therefore be mapped out. Both techniques, STM and AFM,
can be performed at the same time with a suitable probe design.

In this chapter we will introduce the theoretical background of the techniques mentioned
above. First, we will have a look at the working principle of STM and derive the tunnelling
current and matrix element. Second, we will turn our attention to STS and IETS and describe
the measurement procedure in more detail. Afterwards we will introduce the basics of AFM
and explain how one can learn about local structural and electronic properties with this
technique. Finally, we will introduce our experimental setup and the substrates used in this
thesis.
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2.1 Working principle of the scanning tunnelling
microscope

The working principle of a scanning tunnelling microscope is illustrated in figure 2.1: a
conducting tip is brought into close vicinity of a conducting sample without touching it.
Classically, no current flow is allowed. However, due to the quantum nature of electrons, a
current can flow at very small tip-sample distances. To actually measure an effective current,
a bias voltage has to be applied between tip and sample. The high spatial resolution of
STM stems from the exponential dependence of the tunnelling current on the tip-sample
distance. We will show this relation explicitly in section 2.3. To illustrate this, a change
of 1 Å results in a change of the tunnelling current of one order of magnitude. This high
sensitivity requires a very precise control of the tip-sample distance, which is achieved by
piezoelectric actuators for both the lateral and vertical movement of the tip. Hereby, two
main imaging modes are used, which are illustrated in figure 2.2.

In a) the constant-current mode is shown. Here a feedback loop, controlled by a proportional-
integral controller, adjusts the tip height such that the tunnelling current stays constant. The
variations of the tip height are hereby recorded and directly converted into a topography.

The other mode used is called constant-height mode and is illustrated in figure 2.2 b).
Here, the feedback-loop is switched off and the tip height is kept constant. As a result
the tunnelling current is the measurement parameter, which changes laterally and can be
converted into a topography. Though this technique is not limited by the bandwidth of the
feedback loop and can therefore scan areas quicker, it has several flaws. It requires very flat
surfaces to avoid tip crashes, which usually enforces smaller scan areas. Also it demands
the tip height to stay constant over the time of the scan, which usually is challenging due
to external factors as drift, mechanical vibrations and creep of the piezos. If not otherwise
specified, STM topographies presented in this thesis were recorded in the constant-current
mode.

In the next chapter we derive the relation between the tunnelling current and the tip-
sample distance explicitly and discuss, which assumptions can be made to simplify it.

2.2 Tunnelling between two electrodes: the Bardeen
approach

The tunnelling effect has been used in experiments already before the invention of STM,
for example in studies of metal-insulator-metal (MIM) junctions [28]. For such junction
geometries the tunnelling current has already been theoretically derived [29, 30]. We first
sketch this derivation and later on modify it for the case of STM. In general the rate of
electron transfer between two electrodes from a state ψv at an energy Eψv to a state ψw at an
energy Eψw can be determined by Fermi’s golden rule as :

w =
2π

h̄
|M |2δ(Eψv − Eψw). (2.1)

Here, δ is the delta function, which ensures the conservation of energy and makes sure that
tunnelling can only take place for states at the same energy level, and M is the tunnelling

4 2 Fundamentals of scanning probe methods
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Figure 2.1: Basic working principle of the scanning tunnelling microscope. The tip move-
ment is controlled by piezoelectric elements to allow for precise movements on
the atomic scale. For electrons to tunnel from the tip to the sample or vice versa,
a bias voltage Vb has to be applied. The effective tip-sample distance depends
on the setpoint current It, which is regulated by a controller via a feedback-loop.
Adapted from [27].
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Figure 2.2: Imaging modes in scanning tunnelling microscopy. a) Constant-current mode:
a feedback loop keeps the tunnelling current constant, the main measurement
parameter here is the tip height z. b) Constant-height mode: the feedback loop
is switched off here, resulting in a constant tip height. Here, one measures the
tunnelling current I. Adapted from [27].
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matrix element. To go from the rate to an actual tunnelling current one has to sum up over
all states, relevant in the tunnelling process. One arrives at:

I =
2π

h̄

∑
ψv ,ψw

f(Eψv)[1− f(ψv + eV )]|M |2δ(Eψv − Eψw). (2.2)

Here, f(x) is the Fermi distribution function and V the applied bias voltage. We want
to clarify two things at this point: first, tunnelling can take place in both directions, the
total current is just the sum of them. Moreover, for metal-insulator-metal junctions the net
current will be zero, if the junction is not biased. One can see this conceptually in figure
2.3 a). With an applied bias, an effective tunnel current can flow from one electrode to the
other, in this illustrated case from the tip to the sample. The electrons at the Fermi energy
contribute the most to the net current, which is indicated by the length of the arrow, even
though all states between 0 and eV contribute. If no bias was applied, the Fermi levels of
both electrodes would be aligned and no net current would flow.

We can replace the sum in equation 2.2 by an integral if we use the density of states
ρS,T (E) for both electrodes at an energy E. Here, we chose the indices such that they will be
already convenient when we talk about the STM junction. We arrive at:

I =
2π

h̄

∫ ∞

−∞
f(Eψv + ϵ)[1− f(Eψw + eV + ϵ)]ρS(Eψv + ϵ)ρT (Eψv + eV + ϵ)|M |2dϵ. (2.3)

One can simplify this expression by taking into account the experimentally plausible
limit of small temperatures. Then the Fermi distribution function can be written as just a
step-function giving:

I =
2π

h̄

∫ eV

0
ρS(EF + ϵ)ρT (EF − eV + ϵ)|M |2dϵ. (2.4)

At this point, the expression only depends on the respective density of states of the two
electrodes and the tunnelling matrix element. For latter the first attempt to calculate it was
made by Bardeen [29]. He showed that it can be written as:

Mvw =
h̄2

2m

∫
d⃗S(Ψ∗

w∇⃗Ψv −Ψv∇⃗Ψ∗
w). (2.5)

One can directly see that the matrix element depends only on the overlap of the two
wave functions at a chosen integration surface d⃗S. Bardeen moreover assumed that M does
not change significantly at small energies. Then equation 2.4 only depends on the density
of states of the two electrodes. However, to obtain quantitative results it is necessary to
explicitly calculate the tunnelling matrix element. For STM, this was first done by Tersoff
and Hamann in 1983 [31]. In the next subsection we sketch the steps of their derivation.

2.3 The Tersoff-Hamann approach: using s-wave tips
Tersoff and Hamann specified the approach Bardeen used for a STM junction. They assumed
the junction geometry illustrated in figure 2.3 b): a tip and a sample are separated by a
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Figure 2.3: Tunnelling in a STM junction. a) Energy-level diagram of the tunnelling process.
When the junction is biased a net current can flow, which is illustrated by the
black arrows. b) Illustration of the junction geometry in the Tersoff-Hamann
model. Adapted from [31].

distance z. They modelled the tip as a s-wave like wavefunction with radius R. The sample
wave function was modelled as a decaying Bloch wave:

ϕS = Ω
− 1

2
S

∑
G

aG exp[−(k2 + |k⃗∥ + G⃗|2) 1
2 z] ∗ exp[i(k⃗∥ + G⃗) ∗ x⃗],

ϕT = Ω
− 1

2
T ctkRe

kR(k|r⃗ − r⃗0|)−1 exp(−k|r⃗ − r⃗0|).
(2.6)

Here, Ω is the sample/probe volume, k is the inverse decay length of the wave function
in vacuum, φ is the materials work function, which is assumed to be equal for sample and
probe, k⃗∥ is the surface Bloch vector of the state and G⃗ is the reciprocal lattice vector. R in
the second part of equation 2.6 is the radius of the tip’s curvature as shown in figure 2.3 b)
and ct a normalization factor. They then used this wave functions to explicitly calculate the
matrix element given by equation 2.5. Plugging the result in equation 2.2 gives:

I =
32π3

h̄
e2V φ2Dt(EF )R

2k−4 exp(2kR)
∑
S

|ψS(r⃗0)|2δ(ES − EF ). (2.7)

Here, Dt is the density of states per unit volume of the probe and r⃗0 the position of
the center of the tip’s curvature. Looking at equation 2.7, we see that there is only one
parameter, which depends on the tip-sample distance: |ψS(r⃗0)|2, which scales with ≈
exp[−2k(R+ d)]. This term gives rise to the previously mentioned exponential dependence
of the tunnelling current on the tip-sample distance and is ultimately responsible for the
high spatial resolution in STM. Note however, that Tersoff and Hamann evaluated the
matrix element for tips with s-wave character. In our experiments we used tips, which
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apexes were covered in gold. For gold tips the assumption is valid, as their most extended
and therefore most dominant orbital is the 6s-orbital. However the STM topographies must
always be critically analysed, as picking up impurities form the substrate may alter the
character of the tunnelling orbital. Then other matrix elements have to be used in order to
evaluate the tunnelling current [30]. Sometimes the usage of different tunnelling orbitals
can even enhance the imaging resolution [32].

As seen in equation 2.3 the tunnelling current depends not only on the tip-sample distance,
but also on the density of states of the sample. Therefore the current is always a convolution
between topography and electronic structure and has to be evaluated carefully. Nevertheless
this implies that with STM one can access the actual density of states of the sample and learn
about its electronic properties by probing it at different energies. This technique is referred
to as scanning tunnelling spectroscopy and will be discussed in the following section.

2.4 Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy
Usually, one is interested in the DoS at a specific energy and not at the integral over all
energies, as written in equation 2.3. To eliminate the integral one can therefore form the
derivative with respect to the voltage and arrives at:

dI

dV
(V ) ≈ ρT (EF )ρS(EF+eV )|Mvw|2

+

∫ eV

0
ρS(EF + ϵ)ρT (EF − eV + ϵ)

d|Mvw|2
dV

dϵ

−
∫ eV

0
ρS(EF + ϵ)

dρT (EF − eV + ϵ)

dV
|Mvw|2dϵ

(2.8)

This expression can be significantly simplified by making a couple of assumptions. First,
as already stated above, for small bias voltages and constant tip-sample distances the matrix
element |Mvw|2 can be considered as constant, which drops the second term in equation 2.8.
Moreover, for metallic tips the DoS ρt can usually be considered constant as well around
the Fermi energy. Experimentally this property is also very easy to check and enforce. As
a consequence, the third term in equation 2.8 also vanishes. Therefore only the first one
remains:

dI

dV
(V ) ≈ ρT (EF )ρS(EF+eV )|Mvw|2 ≈ ρS(EF+eV ) (2.9)

From equation 2.9 it follows immediately that the differential conductance is directly

proportional to the DoS of the sample. Besides recording dI/dV spectra, sometimes also
dz

dV
spectra are recorded. Now we want to briefly discuss the ups ans downs of the respective
measurement modes:

In the constant-height mode (dI/dV ), the tip is placed at a fixed height above the sample.
This preadjusted height will be called setpoint in the course of this thesis. After the tip is set,
the bias voltage is ramped in the desired range and the corresponding current is recorded.

2.4 Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy 9
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Figure 2.4: Energy level diagram while tunnelling into or from substrate states. a) When a
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The tunnelling probability depends on the density of states of the substrate,
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This measurement mode is usually only applicable in a small voltage range, as the current
can get very large at high bias voltages and lead to an instability of the junction. Setting a
low current setpoint at higher voltages would in contrast lead to a very tiny signal at low
bias voltages.

In the constant-current mode(dz/dV ) the tip-sample height is adjusted during the voltage
sweep to keep the tunnelling current constant. This method is therefore more applicable at
higher bias voltages. However, the assumption of a constant tunnelling matrix element is
not valid anymore for a varying tip-sample distance, which can lead to varying intensities
and peak positions in comparison to the dI/dVmode. In addition, at very low bias the tip
has to be brought very close to the substrate to still allow a sizeable current. Latest at zero
bias this will usually lead to an indention of the tip into the substrate.

In conclusion, none of the two methods described is straight forwardly superior compared
to the other. Using both and comparing the results can also beneficial, as they can provide
complementary information [33, 34]. Often STS is used to record so called dI/dVmaps.
Here, besides the topography also the differential conductance is recorded for every pixel
of the image, giving rise to a 2D image of the DoS. The scanning speed has to be chosen
sufficiently low to allow that. Still, forming the derivative for every pixel would take a
very long time. A much more convenient method is to record the signal with a so-called
lock-in amplifier, which directly acquires the dI/dV signal and on top significantly lowers
the signal-to-noise ratio. In the next subsection we want to describe its working principle in
more detail.
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2.5 The lock-in amplifier
Lock-in amplifiers are used not only in STM, but for various experimental methods. They
can extract signals, which are thousands of times smaller than the background noise [35, 36].
Figure 2.5 a) shows the general working scheme of a lock-in amplifier. First, a reference
signal is added on top of a physical quantity of interest (in STM, the modulation is usually
applied to the bias voltage). This reference signal can come directly from the lock-in, for
example as a sinusoidal or can be provided by external sources, as for example a chopper
unit in optical experiments. After passing the STM junction and the I/V converter the output
voltage arrives at a phase sensitive detection unit, where it is evaluated in comparison to
the original reference signal. As the signal afterwards goes through a low-pass filter, only
components with no explicit frequency dependence pass the filter. We now show in more
detail how this mathematically works for the tunnelling current in STS.

We already stated that the modulation is applied to the bias voltage in STM. The current
is proportional to the voltage via equation 2.4, only that now the integration goes until
eV + eVac. Vac is the modulation voltage, which writes as Vac = Vmodsin(ωmodt). For small
modulation voltages and a fixed value of V we can expand the current in a Taylor series. It
gives:

I(V + Vac ∝ I(V ) +
dI

dV
Vmodsin(ωmodt) +

d2I

dV 2
V 2
modsin

2(ωmodt) + ... (2.10)

The first term in equation 2.10 is just the dc tunnelling current, but as one can directly see,
the second and third term are proportional to the derivative and the second derivative of
the tunnelling current with respect to the voltage. As we know from equation 2.9, this gives
us then a direct way to access the DoS. As mentioned above, in the lock-in amplifier the
input signal is finally mixed with the carried on reference signal Vrefsin(ωref t+ ϕref ). It
follows that:

Iout ∝ I(V )Vrefsin(ωref t+ ϕref )

+
1

2

dI

dV
VmodVrefcos((ωmod − ωref )t+ (ϕmod + ϕref ))

−1

2

dI

dV
VmodVrefcos((ωmod − ωref )t+ (ϕmod + ϕref )).

(2.11)

Here, ϕmod,ref are the phases of the respective signals. The signal now passes the low-pass
filter, which cancels out all the components, which are time dependent. Therefore only parts
of the response signal, which match the frequency of the reference (ωmod = ωref ), are carried
on by the lock-in amplifier, eliminating a lot of arbitrary, time-dependent noise. Therefore
also the choice of the modulation frequency plays a role: it should be an uneven number, to
avoid picking up electrical noise. In the previous subsection we also motivated the usage of
the lock-in amplifier to record dI/dV maps. For this purpose the modulation frequency has
to be chosen high enough to not coincide with the feedback loop. With the resolution and
speed of the lock-in amplifier it is even possible to adjust the feedback loop on the output
signal of the lock-in. This corresponds to constant DoS maps and has been shown to give
the most accurate iso contours for three dimensional molecules as C60 [37].
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Figure 2.5: The lock-in amplifier in STS. a) Schematics of the signal processing with a lock-in
amplifier. For more details see the text. Adapted from [35]. b) Sampling the I-V
curve with the modulated bias voltage. A larger slope in the I-V curve leads to a
larger lock-in signal, which is proportional to the differential conductance, as
shown in equation 2.10. Adapted from [38].

Figure 2.5 b) shows how the additional modulated voltage Vac affects the signal: parts
of the I-V curve with a higher slope lead to a larger response signal then the ones with
a smaller slope. Also, as we have seen form equation 2.10 the response signal is directly
proportional to the modulation amplitude. One might be therefore inclined to use high
modulation amplitudes to maximise the signal. However, for spectral features with a small
intrinsic line width a too high modulation amplitude could lead to a smearing out of the
feature. This is especially relevant for features at low energies, like spin-excitations and
vibrations. They arise from inelastic electron tunnelling processes, which will be explained
in the next subsection.

2.6 Inelastic electron tunnelling

Until now, we only described elastic tunnelling processes. An example is illustrated in
figure 2.6 a): if the applied bias voltage aligns with a state (e.g. a molecular orbital, an
electronic band, etc.) the measured conductance increases. Obviously, the slope of the I-V
curve increases in this area of interest. In the differential conductance this tunnelling process
results in a peak.

The mechanism for inelastic tunnelling is different, as shown in figure 2.6 b). Here, after
a certain threshold voltage is matched or surpassed (eV ≥ eh̄ω) an electron can tunnel
inelastically into the continuum by exciting a vibration [25, 39] or spin excitation [26]. This
opens an additional tunnelling channel besides the elastic one, which leads to a permanent
increase in the conductance and a step in the dI/dV curve. The intensity of this signal
varies very much depending on the type of excitation. For vibrations they are usually not
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exceeding a tenth of the conductance of the elastic channel [40], except if they are adsorbed
on a decoupling layer [41]. This relatively small change in conductance results from a
decreased probability for elastic tunnelling, when a vibration is excited. Therefore these
two contributions counteract each other [40]. Moreover, after adsorption on a surface, some
vibrational modes might be suppressed and therefore not detectable with inelastic electron
tunnelling spectroscopy (IETS), depending on the adsorption geometry [42, 43].

In contrast, the excitation probability for spin-flip excitation is usually higher [26]. Re-
cently changes in the differential conductance of over 100 % have been observed [44, 45].
The higher achievable excitation probabilities stem from an increased coupling strength of
electrons to spins in comparison to vibrons. However, not every magnetic atom or molecule
actually shows spin-flip excitations. In section 3 we will discuss the requirements for this in
more detail.

A combination of elastic and inelastic processes is also possible, as shown in figure 2.6 c).
Here an electron can tunnel into a vibronic state, which is a vibrational mode of an excited
electronic state. Then beside the resonance several side peaks of energy spacings according
to the vibrational energy can be seen. These side peaks can be of similar intensity as the
resonance of the electronic state [43] or even surpass it, as we will see in section 7.

IETS has been used to identify different isomers, which were not distinguishable by their
STM topography [25]. Another way to learn about the structural properties of molecules is
to perform atomic force microscopy (AFM). We want to introduce this technique in the next
section.

2.7 Atomic force microscopy
Since STM is restricted to conducting surfaces, it is natural that attempts have been made
to find techniques to also image insulating surfaces. Not long after the invention of STM,
atomic force microscopy was introduced [3]. Here, the probe is mounted to an oscillating
cantilever, which is externally driven into resonance [46]. Due to changing tip-sample forces,
either the elongation of the cantilever or a change in the resonance frequency is measured.

Usually one distinguishes between two operating modes in AFM: the contact and the
non-contact mode [47]. As the name suggests, in contact mode the probe is in contact with
the surface. Here, usually the elongation of the cantilever is measured. In non-contact
AFM the probe is positioned at a certain distance from the surface, while a feedback loop
keeps the system in or close to resonance. Now, either the amplitude or the frequency is
modulated. In the frequency modulation (FM) mode, the cantilever is driven to oscillate
at its eigenfrequency at a constant oscillation amplitude. Varying tip-sample forces will
result in a change of the eigenfrequency, which can be be related to the force gradient (see
section 2.8). In the amplitude modulation (AM) mode, the system is driven at a constant
amplitude close to its eigenfrequency. Here changes in the tip-sample force result in an in-
or a decrease of the oscillation amplitude.

In this thesis we used non-contact frequency modulated AFM. The cantilever used is a
quartz tuning fork. These have been proposed to enable very small oscillation amplitudes
due to their high stiffness [46]. These small amplitudes of 100 pm or lower enable simulta-
neous STM and AFM measurements, as higher amplitudes are not convenient for STM due
to its exponential current to tip-sample distance relation. In the next parts we introduce the
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threshold voltage of an inelastic excitation, a second tunnelling path opens. c) If
the unoccupied state is for example a molecular orbital, tunnelling into vibronic
states is possible. Adapted from [27].
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operation principle of the non-contact FM AFM and see, what complementary information
can be gained with its spectroscopic methods.

2.8 The driven harmonic oscillator
Usually one can model the tuning fork as a damped harmonic oscillator, which is driven by
an external force FD at a frequency ω. Its equation of motion is given by:

mẍ− mω0

Q
ẋ+ k0x = FDcos(ωt). (2.12)

Here, m is the mass of the oscillator, ω0 is connected to the resonance frequency f0 via
2πf0 and Q is the quality factor of the oscillator. In textbooks, the term

ω0

Q
is attributed to a

damping constant. The solution of this equation is given by [48]:

z(t) = A(ω)cos(ωt− ϕ(ω)) (2.13)

This describes an oscillator, which can move only in z-direction and which amplitude
and phase shift depend on the driving frequency ω . The amplitude is given by:

A(w) =
k0
m

AD√
(
ω0

Q
)2ω2

0 + (ω2
0 − ω2)2

. (2.14)

For ω = ω0 equation 2.14 simplifies to just A(ω0) = ADQ. We already mentioned that in
FM AFM the amplitude is constant and changes in the resonance frequency are measured.
The resonance frequency in this model is given by:

f0 =
1

2π

√
k0
m
. (2.15)

When the oscillator is now brought closer to a substrate, it experiences forces, which
change the effective stiffness of the oscillator by [48]:

k∗ = k0 −
δFTS
δz

. (2.16)

Therefore, the new resonance frequency is given by:

f∗ =
1

2π

√√√√ δFTS
δz
m

. (2.17)

As a result one can describe the frequency shift, which is the change in frequency from
the original resonance frequency without tip-sample forces, for small oscillation amplitudes
as :

∆f = − f0
2k0

δFTS
δz

. (2.18)
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As a consequence the frequency shift is directly proportional to the tip-sample force gra-
dient. Experimentally the frequency shift is very easily accessible by keeping the oscillator
in resonance and recording the change in frequency. However, the force gradient is often
a sum of several forces acting between tip and sample. We now want to present the most
important ones and elaborate on how one can distinguish them in the experiment.

2.9 Forces in AFM
Chemical forces

Chemical forces in AFM are short-range forces. They are usually modelled with a Lennard-
Jones potential, which is also used to describe the binding of atoms to molecules [49] and is
shown in figure 2.7 a):

ELJ = ϵ[(
zm
z
)12 − 2(

zm
z
)6]. (2.19)

Here, ϵ is the binding energy and zm is the binding distance. From equation 2.19 one
can easily see, that the Lennard-Jones potential has two main terms, one with a positive
sign that scales with the power to 12 and one with a negative sign that scales to the power
of 6. The term which scales to the power of 12 is the repulsive part of the potential. It
originates from the Pauli repulsion: when two atoms are brought into close proximity, their
atomic orbitals will start to overlap. Eventually, two electrons would have to be in the same
quantum state, which is strictly forbidden by the Pauli principle. Therefore, higher states of
the atoms will be populated instead, resulting in an overall increase in energy. For us very
short distances, at which a tunnelling current starts to flow, are especially interesting, as
they allow for simultaneous STM/AFM measurements. Therefore for combined STM/AFM
measurements the Lennard-Jones force plays an important role.

At larger distances the term with power to 6 is more relevant. It arises from van-der-Waals
and dipole-dipole interactions, which are considered to stem from only one atom. As van-
der-Waals forces are relatively long-ranged this assumption does not hold true completely
and we will treat them separately in this section.

Chemical forces are the only forces with a repulsive character. Therefore, when accessing
this regime one can get predominant contributions from the chemical force and learn about
the chemical properties of atoms and molecules [50].

Van-der-Waals forces
Van-der-Waals forces arise from dipole-dipole interactions between single atoms and

molecules. Typically, they are categorised in three interaction types: the Keesom force
describes the interaction between two permanent dipoles [52]. The Debye force describes the
case, where a permanent dipole acts on a polarizable atom or molecule and therefore induces
a dipole [52]. The third case, the London dispersive force, categorises the spontaneous
induction of a dipole moment in molecules, which do not exhibit a permanent dipole
moment [53]. As mentioned above, considering the interactions between only two atoms
or molecules, the total van-der-Waals forces are rather weak. However, parts of these are
additive, so considering structures as the tip in our experiments can therefore lead to a
substantial contribution to the total force. When the tip is modelled as a sphere of radius R,
the total van-der-Waals forces is given by [54]:
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Figure 2.7: Chemical forces in AFM. a) Modelled Lennard-Jones potential and the corre-
sponding force. The binding energy ϵ and distance zm can be extracted from the
potential minimum, which are in this case ϵ = 1.5eV and zm = 1.5 Å. b) Lennard-
Jones force and a short range van-der-Waals force are shown, as explained in
the text. The sum of both forces is shown in green. For short distances the sum
resembles the shape of the Lennard Jones force reasonably well, even though
the position of the potential minimum is slightly shifted. For larger distances
the van-der-Waals forces dominate the spectrum. The Lennard-Jones force has
the same parameters as given in a), the van-der-Waals force is modelled with
R = 20 Å and H = 3 eV. Adapted from [51].

FvdW = −HR
6z2

, (2.20)

where H is the material dependent Hamaker constant. The contributions of these van-der-
Waals forces are shown in figure 2.7 b) together with the Lennard-Jones force. One can see
that for small distances the sum of the two forces resembles the shape of the Lennard-Jones
force pretty well, even though the minimum is slightly shifted in distance. For larger
distances however, the total force is almost entirely stemming from the van-der-Waals forces.
So to minimize their contribution it is desirable to have a very sharp tip. The other way
around, looking at the frequency shift at large tip-sample distances can give a first indication
of the sharpness of the tip. Still, the model in equation 2.20 only holds, if the tip is of a round
shape. For different tip shapes, other relations hold true [55]. To finish the description of the
relative forces in AFM, we now want to look at the last relevant force, the electrostatic force.

Electrostatic forces
Electrostatic forces are the longest ranged forces in AFM. They manifest, if there is a

potential difference between tip and sample, which can be intrinsically due to different
work functions or induced by an applied bias voltage. Simplified, the force can be modelled
as the electrostatic force of a capacitor [56]:

Fel =
1

2

δC

δz
V 2. (2.21)

Here, C is the capacitance of the capacitor. The voltage, which is effectively inside the
capacitor is V = Vb − VCPD, with VCPD being the contact potential difference, which is the
difference of the work functions of the two materials. Equation 2.21 is an inverted parabola,

as
δC

δz
< 0, which maximum is at Vb = VCPD. This point corresponds visually to the bias
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voltage needed to compensate the contact potential difference between the two metals. This
voltage can be determined experimentally and is the fundamental idea behind a technique
called Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), which will be introduced in the next section.

2.10 Kelvin probe force microscopy: probing local and
non-local charges

Figure 2.8 a) illustrates the general case of two metals with different work functions, which
are spatially separated from one another. If they are now brought closer together or are
contacted, as shown in b), their Fermi levels will align. This happens by electron transfer
to the metal with the higher work function. As a result space charges are formed at the
interfaces, leading to an electrostatic force between the two metals. Now an external bias
voltage can be applied to partially compensate for the electric field between the two metals.
The bias voltage, which completely compensates for it, then gives the contact potential
difference.

This concept can be used to determine the local electronic structure via Kelvin probe
force microscopy. There, an additional ac voltage is applied to the dc voltage. The changing
voltage will invoke a change in the frequency shift in the FM mode. Then, another feedback
loop is employed to adjust the dc bias voltage such, that the response is minimal. Naturally,
one gets this minimal response, if the dc bias voltage exactly matches the CPD, as can be
seen here:

∆f ∝ −1

2

δ2C

δz2
(Vbias − LCPD)2. (2.22)

To arrive at this expression we formed the derivative of equation 2.21 once more. Equa-
tion 2.22 is an inverted parabola, which curvature is given by the second derivative of
the capacitance in z-direction. The maximum of the parabola is exactly at Vbias = LCPD.
Usually other forces, like the chemical and van-der-Waals forces contribute to the offset of
the parabola, but as they are not bias-dependent, they will not change during the measure-
ments. This method has been shown to provide complementary information to the pure
∆f measurements with an AFM [57]. Depending on the AFM used, this method can also
yield a high spatial resolution and therefore often is referred to measure the local contact
potential difference (LCPD).

The spatial resolution of this method was even further improved in 2009 by Gross and
co-workers [58]. They used a qPlus [46] sensor design, which allows the usage of very small
oscillation amplitudes. This is necessary for a higher contrast formation due to nature of
the electrostatic force: it is long ranged. In the far field, AFM is sensitive to the effective
electric field of all charges in a certain vicinity. To be able to probe the electric field of single
atoms or molecules one has to therefore measure at smaller tip-sample distances. Gross and
co-workers used ∆f − V spectroscopy to determine the charge states of single gold and
silver atoms on sodium chloride layers grown on a copper substrate. Such spectra are then
fitted with equation 2.22, from which the LCPD can be directly extracted. The parabolas
shift for differently charged atoms, leading to different LCPD values. This method is slower
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than the one described earlier, but gives a much higher, even intramolecular resolution of
the charge distribution of nanostructures [59].

Still, the method exhibits two fundamental limits: first, it is not a quantitative measure
for the electric charge. Second, when coming to very close tip-sample distances, where the
electron cloud of atoms or molecules is penetrated, the background forces can also become
bias dependent [60]. A first approach to overcome this limit was proposed by Albrecht
and co-workers [60]. They recorded additional ∆f(z) spectra at different bias voltages
to disentangle the electrostatic contributions from non-electrostatic contributions. With
this they were able to make a first attempt to quantify the electronic charges within single
molecules. Still, this method contains several uncertainties, which leads to high errors
in the measurements. Therefore more adjustments have to be made before quantitative
measurements are possible.

2.11 Specifications of the used scanning tunnelling
microscopes

The experiments performed in this thesis were conducted with three different STMs, two
Createc systems and one SPECS system. Their general functionality is identical, however
some specifications differ. Here, we describe the design and working principle of the
machines.

All experiments were performed under ultra-high vacuum conditions. For this several dif-
ferent types of pumps are used, namely turbomolecular pumps, ion-getter pumps, titanium
sublimation pumps and cold traps. The vacuum chamber is divided in a preparation cham-
ber and the actual STM chamber by a gate valve. The transfer between the two chambers is
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done by a sample manipulator.

The preparation chamber is mainly used for the cleaning of samples by repeated cycles
of sputtering and annealing as well as the growth of thin films and evaporation of atoms
and molecules. Therefore it is equipped with a sputter ion gun, which is connected to a gas
line via leak valve. We used neon gas for sputtering. Other leak valves and gas lines can
be connected to the preparation chamber if needed. Moreover several ports for metal and
molecular evaporators exist. The samples can be heated and cooled on the manipulator.

The STM chamber consists of the scanning head, which is thermally connected to a
cryostat bath. The cryostat consists of two parts: an outer and inner part. The inner part is
filled with liquid helium and determines the base temperature, which is about 4.6K. The
outer part is filled with liquid nitrogen, which reduces the helium consumption. Due to the
low temperatures, the cryostat also serves as a cold trap, leading to even lower pressures
in the STM chamber. These low temperatures lead to a higher energy resolution and less
thermal drift of the STM tip and adsorbates on the surface. Moreover, the whole vacuum
chamber is connected to pneumatic feet, which can decouple the chamber from the floor
and thus reduce vibrations of the systems.

We said earlier that three different machines were used in this thesis. The two Createc
systems provide identical tools for the purpose of this thesis. Their scanning head can
be equipped with a qPlus sensor and therefore be used for simultaneous STM and AFM
measurements. Moreover, the head is equipped with magnets for eddy current damping,
which reduces the mechanical noise.

The SPECS STM is designed to reach even lower temperatures for a better energy res-
olution. Therefore, beside the helium cryostat, another bath exists, the 1 K pot. There,
helium gas is pumped through a set of capillaries and precooled by the cryostat. It is then
expanded into the 1 K pot by means of adiabatic gas expansion and can reach temperatures
of about 1.1K. The JT STM moreover has two superconducting coils, which can create an
out-of-plane magnetic field, and a sample heater for variable temperature measurements.
Also an evaporator port exist, which enables direct evaporation inside the STM head. This
allows for lower sample temperatures during evaporation than in the preparation chamber,
leading to less diffusion and therefore less clustering of the adsorbates.

The scanning head is electronically connected to a computer via a DSP board. The
recorded data in this thesis was analysed with SpectraFox [61], WSxM [62] and IgorPro.

We described before the possibilities of sample preparation. In the following chapter we
want to describe it in more details for the samples used in this thesis.

2.12 Samples

As mentioned earlier, we investigated different nanostructures on single layer MoS2 in this
thesis. We grew these on a Au(111) substrate. We now want to present the growth procedure
and the most important electronic properties of both, MoS2 and Au(111), as they will be
important for reference later on.
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Figure 2.9: Au(111) surface. a) STM topography of the Au(111) substrate. The topography
was recorded at a setpoint of 100mV and 100 pA b) Typical dI/dV spectrum
recorded on the Au(111) surface. One can see the surface state at around
−490mV. The spectrum was recorded at a setpoint of 1V and 300 pA.

2.12.1 Au(111)
Gold is very common choice as a substrate in STM, as it is a very inert material and therefore
easy cleanable. This especially holds true for crystals polished in the [111] direction. Figure
2.9 a) shows an example of a Au(111) surface. Darker appearing regions with different
width are separated by bright lines. This stems from the well known surface reconstruction
of the Au(111) surface: regions of face center cubic (fcc) and hexagonal closed packed
(hcp) stacking orders alternate. They are separated by so called soliton lines, which appear
brighter in the topography, as they are slightly stacking out of the surface. The soliton
lines periodically rotate around 120◦, forming a zig-zag structure, which is referred to as
herringbone reconstruction. Figure 2.9 b) shows a typical dI/dV spectrum recorded on the
Au(111) substrate. Apart from a linear background a step-like feature around −490mV can
be seen, which arises from a surface state [63]. Verifying that these structural and electronic
properties can be resolved is usually a good indication for the reliability of the STM tip’s
apex.

To clean the Au(111) substrate we applied repeated cycles (minimum of two) of sputtering
and annealing to it. The sputtering was either done under static conditions (no pumps
connected) at 1.5× 10−4mbar or with the turbomolecular pump connected at 2× 10−6mbar
for about 15 minutes. The annealing was performed around 820K for about 10 minutes.
This procedure usually gives reliably clean and large terraces, which is a necessity for the
growth of single-layer MoS2 islands.

2.12.2 (Single-layer) Molybdenum disulfide
Molybdenum disulfide belongs to the class of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs),
which recently has drawn a lot of attention due to its promising electronic and optical
properties, which to some extent resemble those of graphene for device usage [64, 65]. As
the name implies, the TMDC consist of a transition metal (for MoS2 it is molybdenum),
which is sandwiched between two chalcogenides (for MoS2 it is sulfur), which is illustrated
in figure 2.10 a) for a MoS2 layer. In a bulk structure, the individual layers are only weakly
coupled between each other via van-der-Waals interactions. Depending on the composition
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of the TMDC, the electronic structure varies. For example, they have been reported to be
superconductors [66], spin-liquids [67] or semiconductors with optical band gaps varying
between 1 and 2 eV [68, 69]. Due to their weak interlayer binding, the TMDC crystals are
easily exfoliated. This enables the study of single-layer TMDCs and heterostructures, which
on top provides a huge tune-ability due to the vast selection of different materials [70].

It was found that the electronic structure of MoS2 actually varies depending on the
number of the layers. Whereas for bulk MoS2 an indirect band gap of about 1.23 eV was
found in experiment, the band gap for a single-layer is about 1.9 eV and direct at the K point
of the Brillioun zone [71, 72]. This, for example, leads to an emerging photoluminescence in
the single-layer, which was quasi absent for the bulk MoS2 [73, 74].

While these properties are certainly intriguing to study, it is very challenging to study this
samples with STM. Therefore attempts have been made to grow single-layer MoS2 islands
on metal substrate, such as Au or Ag. While at first only the growth of nanoclusters was
achieved [75, 76], soon after also larger islands of several tenths of nanometers and more
were grown successfully [77, 78].

The electronic structure of the MoS2 layer on Au(111) is altered from the one of the
freestanding single-layer due to hybridisation with the metal substrate [79]. Still, it provides
several interesting optical and electrical properties [80, 81] and has been established as
an excellent decoupling layer for molecules [43, 82–84]. We want to make use of both
these properties in the course of this thesis and therefore describe the general properties of
MoS2 on Au(111) now in more detail.

We used two different methods to grow single-layer islands of MoS2 on Au(111). The
first method consists of evaporating molybdenum on a clean Au(111) sample in a H2S
atmosphere of about 2 × 10−5mbar. Subsequently, the sample is annealed to 820K for
about 20 minutes. This method yields coverages as can be seen in figure 2.10 b): several
MoS2 islands of sizes of tenths of nanometers can be seen. The other growing method
combines both steps at the same time, the molybdenum is evaporated already on the hot
sample in the H2S atmosphere for about 40 minutes. This leads to larger island sizes,
which is suggested to be promoted by the higher mobility of the Mo atoms on the hot Au
substrate [85]. Figure 2.10 c) shows a zoom into one of the islands shown in b). One can
clearly see a modulation in the topography, which is in the order of 3.3 nm and therefore a
magnitude bigger than the atomic spacing [86]. It results from a lattice missmatch between
the Au(111) lattice and the MoS2 lattice and is referred to as moiré superstructure [33].
Moreover, several dark spots and dark areas can be seen in the topography. These stem
from point and areal defects and will be covered in more detail in section 4.

Figure 2.11 a) shows a representative constant-height dI/dV spectrum recorded on a
MoS2 island. One can see several resonances at positive bias, around 900mV (labelled Γ1),
around 1.4V (labelled Γ2) and around 1.9V. At negative bias only a resonance around
−2.1V is present. In b) a constant current spectrum is shown. The same peaks can be
identified, with slightly shifted positions. In addition, a small peak at around 500mV can be
seen. Krane and co-workers have identified it to arise from tunnelling into the conduction
band minimum [33]. They found the electrical band gap of MoS2 on Au(111) to be around
1.9 eV. To determine it, they had to use a novel method recently established in [87], where
the tip height is modulated to gain enhanced sensitivity for states with k∥.

We have mentioned before that the MoS2 layer on Au(111) exhibits a moiré pattern. The
STM topographies are always a convolution between topographic and electronic structure,
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Figure 2.10: Structure of MoS2. a) Stick and ball model of the MoS2 lattice in the top view
(upper) and side view (lower). The yellow balls represent the sulfur atoms
and the black ones represent the molybdenum atoms. b) STM topography of
MoS2 islands grown on Au(111). c) Zoom into a MoS2 island. The dark spots
correspond to point and/or areal defects in the layer. The topographies were
recorded at a setpoint of 100mV, 500 pA (b) and 900mV, 100 pA (c).

therefore its natural to ask, if the electronic structure varies along the moiré or if the
corrugation is pure topographic. Figure 2.11 c) shows two constant-height dI/dV spectra,
which were recorded on the spots shown in the topography in the inset, marked with the
respective colours of the spectra. The black spectrum was recorded on a moiré maximum
and the grey one on a moiré minimum. Comparing the two spectra, the most striking
difference is the shift of the state at negative energies, which amounts to about 200mV. It
was proposed that it origins either due to a different hybridization with the Au bulk states
or a more effective electronic screening [33]. Also the Γ2 state shifts along the moiré, but
not as much. All in all, it is apparent that the electronic structure varies locally along the
moiré, which has been also recently supported by DFT calculations [88]. This finding will
be important later on in this thesis.

It was reported previously that the apparent height of MoS2 islands on Au(111) is around
2.3 Å [77]. This value is smaller than the height of a freestanding MoS2 layer, which is
around 3.16 Å. We also looked at the apparent height of MoS2 islands on Au(111), as
shown in figure 2.12 a) and d). In a) a topography of a MoS2 islands is shown. The red
bar represents the line, the profile of which is shown in d). We find an apparent height
difference between the Au(111) surface and the moiré dome of 2.4 Å, which is very similar
to the previously reported value. As this apparent height is still a convolution between
electronic structure and topography, we in addition performed ∆f − z spectra, to extract
the deconvolved topography of the islands. Figure 2.12 b) shows two approach curves for
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Figure 2.11: Electronic structure of MoS2 on Au(111). a) Constant-height dI/dV spectrum.
b) Constant-current dI/dV spectrum. The peak intensities and positions vary in
comparison to the constant-height spectrum. A small additional peak around
500mV appears. c) Constant-height spectra recorded on the moiré dome and
the valley, as indicated in the inset. The spectra were recorded at a setpoint of
2.5V and 500 pA (a), at a constant current of 300 pA (b) and at 10mV and 20 pA
with the tip additionally retracted by 220 pm (c). The STM topography in the
inset was recorded at 50mV and 100 pA, the scale bar amounts to 1 nm.
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the MoS2 island and for Au(111). To record those, the tip was positioned over the spot at
the same setpoint at which the topography in a) was recorded. After that the feedback was
switched off and the bias voltage was set to 50mV to minimise background forces. Then the
tip was approached towards the sample. From b) one can see that the curve recorded on the
MoS2 reaches the more repulsive region of the forces (the local minimum) around 0.35 Å
earlier. Therefore the real height of the MoS2 islands on Au(111) is hSTM + hAFM =2.05 Å.
This is approximately two thirds of the height of the freestanding MoS2 layer and suggests
that the growth of the MoS2 leads to a partial reconstruction of the Au(111) surface. This
also manifests itself in an absence of the herringbone structure under the MoS2 islands. Still,
the determination of the height of the MoS2 layer is not error free, as the background forces
over the Au(111) substrate and the MoS2 may vary. Therefore, to learn about the exact
nature of the MoS2/Au(111) interface, further investigations have to be performed.

The same experiment can also be done to extract the deconvolved height difference
between the moiré minima and maxima. We find that the ∆f − z curves vary by roughly
10 pm, leading to a total height difference of 32 pm. So even though the difference between
STM topography and the approach spectra is not huge in absolute values, still there is an
electronic variation even at low bias voltages along the moiré structure. We will study those
variations in more detail in their interplay with single atoms in sections 5 and 6. Moreover
we will study the decoupling properties of the MoS2 layer on high dipole molecules in
section 7.
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Figure 2.12: Determination of the height of the MoS2 layers on Au(111). a) STM topography
of a MoS2 island on Au(111). The topography was recorded at a setpoint of
1V and 30 pA b) ∆f − z spectra recorded on the bare Au(111) substrate and
the MoS2 island. The feedback was stabilised at the same parameters as the
topography in a). After the feedback was switched off, the bias voltage was
changed to 50mV. c) Illustration of the MoS2 island height in comparison to
the Au(111) substrate. d) Topography along the red bar shown in a).
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3Single-atom magnetism on surfaces

In the course of this thesis we will study several cases of single-atom magnetism. For
a proper description of the experimental findings, we therefore want to introduce the
theoretical framework of the occurring processes in this section. At first we illustrate how
magnetic anisotropy influences the excitation spectra of single atoms. Afterwards we have
a look at the coupling mechanisms between single atoms, which will be important for the
results in section 6. Following up we will introduce the Kondo effect, which describes
the formation of a many-body state, which arises from exchange interaction of magnetic
impurities with metal host electrons. Finally, we will illustrate how the Kondo effect and
magnetic anisotropy can be detected with STS and how these two phenomena compete
with each other at low energy scales, which will be important in section 5.

3.1 The effective spin Hamiltonian

The origin of magnetism in single atoms and molecules are unpaired spins, which lead to a
non-zero spin state of the system. In gas phase the ground state configuration, from which
one directly can see the spin state, can be purely determined by Hunds rules: first, the total
spin S of the system is maximised, which is a direct consequence of the exchange interaction
between the single electrons. Secondly, the total angular momentum L is maximised. At
last, the coupling of S and L to the total angular momentum J is determined to be either
parallel or anti-parallel, depending on the filling of the respective electron shell. Applying
these rules for example for an iron atom would lead to an electron configuration as shown
in figure 3.1 a), which leads to a total spin state of 2. This configuration may alter, if the
atom is exposed to a crystal field, as illustrated in b). Avoiding Pauli repulsion due to wave
function overlap of the d-orbitals with the crystal field may be now energetically more
favourable than occupation of the orbitals via Hunds rules. Therefore an iron atom in a
tetrahedral crystal field, as illustrated, would have a spin state of 1.

As one can see, we labelled the d-orbitals differently in figure 3.1 a) and b). While
in a) the d-orbitals which solve the Schrödinger equation are shown, b) implies linear
combinations of those orbitals, which are formed such that the orbital angular momentum
of the respective orbitals is equal to zero. Therefore the total angular momentum of an atom
in a crystal-field is usually quenched. However, via second order perturbation theory, the
states split by the crystal field can be coupled to states lying at higher energies. This restores
a finite orbital angular momentum and allows to couple it to the total spin momentum
via spin-orbit coupling. This results in a sizeable magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which
enforces a preferred direction of the spin in space [89]. It can usually be modelled in a new
effective Hamiltonian, called Spin Hamiltonian, which treats the system in terms of its spin
components. It can be written as:
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Figure 3.1: Effect of crystal-field splitting and magnetic anisotropy on the electronic config-
uration of an atom. a) Application of Hunds rules for an iron atom. This leads to
a gas phase spin state of S=2. b) In a crystal field (here tetrahedral) the d-orbitals
can become non-degenerate and the spin state of the system can change as a
result. In this case the crystal-field splitting would lead to a spin state of 1. c)
When no spin-orbit coupling is present, all levels of the spin projections mS
are degenerate. When an axial anisotropy D is introduced to the system, the
degeneracy is lifted. If on top of that also a transverse anisotropy is introduced
into the system, the out-of-plane levels are also lifted, leading to a formation of
the |+⟩ and |−⟩ states. Adapted from [38].
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Ĥ = gµBB · Ŝ+DŜ2
z + E(Ŝx2 − Ŝ2

y). (3.1)

Here, g is the gyromagnetic factor, µB is Bohr’s magneton, B is an externally applied
magnetic field, Ŝ is the total spin operator, D is the axial anisotropy and E the transverse
anisotropy. The two latter are parametrised as D = λ2/2(Λxx + Λyy) − 2Λzz and E =
−λ2/2(Λxx + Λyy). Here, on the other hand, the Λii terms represent the magnitude of the
unquenched orbital angular momentum in ii direction [90]:

Λii =

excited states∑
n

|⟨ϕ0|L̂i|ϕn⟩|2
En − E0

. (3.2)

From equation 3.1 it follows, that the different ms eigenstates are now split in energy. This
is also illustrated in figure 3.1 c) for a spin 1 system: when the transverse anisotropy is zero,
the splitting is given by the axial anisotropy D and the ms = +1,−1 states are degenerate.
The sign of D determines, which state is the ground state. The example in c) shows the
case for D > 0, which favours the lower spin projection, whereas the case of D < 0 favours
the higher spin projection. An addition of a transverse anisotropy leads to a mixing of the

former ms = +1,−1 states to |+⟩ = 1√
2
| + 1⟩ + 1√

2
| − 1⟩ and |−⟩ = 1√

2
| + 1⟩ − 1√

2
| − 1⟩.

Those two states are split by an energy of 2E.
One can determine the magnetic anisotropy of single atoms with IETS. The energy

splitting of the spin projection levels now allows for spin-flip excitation into the energetically
higher states for transitions ensuring ∆ms = 1. The energy of the excitation, detectable
as a step in the dI/dV signal as described earlier, is directly proportional to the axial and
transverse anisotropy as we showed in this chapter.

The favourable spin direction, given by the anisotropy, can be perturbed and altered via
coupling of the atom to other impurities and host electrons. We describe these processes
and their impact on the anisotropy in the next sections.

3.2 Coupling between single magnetic atoms
There are several coupling mechanisms for pairing individual magnetic atoms, which are
usually referred to as exchange interactions. They can be mediated directly via the overlap
of atomic orbitals, through hopping processes with non-magnetic orbitals or by substrate
electrons. Here, we want to describe these processes briefly and how one can distinguish
them, as it will be important later on in this thesis in section 6.

3.2.1 (Direct) exchange interaction
The direct exchange interaction becomes relevant, when the wavefunctions of two magnetic
impurities start to overlap. Depending on the strength of the overlap, this can lead to a
ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic alignment of the spins. As the wavefunctions of the
two orbitals only overlap at very short interatomic distances, the direct exchange interaction
is mostly only relevant at those short distances.
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b)a)

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the superexchange coupling. a) Two magnetic orbitals are oc-
cupied with one electron each, whereas the non-magnetic orbital is doubly
occupied. b) In a virtual process, one electron can hop from the non-magnetic
orbital to one of the magnetic orbitals, leading to an exchange coupling, as indi-
cated with the dashed black line. Adapted from [95].

3.2.2 Superexchange interaction
Superexchange interaction was first introduced by Kramers [91] and later on refined by
Anderson [92]. It basically describe a coupling mechanism between two spins, which is
enabled by virtual hopping processes, mediated by bridging atoms, molecules or ions. The
process is illustrated in figure 3.2: in a) the starting point is shown. Two singly occupied,
magnetic orbitals coexist with a non-magnetic, doubly occupied orbital. The magnetic
orbitals are spatially too far separated to be directly exchanged coupled. Now, via a virtual
process, one electron of the non-magnetic orbital can hop into a magnetic orbital. As a result,
the former non-magnetic orbital can now exchange couple with the other magnetic orbital,
as illustrated in b) with the blue dashed line. This effectively links the two magnetic orbitals.
Superexchange interaction has been observed experimentally for several phtalocyanines
with magnetic centers [93–95]. In [95] the authors could determine the actual molecular
orbitals involved in the superexchange interaction.

3.2.3 RKKY coupling
Another longer-ranged mediated mechanism, the so-called Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
(RKKY) coupling was introduced in the 1950s [96–98]. It describes the interaction between
magnetic atoms on a metal surface. At sufficiently large distances the individual magnetic
atoms can not interact with each other via direct exchange coupling. However, the conduc-
tion electrons in the close vicinity of the impurity get polarized. The preferred direction
of the polarization oscillates with the distance between the two impurities, similar to an
interference pattern [99]. The Hamiltonian for a RKKY interaction for two spins can be
described as:

H = JRKKYS1S2. (3.3)

Here, JRKKY is the exchange coupling term, which is proportional to [100]:

JRKKY ∝ cos(2kFd)

(2kFd)2
. (3.4)

This relation shows the above mentioned oscillatory behaviour of the RKKY coupling,
a sign change in the coupling term leads to a change in the preferred coupling, from anti-
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ferromagnetic to ferromagnetic or vice versa. The exponential dependence on the distance
between the impurities in the denominator of equation 3.4 leads to an overall decreasing
coupling strength, limiting the interaction range. Interaction ranges between 8 Å-15 Å have
been reported [100, 101], which are significantly higher than the ones for direct exchange
coupling.

Interactions with the substrate electrons can not only lead to a coupling of impurity spins
with each other, but also act as a relaxation mechanism for the respective spins or even
enable an exchange coupling between the itinerant electrons and the impurity. This so-called
Kondo exchange coupling is the fundamental requirement for a many-body phenomenon,
called the Kondo effect, which will be discussed in the following section.

3.3 The Kondo effect
The Kondo effect describes an anomaly in the behaviour of the electrical resistance of metals
with a small concentration of magnetic impurities at low temperatures. In general, the
electrical resistance of metals decreases with decreasing temperature. One of the reasons for
this is that at low temperatures fewer lattice vibrations are populated. As one of the main
sources for electron scattering is phonons, this results in a larger overall conductivity of
the metal. However, it was experimentally determined in 1934 that the resistivity of some
metals started to increase again after passing a certain critical temperature [102]. Kondo
provided the theoretical understanding of this effect [103, 104]. He used a scattering model,
which explicitly takes into account the interaction of the spins of the conduction electrons
of the metal with the spin of the magnetic impurity. For this he treated the scattering as a
perturbation in the s-d exchange Hamiltonian, proposed by Zener [105, 106]:

H =
∑
k,k′

Jk,k′ (S
+c†k,↓ck′ ,↑ + S−c†k,↑ck′ ,↓ + Sz(c

†
k,↑ck′ ,↑ − c†k,↓ck′ ,↓)) +

∑
k,k′

Uk,k′ c
†
k,σck′ ,σ. (3.5)

Here, Sz and S± = Sx±iSy are the spin operators of the spin of the d-level, ci,n and c†i,n are
the annihilation and creation operators for conduction electrons with momentum i and spin
n. J is the exchange coupling parameter and U is the potential scattering parameter. Those
two parameters define the nature of the interaction of the impurity with the conduction
electrons. One can immediately see that the first two terms in equation 3.5 represent a
spin-flip process. The third term corresponds to a scattering process, where the spin of the
impurity is conserved. Taking this perturbation to third order, Kondo found an additional
contribution to the electric resistivity, which could explain the experimental findings.

Often, the mechanism behind this interaction is described in the so-called ”Anderson
single-impurity model” [107], which is illustrated in figure 3.3. The electronic structure
of the impurity is simplified to one atomic orbital, usually a 3d or 4f orbital, which can
be either singly, doubly or non-occupied [108]. The singly-occupied level is located at an
energy ϵD below the Fermi energy and is separated from the doubly-occupied level by the
Coulomb repulsion UD. In general the Anderson model allows exchange processes to take
place in two different ways: either the impurity level is emptied and then refilled again,
as sketched in c) or it is doubly-occupied and then emptied again (b)). As shown in d),
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these processes can result in an effective spin-flip of the impurity level. As discussed above,
not all processes will actually flip the spin. However, taking several of these scattering
events together leads to the formation of a many-body spin-excitation state, the Kondo
resonance [108]. From figure 3.3 it is clear that these processes are not allowed in the classical
framework. In quantum mechanics, however, they can arise as virtual processes for a short
timeframe [109].

Until now we did not specify, how the Anderson model and the s-d exchange Hamiltonian
used by Kondo relate to each other. These dependences were found by Schrieffer and Wolff
as [110]:

J =
2

π
∆2(

1

ϵD
− 1

ϵD + UD
)

U =
2

π
∆2(

1

ϵD
+

1

ϵD + UD
).

(3.6)

Here, ∆ is the level broadening of the d-states, which is given by ∆ = ρ0|V |2, where
ρ0 is the density of states at the Fermi level and V is the hybridization matrix element of
the localized d state with the continuum of the band states of the host metal. For a spin

S =
1

2
the exchange coupling parameter J is always anti-ferromagnetic, which we define

as positive values throughout this thesis. Moreover, we can see from equation 3.6, that the
parameters in the Anderson impurity model determine the sign of the potential scattering
parameter, as illustrated in figure 3.3 e)-g), at least for electron-hole symmetric systems.

Even though the above description of the Kondo-like interaction already reproduces the
experimental results relatively well, it still exhibits a flaw, called the ”Kondo problem”. The
additional term in the electrical resistivity diverges for temperatures very close to absolute
zero, ultimately making the perturbative model fail at those temperatures [111]. To properly
describe Kondo physics one has to differ between two different regimes, the weak coupling
regime, where the above mentioned perturbative model is valid and the strong coupling
regime, where different approaches have to be made [112–114].

In the next section, we want to discuss these two regimes and how they differ in STS
experiments. At the end of the section we also want to discuss, how the Kondo-like exchange
scattering and the magnetic anisotropy of a system scale with respect to each other.

3.3.1 The Kondo effect in STS

The Kondo effect manifests itself in STS as a resonance around zero bias [115]. The peak
width is associated with a characteristic temperature, the so-called Kondo temperature TK ,
which phenomenologically is the half-width at half-maximum at zero temperature [108].
For experimental temperatures lower than TK usually the strong-coupling regime applies,
whereas for the opposite case of higher temperatures than TK , the weak coupling regimes is
valid.

The strong coupling regime
The Kondo temperature in the strong coupling regime can be derived using the so-

called poor person’s scaling, proposed in [106,112]. There the electron band width in the
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the Anderson model to describe a single magnetic impurity on
a metal substrate. a) At the start, an orbital is singly occupied and located at
an energy ϵD below the Fermi energy. The doubly occupied level is separated
from it by the Coulomb repulsion UD. b) Scattering processes from conduction
electrons at the magnetic impurity can lead to virtual excitations, which can
result in a doubly occupied (b) or empty level (c). d) When relaxing into the
ground state, in some of the cases the spin is effectively flipped in comparison to
a). e), f), g) The energy level alignment of the singly and doubly occupied level
has a direct influence of the potential scattering parameter U in the s-d orbital
model. Adapted from [38].
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Figure 3.4: Lineshapes of the Kondo resonance in STS. a) Changes in the lineshape with
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structure (ϕ = 0) to a peak (ϕ = π). The variation in the lineshape is 2π peri-
odic. b) Different lineshapes to describe Kondo resonances. Even though the
parameter regime for the logarithmic function is different, one can still see that
the width is heavily underestimated in comparison to a Fano or Frota function.

conduction band is progressively reduced, leading to a cancellation of virtual excitations.
The resulting scaling equation of the exchange coupling takes the form:

dJ

dlnD
= −2ρJ2, (3.7)

if the exchange coupling J is isotropic. Here, D is the electron bandwidth. Integrating
equation 3.7 leads to:

De−1/2Jρ0 ∝ kBTK . (3.8)

This scaling invariant defines the Kondo temperature TK . It can also be expressed in
terms of the parameters of the Anderson impurity model [108]:

kBTK ≃
√
2∆

U

π
exp

[
− π

2∆
(| 1
ϵF

|+ | 1

ϵF + U
|)−1

]
. (3.9)

Note, that the above scaling equation holds true for a spin S =
1

2
system. For different

spin systems, equation 3.7 has to be modified slightly [116].
As mentioned above, the Kondo temperature is connected to the half-width at half-

maximum Γ of an observed resonance. The energy position of such a resonance is located
near the Fermi level, where the scattering processes take place, and is given by [108]:

EK = Γtan(
π

2
(1− nd)). (3.10)

Here, nd is the average occupation number of the d-orbital and is given by [117]:

nd = −ϵD
U

+
1

2
. (3.11)

Therefore, also the occupation number is related to the electron-hole symmetry in the
system.
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The first experiments performed on magnetic impurities on metals with STS revealed
mostly asymmetric or dip-like lineshapes of the Kondo resonance [118–121]. Those line-
shapes can be reproduced by the so-called Fano function [122]:

f(ϵ) ∝ (q + ϵ)2

1 + ϵ2
. (3.12)

Here, ϵ is the normalized energy defined as:

ϵ =
E − EK

Γ
. (3.13)

The variable q in equation 3.12 is an interference factor, which describes the asymmetry
of the lineshape. It results from different tunnelling channels available for an electron at
these low bias voltages: either it can tunnel into the Kondo state or directly into the metal
continuum. The ratio of those tunnelling channels effectively gives the asymmetry of the
lineshape. A preferred tunnelling into the Kondo state gives a peak-like lineshape, whereas
a tunnelling into the empty bulk states gives a dip-like feature. Note that recently it has been
proposed that also the tunnelling channel into the spin-carrying orbital and the symmetry
of this orbital can be relevant for the symmetry of the Kondo resonance [123,124]. Therefore
the exact mechanism behind the asymmetry of the resonance is still under debate.

Another lineshape to describe the Kondo resonance was introduced by Frota and Oliveira
[125, 126] and has been shown to reproduce some experimental measured lineshapes better
than the Fano function [127, 128]. It can be written as [123]:

f(ϵ) = −ARe[eiϕ
√

iΓF
E − EK + iΓF

]. (3.14)

Here, the variable ϕ describes the interference between the different tunnelling channels
and is connected to the Fano factor q by q = tan(ϕ/2). Figure 3.4 a) shows how the lineshape
varies with ϕ. For ϕ = 0 the resonance has a dip-like shape, whereas for ϕ = π the resonance
is a peak. The parameter ΓF is connected to the half-width of the resonance by Γ ∼ 2.54ΓF .

In figure 3.4 b) a comparison between the Frota and Fano lineshape is given. In a recent
review [129], the Fano and Frota lineshape were extensively compared. Depending on the
measurement parameters used and the different experimental broadenings present in the
experiment, either function may reproduce the data better. Applying it to the conditions in
this thesis, the Frota function is supposedly reproducing our results better. Therefore, unless
otherwise specified, we will use it to fit our experimental data. In figure 3.5 b) another
lineshape is shown, a temperature broadened logarithmic function. It described resonances
in the weak coupling regime, which we will discuss in the following part.

The weak coupling regime
The weak coupling regime is usually best described by an perturbative approach, which

was introduced by Appelbaum [131, 132] and Anderson [133] and later on modified for
STM junctions by Ternes [111, 130]. It is usually used to describe Kondo correlations in the
temperature regime T ≫ TK or if the impurity is ferromagnetically coupled to the electron
bath of the metal [134]. The model takes into account spin-flip scattering processes up to
the 2nd order Born approximation and up to the third order in the exchange interaction J.
The model is described in detail in the reviews by Ternes mentioned above, describing it in
full detail here would go beyond the scope of this thesis. However, as the model will be
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Figure 3.5: Parameter regime of a weak coupled Kondo resonance. a) Changes in the line-
shape with varying parameters of U, Jρ0 and D. The black curve corresponds
to a 2nd order perturbation, where no intermediate states are considered. All
other curves were calculated with 3rd order processes allowed. The parame-
ters are respectively D = 3 mV, Jρ0 = −0.04, U = 0 (red), D = 3 mV, Jρ0 =
−0.04, U = 0.5 (green), D = 3 mV, Jρ0 = −0.04, U = 0 (blue). All spectra were
calculated using the model in [130]. b) Behaviour of the Kondo resonances in
a magnetic field. For a field of around 9T, the splitting of a weakly coupled
Kondo resonance (black) is much more prominent than for an impurity in the
strong coupled regime (red). For illustration purposed the Kondo temperature
of the red curve was set comparably high (TK ∼ 75K).

important later on, we want to highlight its results here. The transition probability in this
model is given by:

Wi→f ∝ (|Mi→f |2 + Jρs
∑
m

(
Mi→mMm→fMf→i

ϵi − ϵm
+ c.))δ(ϵi − ϵf ). (3.15)

Here, c is a constant and M is the scattering matrix element, which has the form of:

Mi→j = ⟨ψj , σi|S ∗ σ + U |ψi, σi⟩. (3.16)

Here, S∗σ describes the interaction of the tunnelling electrons with the spin, with σ being
the Pauli matrix, ψi,j is the eigenstate of the spin system and σi,j is the wavevector of the
interacting electron.

The first term in equation 3.15 arises without taking third-order contributions into account.
It can phenomenologically describe inelastic excitations arising from magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, as shown in figure 3.5 a) (black curve). Equation 3.16 shows that also potential
scattering can be taken into account here, resulting in asymmetric lineshapes [130]. The sec-
ond therm in equation 3.5 accounts for Kondo-like correlations. Calculating the conductivity
gives rise to the previously mentioned temperature broadened logarithmic resonance [135]:

σ(E) = −(Jρ0)
3

∫ −ω0

ω0

f(ϵ
′
, T )

ϵ− ϵ′
dϵ

′ ∗ f ′
(ϵ, T ) + c. (3.17)

Here, the asterix represents a convolution, f(x) (f
′
(x)) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution

(its derivative) and ω represents a cut-off energy. Examples of the corresponding peaks
are shown in the figures 3.4 b) and 3.5 a) as the blue curves. In comparison to the Fano
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and Frota curves one can directly see that the width of the resonance differs significantly
and the peak tends to be narrower for similar amplitudes. We stated before that the Kondo
temperature is connected to the half-width of the corresponding resonance. This is not true
anymore for the diverging function, as the peak width is not well-defined for it. Though
one can still make estimations about the Kondo temperature, it usually is only indicative of
the energy scale and prone to errors [135]. To describe the coupling strength in the weak
coupling regime, usually the exchange coupling constant J or Jρ0 is used.

Besides the characteristic lineshape, there are more ways to differ between the strong and
weak coupling regime (and between Kondo resonances and other, non-magnetic resonances
in general). First, the strongly coupled Kondo resonance has a special, intrinsic line width,
which is given by [136]:

Γ = 2
√
(πkBT )2 + 2(kBTK)2. (3.18)

Note that the scaling factor of the temperature broadening of 2π was determined in the
framework of the Fermi-liquid model. In different studies this factor is often parametrised as
α and left as a parameter, while determining the Kondo temperature in a fit of temperature
depending measurements (we will explain this in more detail in section 4). There, often
smaller values for α have been found experimentally [137, 138]. For weakly coupled
impurities the above described temperature scaling does not apply [135].

Another way to distinguish between the different regimes is to look at the behaviour of
the resonance in an external magnetic field. The Kondo resonance is expected to experience
a Zeeman like splitting in a magnetic field of [137, 139, 140]:

∆E = gµBB, (3.19)

where g is the gyromagnetic factor, µB is Bohrs magneton and B is the external magnetic

field. This splitting can be most easily understood in the exemplary case of a spin S =
1

2

system. Due to the magnetic field the degeneracy between the two spin projections ms ±
1

2
is lifted. To still perform the spin-flip scattering process necessary for the Kondo resonance,
an additional excitation has to be made, such that the process becomes inelastic. Another
way to visualise it is to think of it as an additional magnetocrystalline anisotropy to be
superimposed with the original Kondo resonance. Figure 3.5 b) shows exemplary simulated
curves for an impurity in the weak-coupling regime (black) and one in the strong-coupling
regime (red) in an external magnetic field of 9T. One can see that whereas the weakly
coupled impurity shows a well pronounced splitting, the strongly coupled impurity has a
barely visible splitting. It was found that it requires a magnetic field larger than the Kondo
correlation energy gµBB > kBTK to cause a split of the strongly coupled impurity [111,141].
So depending on the Kondo temperature of the impurity, the necessary fields to observe
a splitting can become very large. Obviously, non-magnetic resonances do not split in an
external magnetic field. Therefore, in this way Kondo resonances are distinguishable from
other resonances experimentally.

The above described mechanism for the formation of the Kondo effect can be more
complex in different cases. For example it has been proposed that not only the spin, but also
the orbital moment can contribute to the formation of the Kondo state [142]. Moreover, the
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Kondo state can experience other interesting features as a very strong spin polarization [143]
and remains a topic of continuous interest.

We already showed in figure 3.5 a) that magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the Kondo
effect can occur at the same time, which is understandable, as both effects deal with single
spins on surfaces. In the next subsection we want to discuss the interplay of these two
phenomena.

3.3.2 Competition between inelastic tunnelling and Kondo
correlations

One of the first experiments to investigate the Kondo effect in presence of magnetic
anisotropy was performed by Otte and co-workers in 2008 [137]. They looked at single Co
atoms on Cu2N patches grown on a Cu(100) substrate. They found that both, magnetic
anisotropy and the Kondo effect were indeed present in the system. Moreover they have
seen that the splitting of the Kondo resonance varied depending on the directionality of
the applied magnetic field. As this effect did not occur for Ti atoms adsorbed on the same

substrate, which were found to have a spin state of S =
1

2
, it is clearly correlated with the

presence of a magnetic anisotropy (atoms with a spin state of S =
1

2
can not experience a

magnetic anisotropy due to Kramers degeneracy theorem [144]).

Co atoms were found to have a spin state of S =
3

2
. The formation of a Kondo peak in

presence of a magnetic anisotropy requires a certain energy level alignment in this system,

namely a hard-axis anisotropy, as can be seen in figure 3.6 a): here, the ms = ±1

2
levels are

the ones lowest in energy. As a result, scattering events can occur between the two-fold
degenerate ground state with ∆ms = 1 transitions, as indicated with the double headed
black arrow. If the magnetic anisotropy would have promoted easy-axis anisotropy, one
does not expect to observe a Kondo resonance, as scattering events then would require a
∆ms = 3 transition, which is prohibited by selection rules.

In 2014, Oberg and co-workers picked up the work on single Co atoms on Cu2N [146]. In
comparison to the previous described work, they grew larger patches of Cu2N. They now
found that the excitation energy and the amplitude of the Kondo resonance varied with
the respective position of the Co atoms on the islands. Atoms on the edges of the islands
showed larger resonance amplitudes and smaller excitation energies, whereas atoms in the
center of the islands showed smaller resonance amplitudes and larger excitation energies.
On a larger energy scale they also observed that the electronic band gap varied along the
island, it grew larger towards the center of the island. The authors therefore explained
the variation of the low-energy features with a changing single-electron broadening over
the island, which stems from different tunnelling strength between the local orbitals and
the substrate. This directly leads to a change of the tunnelling barrier, which also alters
the Kondo exchange coupling Jρ0. For the present case of a spin S = 3/2 system they
ultimately found a relation between the excitations energy and the exchange coupling of:

∆ = ∆0(1−
3

16
(ρJ)2ln(

2W

πkBT
)), (3.20)
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Figure 3.6: Visualisation of the Kondo effect in the presence of magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
a) Energy-level diagram for a spin S = 1 and a spin S = 3/2 system with an axial
anisotropy. For the S = 1 case, no (or very few) Kondo correlations take place,
as the ground state does not allow the necessary spin-flip processes. In contrast,
for the S = 3/2 case, the groundstate is degenerate with ms ± 1/2, which allows
for spin-flip processes with the selection rule ∆ms = 1. b) Renormalisation of
the anisotropy energy with increasing exchange coupling strength. The relation
between those is given in [145]. Here, an exemplary value of α = 5 was used.

where ∆ is the excitation energy and W is the bandwidth of the substrate electrons. For
systems with different spin states, this relation has to be altered [147].

A similar relation has also been found for a different system, CoHx complexes (x = 1, 2)
adsorbed on a monolayer of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) grown on a Rh(111) surface
[145]. Depending on the number of hydrogen atoms bound to the Co atom, the spin state
changes between S = 1(CoH1) and S = 1/2(CoH2). Therefore, as explained above, for
the CoH2 molecule no magnetic anisotropy can be present. On the other hand, for the
CoH1 molecule, this is not the case. For an integer spin state the formation of a Kondo
state is usually prohibited, when a sizable magnetic anisotropy is present, as can be seen
exemplary for a spin of S = 1 in figure 3.6 a). Neither the ground, nor the exicted state
exhibit degenerate energy levels, which enable a spin-flip event with ∆ms = 1. Therefore,
it does not play a role for the formation of a Kondo resonance, which spin-direction is
preferred by the anisotropy. However, Kondo correlation can still occur on a smaller scale
and be treated perturbatively. Jacobsen and co-workers found that these correlation with
a strength of Jρ0 vary along the moiré structure of the substrate and can also lead to a
renormalisation of the excitation energy with:

D(Jρs) ≈ D0(1− α(Jρ0)
2), (3.21)

where α is a coefficient connected to the effective bandwidth [111]. An example of this
relation is plotted in figure 3.6 b). For both introduced systems the general idea of the
renormalisation of the excitation energy is the same: the more Kondo-like scattering pro-
cesses occur, the less stabilised the anisotropy direction becomes. This leads to a reduction
of the excitation energy. It is understood that at a certain threshold exchange interaction
strength Jρ0 even a S = 1 can be driven into a highly correlated Kondo state [111]. For this
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the excitations energy has to drop below the Kondo energy scale kBTK . Ternes calculated
that for the previous mentioned example of CoH1 on h-BN, the critical anisotropy for this
transition is D ≈ -1.5meV [111]. As the experimental measured value was above that, a
treatment in the perturbative model is justified.

The example of theCoHx molecules is intriguing, as it offers a system, which can be tuned
in terms of spin state and exchange coupling to the substrate and therefore be switched
from a Kondo regime into a regime, where the magnetic anisotropy is the more prominent
effect. However, the transition between these two regimes is rather abrupt. In section 5 we
want to introduce a system, where the transition between these two regimes can be tuned
and studied smoothly.

In this chapter, we have introduced the most relevant single atom magnetism topics
for this thesis. We have talked about the impact of magnetic anisotropy on the excitation
spectra of single atoms, how coupling between single atoms can occur and about the
different mechanics of the strong and weak coupling Kondo regime. At last, we have
described the interplay between Kondo correlation and the magnetic anisotropy. All these
mechanism will be more or less relevant for chapters 4-6.
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4Top-layer sulfur vacancies in a monolayer
of MoS2

As mentioned previously, a focus of this thesis is to investigate the interplay between
adsorbates and the underlying MoS2 layer. However, to be able to reliably study their
properties, first we need to understand the impact of intrinsic defects on the properties
of the TMDC, to be able to understand their interplay with adatoms and molecules on
the surface. Intrinsic defects are known to form in TMDC layers during preparation
with every established growing technique [148]. Defects in TMDC layers are known to
significantly alter both the electronic [149] and optical properties of the material. For
example, a strong photoluminescence enhancement has been reported due to an increased,
engineered defect concentration in both single-layer and multilayer TMDC [150–154]. Also
defects have been shown to effectively dope TMDC monolayers [155, 156] and even induce
gate-tunable magnetism [157, 158]. In general, the impact and stability of defects varies
between the monolayer and bulk limit [159,160]. Depending on the desired functionality an
increased defect concentration can be therefore beneficial or unfavourable and requires a
good understanding of the interaction between the defects and the TMDC.

To reliably study defects it is beneficial to be able to control their concentration. Depending
on the technique used, different types of defects can be intentionally created in the TMDC
layers, ranging from point-like defect to larger, areal structures [161].

In this thesis we focus on the study of point defects, namely single chalcogen vacancies on
the top of a single MoS2 layer. Single chalcogen vacancies are of uttermost importance for
understanding the properties of TMDC layers, as they have the lowest formation energy, are
therefore often the most common defect type [149, 162, 163]. Understanding their properties
on a local scale is very important for us to distinguish them from features of adatoms on
the surface, which will be studied in the upcoming chapters. In this chapter we present
first results on the local electronic structure of single sulfur vacancies in a monolayer of
MoS2 grown on a Au(111) substrate.

4.1 Preparation of sulfur vacancies
We prepared the MoS2 islands according to the method described previously in section 2.12.2.
As one can see in the previously shown STM topography in figure 2.10 c), this preparation
method already leads to a certain concentration of intrinsic defects of different nature. To
increase the concentration of top-layer sulfur vacancies after the initial preparation, we
sputtered the sample for less than 10 seconds at an energy of 100 eV and under an incident
angle of 55◦.

The result of this preparation after sputtering can be seen in figure 4.1 a): several bright
spots appear on the MoS2 layer. In the inset in b) and d) a zoom onto one of these structures
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is shown, where a three-lobe structure becomes apparent. The brightness of these lobes
varies along the MoS2 island, the structures also vary in their apparent shape. To ensure that
the observed three-fold symmetric shape stems from sulfur vacancies, we probed the ∆f
signal over the same spot as shown in a) at constant height. The resulting topography can
be seen 4.1 c): the atomic lattice of the MoS2 can be resolved clearly in the image. Moreover,
several dark spots of the size of single atoms can be observed, indicating missing sulfur
atoms. Comparing the two topographies in a) and c), one can see that most missing atoms in
c) appear as bright protrusions in a) with the aforementioned three bright lobes, clarifying
that they indeed originate from top-layer sulfur vacancies. One of these protrusions is
exemplary highlighted with the blue circle. Vacancies, where several sulfur atoms are
missing at next neighbour sites, deviate from this appearance. Some bright spots can not be
assigned to missing top-layer sulfur atoms and probably stem from interstitials or bottom
layer sulfur vacancies. In the following characterisation we focus our attention to single
top-layer sulfur vacancies. Their threefold symmetry has also been experimentally observed
for top-layer sulfur vacancies in WS2 [164] and theoretically predicted for such vacancies
on MoS2 [163]. Note that in both aforementioned works, the top-layer vacancies can be
clearly distinguished from bottom-layer sulfur vacancies not only from AFM measurements,
but also by their appearance, where the three lobes of the bottom vacancy are rotated in
comparison to the top-layer vacancy. One of these vacancies in encircled in green in a)
and c). As the concentration of top-layer sulfur defects is much larger than the ones in the
bottom-layer, we conclude that the sputtering of the sample actually yielded good results. If
the concentration of defects is too high, we observed that annealing the sputtered sample in
H2S atmosphere leads to a reduction of defects again. In the next subsection we will proceed
to describe the electronic structure of the top-layer sulfur vacancies. For convenience we
will refer to them as just vacancies for the rest of the chapter.

4.2 Electronic structure of top-layer sulfur vacancies
Figure 4.1 b) shows dI/dV spectra recorded in the center (red) and one of the lobes of a
vacancy. The red spectrum in the center of the defect looks very similar to a characteristic
spectrum of the bare MoS2, as shown for example in figure 2.11 a). Comparing this with
the spectrum taken at one of the lobes one the vacancy, one can see two main differences:
first, the Γ1 and Γ2 peaks of the MoS2 appear to be shifted by some tenths of mV. Second,
a small increase in differential conductance can be observed near the Fermi level for the
spectrum on the lobe. To examine this closer, we recorded the same set of spectra in a
smaller energy range, as shown in figure 4.1 d). There one can see that several broad
resonances appear in the band gap of the MoS2, one at positive bias around 300mV and
two at negative bias voltage around −200mV and −800mV. In-gap states caused by sulfur
vacancies in MoS2 have been predicted for both a freestanding layer of MoS2 [149, 159, 165],
as well as MoS2 on Au(111) [163]. In all these works, a state close to the VBM and two
spin-degenerate in-gap states were found. The state close to the VBM could be the state we
probe at −800mV, the assignment of the other states is less clear. Possibly a hybridisation
with the Au(111) states changes the character of the states or shifts it to different energies.
We will come back and clarify the assignment of the in-gap states in section 4.4.

The most striking feature in the spectrum shown in figure 4.1 d) is the sharp resonance at
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Figure 4.1: Characterisation of single top-layer sulfur vacancies in MoS2. a) STM topog-
raphy of a MoS2 island after sputtering. Several bright spots appear around
dark point defects. c) Constant-height ∆f image. The bright spots from a) can
clearly be assigned to stem from missing sulfur atoms in the top layer. b), d)
dI/dV spectra recorded on the locations indicated in the insets. The STM to-
pographies were recorded at a setpoint of 100mV and 200 pA (a) and 300mV
and 200 pA (inset in b) and d). The ∆f image was recorded at a setpoint of
1mV and 200 pA. The scale bars in the insets in b) and d) amount to 5 Å. The
dI/dV spectra were recorded at a setpoint of 2.5V and 100 pA (b) and −2V and
200 pA (d).
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or very close to zero bias. We have described in section 3.3.1 that such a resonance at zero
bias can arise from Kondo exchange interactions of substrate electrons with a localised spin.
Therefore, to give rise to a Kondo resonance, a sulfur vacancy would have to carry a net
spin. However, even though a missing sulfur atom certainly leaves behind a dangling bond
it is still under debate, if and under which conditions a charged sulfur vacancy is actually
stable in a MoS2 monolayer [159, 166]. In recent theoretical results by A. Akkoush and M.
Rossi on a monolayer MoS2 adsorbed on Au(111), provided to us in private communication,
it is suggested that the vacancy is indeed negatively charged. Here, the metal underneath
acts as a charge reservoir, helping to stabilise the negative charge. To check on this, we
looked at the local charge distribution at a vacancy site with means of nc-AFM. Extracting
the LCPD from ∆f − V spectra taken over a densely spaced grid in the area of interest is
a common tool to assess the charge distribution on a local scale [59]. We took such a grid
over the topography shown in figure 4.2 a), the extracted LCPD values are plotted in b)
respectively. One can see that in the center of the grid, where the defect is located, there is
an increase in positive LCPD values. Therefore in this region a more positive bias voltage
has to be applied to compensate for a more negative charge. Even though this method
does not yield a quantitative number of the exact charge it still hints towards a negatively
charged vacancy.

We now look the spatial variation of the zero-bias peak. Therefore we recorded a constant-
height dI/dVmap at 1mV, as shown in figure 4.2 c). The corresponding constant current
topography at larger bias is shown on a). Surprisingly, the zero-bias peak does not resemble
the triangular symmetry of the sulfur layer, but shows a two-fold symmetry. To investigate
the origin of this, we looked at a larger region of a MoS2 island at different bias voltages,
as shown in the constant-current STM topographies in e) and f). The topography in f) was
recorded at a voltage of 300mV. At this energy all vacancies exhibit a three-fold symmetry.
In contrast, the vacancies in e), which was recorded at 5mV, all appear two-fold symmetric.
Therefore, the resonance around zero bias seems to be associated to the observed two-fold
symmetry around the Fermi level. Moreover, the two-fold symmetry of those vacancies
occurs with different orientations with respect to each other. The lobes seem to be orientated
towards the closest moiré maximum. This indicates that the moiré causes the symmetry
breaking of the vacancies at these bias voltages. We would expect that this effect is less
pronounced at the exact positions of the moiré minima and maxima, but lack the statistical
evidence to proof this.

4.3 Characterisation of the zero-bias peak
We mentioned in section 3.3.1 that a Kondo resonance can be identified by two characteristic
traits: a characteristic temperature broadening and a splitting of the resonance in a magnetic
field. To obtain the necessary resolution for this analysis, we probed the dI/dV signal in a
smaller energy area, as shown in figure 4.2 d). Besides the zero-bias peak, two bias symmet-
ric peaks at around ± 65mV arise, also the aforementioned broader resonance at 250mV
can be resolved in more detail. While the latter probably stems from the neighbouring
sulfur atoms, as scanning at voltages higher than this resonance restores the three-fold
symmetry, the two peaks around the zero-bias peaks can be associated as Coulomb blockade
peaks [167]. Such peaks have been observed before for magnetic molecular complexes and
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Figure 4.2: Properties of the zero-bias resonance. a) Close up STM topography of a sulfur
vacancy. b) LCPD extracted from a densely spaced grid of ∆f − V spectra over
the topography in a). c) Constant-height dI/dVmap over the same area as
shown in a). After adjustment of the tip-sample distance with the setpoint the
feedback was switched off and the bias voltage was set to 1mV, as indicated in
the bottom right corner. d) dI/dV spectrum recorded on the location marked
with the cross in a). Several resonances are highlighted with the arrows. e), f)
STM topographies of several sulfur vacancies, recorded at different bias voltages.
The STM topographies were recorded at a setpoint of 300mV and 200 pA (a,c,f)
and 5mV and 200 pA e). The dI/dV spectra were recorded at a setpoint of
300mV and 200 pA (b) and 300mV and 2 nA (d).
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further hint towards a Kondo resonance. After identifying all resonances in proximity to
the zero-bias peak we can proceed to look at its temperature dependence.

4.3.1 Temperature dependence of the resonance
As shown in equation 3.18, the Kondo resonance has a characteristic temperature depen-
dence. To check this for the zero-bias peak of the sulfur vacancies, we recorded several
spectra in a small bias range at varying sample temperatures. For this the sample was
heated inside the STM. For the analysis it is important to extract the intrinsic line width of
the resonance, which is smeared out by temperature broadening and the lock-in modulation
amplitude. First, the resonance width was extracted by fits with a Frota function [129]. As
mentioned in section 3.3.1 in equation 3.14, to obtain the actual half-width of the resonance
one has to multiply the fit value by 2.54 [123]. Then the intrinsic line width can be extracted
by subtracting the temperature broadening and lock-in modulation Vm as [38]:

Γintrinsic = ΓFrota −
√

(2Vm)2 + (3.5kBT )2. (4.1)

Figure 4.3 a) shows an exemplary graph of such extracted line widths plotted over the
corresponding temperature. The probed defect is shown in the inset. The red dashed line
corresponds to a fit with a slightly modified version of equation 3.18:

Γintrinsic(T ) = 2
√
(αkBT )2 + 2(kBTK)2, (4.2)

where α is a phenomenological fit parameter. The fit matches the experimental data
very well and yields values of α = 7.2 ± 0.5 and TK = 55 ± 2K. α gives the linear slope
expected in the temperature dependence in regions of temperatures much larger than the
Kondo temperature. While it is theoretically predicted to be 2π [136], experimental values
of down to 5.4 have been found [137]. Our obtained value is larger. The Kondo temperature
is determined from the intersection of the fit with the y-axis at zero temperature and is a
measure of the coupling strength of the impurity to the conduction electron bath. Most
defects probed had a Kondo temperature around 60K, but we found impurities with Kondo
temperatures in the range of 5-120 K. This is a rather large variance, which we would not
intuitively expect for the same type of defect. There are a couple of explanations we propose
for this: first, we have already seen that the moiré has an impact on the symmetry of the
sulfur vacancies. Moreover, we previously explained that the local density of states varies
along the moiré. As the coupling of the spin to the conduction electrons is crucial for the
Kondo temperature, these variations along the moiré naturally should have an impact on
it. In addition, sulfur vacancies are know to be highly reactive [161, 168] and for example
bind oxygen. Such substitutional oxygen sites were found to be hardly distinguishable from
the original defect sites in MoSe2 [169]. There, sufficient contrast formation can only be
achieved with functionalised tips at very small tip-sample distances. As we did not check
for this, we can not exclude that some of our top defects have bound adsorbates to it. At last,
single sulfur vacancies could theoretically couple with neighbouring defects. As mentioned
before, we tried to exclude this by only probing single point defects, but it is not trivial to
know, if for example the sulfur atom at the bottom layer could be missing at the same time
as well. Therefore, to get a better idea about the variations in TK a more detailed analysis
has to be carried on in the future.
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Figure 4.3: Identification of the zero-bias peak as a Kondo resonance. a) Extracted half-
widths of a representative vacancy (shown in the inset), probed at different
sample temperatures. The data was fitted with a characteristic function, stem-
ming from a Fermi-liquid description of the Kondo problem [115, 171]. b)
dI/dV spectra recorded on the vacancy indicated in the inset at zero magnetic
field (black) and at an applied magnetic field of 3T. The STM topographies
in the insets were recorded at a setpoint of 50mV and 3 nA (a) and 1mV and
100 pA (b). The scalebars in the insets amount to 1 nm. The dI/dV spectra were
recorded at a setpoint of 5mV and 3 nA.

4.3.2 Magnetic field dependence of the resonance

The last convenient proof for the Kondo resonance is its behaviour in a magnetic field. As
our setup is limited to a field of 3T, the defect shown in a) with a Kondo temperature of
TK = 55 ± 2K can not be split with such a field. We therefore tested the magnetic field
dependence on the defect with the smallest Kondo temperature we found. The result is
shown in figure 4.4: the black dI/dV spectrum shows the resonance at 0T, whereas the
red one was probed at 3T. As expected, one can see a decrease of the Kondo amplitude
and a small local minimum at zero energy, indicating a split of the resonance. To look
at the magnitude of it, we fitted the red spectrum phenomenologically with two Frota
functions. The fit is plotted as the blue dashed line over the red curve and shows a very
good agreement with the data. The extracted splitting amounts to 622± 12µV , which also

is in good agreement with the theoretically expected value of 695µV for a spin S=
1

2
and

g-factor of 2.
Therefore we conclude that the zero-bias peak observed on the vacancies indeed is a

Kondo resonance. In the last section we looked at vacancies on so-called pit defects, which
were found to have at least one Au(111) layer underneath missing [170]. Such areas of the
MoS2 islands consequently show much less effects of hybridisation and can be considered
as quasi-freestanding.

4.4 Sulfur vacancies on free-standing MoS2

Figure 4.4 a) shows a STM topography of several vacancies on a pit defect. These areal
defects can hardly be scanned at voltages lower than 800mV. The reason for this can be seen
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Figure 4.4: Sulfur vacancies on a pit defect. a) STM topography of point defects on a pit
defect. b) dI/dV spectra recorded on a bare pit defect (black) and on a point
defect, as marked with the red cross in the topography in a). The topography
was taken at a setpoint of 800mV and 100 pA, the spectra were recorded at a
setpoint of 2V and 3 nA (red) and 800mV and 100 pA (black).

in the dI/dV spectra shown in b): the black spectrum was recorded on a ”clean” pit defect.
In contrast to previously shown spectra on MoS2, here zero conductance can be observed
inside the band gap and the onsets at both the conduction and valence band are much
sharper. Therefore, pit defects were also described as areas of quasi-freestanding MoS2. The
red spectrum in b) was recorded on a vacancy on a pit defect, as shown with the red cross
in the topography in a). This spectrum differs from the previously shown ones in figure 4.1
b) and shows much more pronounced defect states. Moreover, the before observed Kondo
resonance is absent. This is expected, as the spin of the defect can not be screened anymore,
as the gold layer underneath is missing. It is also unclear, if the defect on the pit should be
charged at all in the first place. The observed resonance can be again compared to theoretical
results, as done in section 4.2. The resonance at −1.4V can be assigned to the state close
to the valence band maximum and the resonances at 450mV and 650mV are the expected
in-gap states above the Fermi level. Even though theory predicts a degenerate state here,
experimentally a lifted degeneracy due to spin-orbit coupling was found for the same type
of defect on WS2 [164]. The separation of the peak was found to be of 252mV, which is
close to our observed value of about 200mV. If spin-orbit interactions are included into the
simulations, the in-gap state is predicted to split [164]. We conclude that our measurements
of vacancies on pit defects are in very good agreement with simulations of defect states in
freestanding monolayer MoS2.

4.5 Summary

In summary, in this chapter, we looked at single top-layer sulfur vacancies on MoS2. It
is possible to artificially control the defect concentration by sputtering the sample. The
defects exhibit several in-gap states, one of which could be identified as a Kondo resonance.
The symmetry of the resonance was unexpectedly two-fold, probably due to a symmetry
breaking caused by the moiré superstructure. Large variations in the Kondo temperature
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were observed, which have to be investigated further. Finally, the properties of vacancies
on quasi-freestanding MoS2 were investigated, which showed much more similarity with
theoretical predictions. As sulfur vacancies are found to exhibit magnetic fingerprints, they
have to be kept in mind while looking at magnetic properties of different adsorbates. In the
next chapter we will look at one type of these magnetic adsorbabates, namely single iron
atoms. Their properties and interaction with the substrate will be studied in detail.
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5Fe on MoS2: Moiré tuning of spin
excitations

The results presented in this chapter have been published as:

• “Moiré Tuning of Spin Excitations: Individual Fe Atoms on MoS2/Au(111)“ by Sergey
Trishin, Christian Lotze, Nils Bogdanoff, Felix von Oppen and Katharina J. Franke,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 236801 (2021)

The ultimate goal in magnetic storage is to controllably read and write a single magnetic
atom. For this several challenges have to be met. For example, the quantum spin states have
to be controlled coherently [172] and at the same time be protected against relaxation and
spontaneous demagnetization, when adsorbed onto a substrate [173]. Even though some
atoms can exhibit a sizable magnetic moment while adsorbed on a metallic lead [174, 175],
usually decoupling layers are used to preserve the magnetic properties of single atoms
and enhance the lifetimes of their excited states. One very famous example was presented
in 2016 by Donati and co-workers. They studied single holmium atoms on thin layers
of magnesium oxide and found traces of magnetic remanence up to 30K and relaxation
times of exited magnetic states of 1500 seconds at 30K, both being significantly higher
than comparable experiments carried out before [14]. The symmetry of the magnesium
oxide layer provoked an energy level alignment, which was protecting the spin states very
efficiently against electron scattering processes and phonons. This system naturally draw
more interest [176], leading ultimately in an experimental design, where the magnetization
of the holmium atoms was read and written [177].

Moreover, also studies of magnetic atoms on two-dimensional materials have been
promising in the past [178, 179]. These materials often exhibit a moiré superstructure when
grown or exfoliated onto a substrate, due to a lattice mismatch. This can lead to a locally
varying electronic structure, as we have discussed before in chapter 2.12.2 and as it was
found in [145]. This enables a potential tuning of the magnetic states, as discussed in section.
Taking this into account and additionally considering previous studies that found single
layer MoS2 grown on noble metal substrates to be a effective decoupling layer for molecules,
we decided that it is a promising system to study single transition metal atoms.

In this chapter we will present our results on single iron atoms on MoS2. First, we will
describe the fundamental structural and electronic properties of the system. Afterwards
we will discuss the magnetic fingerprints with respect to the atoms position in the moiré
superstructure. Afterwards we will look at the effect of potential scattering on the appear-
ance of the atoms. At the end, we will discuss the influence of defects and residuals on the
electronic properties and give an outlook on open questions.
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5.1 Adsorption structure of single Fe atoms on MoS2

We performed most of the experiments in the JT-STM. There, a deposition of Mo on a hot
sample in a H2S atmosphere proved to give dissatisfying results, probably because of an
unreliable temperature reading of the electron-beam sample heater. Therefore, after Mo
deposition on a hot sample, we annealed the substrate at an additional preparation chamber,
were a heating station was mounted with a more reproducible temperature control. After
the growth, we evaporated a dilute amount of Fe atoms onto the sample. During that
deposition, the sample temperature stayed under 10K. The results of this preparation is
shown in figure 5.1 a): several MoS2 islands are visible on the Au(111), however their size
was not as large as some of the previously shown islands before and more in the range of
a few tenths of nanometers. The bright protrusions on the Au(111) and MoS2 islands are
single Fe atoms, which are roughly distributed equally over the whole sample. There is no
evidence of cluster formation, indicating a low mobility of the atoms during the evaporation
process.

Figure 5.1 b) shows a closer up look into one of the MoS2 islands. Several round, bright
protrusions can be identified, which can be identified as single iron atoms. Moreover, some
point defects are present. Scanning the same image at bias energies of 100mV or lower
leads to a drastically changed appearance, as shown in c): a vast majority of the atoms
appear as triangular protrusions now. To the best of our knowledge, such shapes are only
vary rarely observed for transition metals, as they do not resemble the symmetry of the
d-orbitals. This appearance points to partially filled crystal-field split d-levels [180]. We will
see later on in this chapter that the round appearing atoms are connected to impurities on
the substrate. The orientation of the triangular atoms differs from island to island, as can be
seen in d). The triangles may point upwards or downwards. Interestingly, all atoms of the
left side of the island point downwards, whereas the ones on the right side point upwards.
Noticeably, a zone boundary goes through the center of the island. Krane and co-workers
have found that the orientation of MoS2 islands on Au(111) depends on which domain of
the herringbone reconstruction the respective islands are adsorbed [33]. So an island in a
fcc site has a reversed orientation in comparison to an island on a hcp site. For atoms on a
substrate the interaction with the top layer of the substrate is the strongest. It is therefore
natural to assume that the triangular shape of the atoms resemble the symmetry of the top
sulfur layer of the MoS2. If now the orientation of an MoS2 island is reversed as in d) also
the direction of the triangle need to turn, assuming that all triangular atoms are adsorbed
on the same lattice site. This assumption is supported by DFT calculations, which suggest
that the S-hollow site with a Mo atom underneath is the preferred adsorption site [16, 17].
Later on in this section we will provide more evidence pointing towards a hybridisation of
the Fe atoms with the S states.

Figure 5.1 e) shows the apparent height of along the three atoms marked with the lines in
d). They have been set to the same background height for clarity. As one can see the round
(blue line) and the triangular atom (red line) on the MoS2 island appear with the same height,
of roughly 180 pm. Their apparent width amounts to roughly 1 nm. The atom adsorbed
on the Au(111) (green line) exhibits the same width, but a smaller height of about 120 pm.
This could stem either from a suppressed, less spatially extended orbital in z-direction at
that energy or that the Fe atom is adsorbed closer to the substrate on Au(111). Either way
it could imply a stronger decoupling of the Fe atoms on the MoS2 layer. However, only
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Figure 5.1: Appearance of single Fe atoms adsorped on MoS2 islands. a) STM topography of
several MoS2 islands grown on Au(111). The bright, round protrusion are single
iron atoms. One can see that the coverage on the Au(111) and the MoS2 islands is
similar. b) Closer up zoom into a MoS2 island. Clearly several round protrusions
can be seen. Also some point defects can be identified. c) The same scan area as
in b) is shown, but recorded at a lower voltage. Now several atoms suddenly
appear triangular. d) STM topography of a MoS2 island, which is split by a zone
boundary. On the left half the triangular atoms point downwards, whereas on the
right half they point upwards. e) Apparent height profile of three different atoms,
as indicated with the lines in d). Whereas the two atoms on the MoS2 appear
with the same apparent height, the atom on the Au(111) appears lower. The
topographies were recorded at a setpoint of 816.1mV, 100 pA (a), 800mV, 100 pA
(b) and 50mV, 100 pA (c),(d).

AFM measurements could clarify this for certain. In the next section we show how this
adsorption affects the electronic structure of the iron atoms.

5.2 Electronic structure of single Fe atoms on MoS2

Figure 5.2 a) shows a low-energy dI/dV spectrum recorded on the triangular shaped atom
showed in the inset in b) (black). Two bias symmetric step-like features can be seen around
±2.7mV. As we described before in chapter 3, step-like excitations in the differential
conductance point towards inelastic excitations. The shown spectrum was smoothed, as the
signal-to-noise ratio was suboptimal, as can be also seen in the reference spectrum on the
bare substrate shown in red (the spectrum was faded out for better visibility). The overall
increase in the conductance due to the opening of the inelastic channel is comparably small,
in the order of 5%. We will see later on in section 5.4.1 why the contribution of the inelastic
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channel is small on certain parts of the atoms. The spectrum can be modelled with the
effective spin Hamiltonian from equation 3.1, which yields an axial anisotropy of ±2.7meV
(for a Spin S=1 system) and no transverse anisotropy. This anisotropy stems from the crystal
field, which has a trigonal-pyramidal symmetry. This crystal field can either lead to a spin
state of 1 or 2 for the Fe atoms, depending on the ratio of Hunds energy and the crystal-field
splitting. Our measurements would be consistent with both spin states, density functional
theory calculations also remain inconclusive about the spin state [16, 17]. Note that the
results in this section do not qualitatively change, depending on if the actual spin state is
S=1 or S=2.

Figure 5.2 b) shows a higher energy dI/dV spectrum recorded at the same locations as in
a). One can see an onset at both, positive and negative voltages. The onset at positive voltage
is also visible in the spectrum recorded on the bare MoS2, but slightly shifted. This could
stem from a partial hybridisation of the Fe atoms with the Γ1 state of the MoS2. The atoms
became more and more unstable, the higher the applied bias voltages were, which often
resulted in the movement of the atoms during the spectrum, if the applied bias voltages
were higher than the ones used for the spectra in b). Therefore we can not show spectra
recorded at higher energies than in b).

Theoretically, the inelastic excitation shown in a) could also arise from a vibration of
the atom against the substrate, even though for a magnetic atom a spin-flip excitation is
much more likely. To test the origin, we took a spectrum on a Fe atom at an externally
applied magnetic fields of 3T, which is the highest field we can instrumentally apply.
The result is shown in figure 5.2 b) as the red curve. On top of the curve, a fit with the
perturbative model proposed by Ternes [130] is shown, considering a magnetic field of
3T and an effective temperature of 1.1K, which is our measurement temperature. As one
can see no clear splitting at these conditions can be observed. Looking closely, on the left
side two steps could be barely distinguished. The step on the right side appears broader
due to the background slope and therefore smears out a possible second step even more.
Therefore, our experimental resolution is not sufficient to confirm the magnetic origin of the
inelastic excitations beyond doubt. In the next subsection we will see that we can prove it in
a different way, with the scaling of the excitation energy in presence of exchange coupling.

In figure 5.2 d) the seen excitation is summarised. Assuming a spin state of S=1, the
energy levels are split in a ms = 0 groundstate and a degenerate ms = ±1 excited state,
considering an easy-axis anisotropy. The observation of only one step points to an absent
or below our energy resolution transversal anisotropy. When applying a magnetic field
perpendicular to the substrate, the degeneracy of the ms = ±1 levels gets lifted. Then,
in principle, two excitations should be observable. However, as the energy splitting goes
Zeeman-like, for a magnetic field of 3T it is only around 350µV , which is in the order of
our energy resolution, especially considering the strong low-frequency noise in the setup.
We already discussed the influence of the varying electronic structure along the moiré in
the MoS2 islands. In the next section we want to have a look, how this effects the observed
inelastic excitations.
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Figure 5.2: Electronic structure of single Fe atoms adsorped on MoS2 islands. a)
dI/dV spectra performed on the locations marked in the inset in b). The back-
ground spectrum on the bare MoS2 was faded out partially for clarity. b)
dI/dV spectra performed at the same spots as in a), but at higher bias volt-
ages. c) Representative spectrum of an Fe atom at a magnetic field of 3T. The
black dashed line represents a fit performed with the method introduced in [130].
d) Illustration of the magnetic anisotropy related level splitting with and without
a magnetic field. The topography in b) was recorded at a setpoint of 10mV,
100 pA, the spectra were recorded at 10mV, 1 nA (a), 50mV, 20 pA with the tip
additionally retracted by 80 pm (b) and 10mV, 4 nA(c). The scalebar in the inset
in b) amounts to 5 Å.
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5.3 Moiré-dependent variations of the excitations
spectra

Figure 5.3 shows dI/dV spectra in several different positions in the moiré superstructure,
starting from the minimum in a) and ending on, or very close to the maximum in f), as
indicated in the according insets. One can see that along the moiré the spectra undergo a
qualitative drastic change: they range from pure inelastic excitations with no sign of any
exchange interactions with the hosts electrons in the minimum (a)) until a fully emerged
zero bias peak, which, as discussed in section 3.3.1, is a sign of significant Kondo-like
exchange correlations. To properly explain this transition, we now want to describe it
spectrum by spectrum.

The spectrum in a) is very similar to the one presented in figure 5.2 a). We can fit it with
two temperature broadened Fermi Dirac distribution functions and extract step positions
around ±2.7mV. We find the widths of the steps to be ±0.45meV, which is larger than
the experimental broadening at 1.1K and suggests a lower bound of the life time of the
excitation to be ≈ 1 ps. This value is significantly higher than other reports for Fe atoms,
which were directly adsorbed onto metal substrates, thus demonstrating the decoupling
properties of the MoS2 layer [174, 175, 181, 182]. Note that the spectrum in a) could also
have been reproduced using the perturbative model, without including any third order
contributions in the exchange coupling, as we previously described in section 3.3.2.

The spectra in b)-d) were recorded on atoms lying between the moiré minimum and
maximum. They all have very similar lineshapes, the inelastic excitation is still present, but
also a clear asymmetry emerges in the spectrum. It is governed by a conductance overshoot
at positive energies of the inelastic excitations and a conductance undershoot at negative
energies of the inelastic excitations. The closer the atoms are located to the moiré maximum,
the more pronounced this additional contributions to the conductance become. Moreover,
the excitation energy decreases and the broadening of the step increases, pointing towards
a more and more enhanced exchange coupling to the metal electrons. The spectra can
be reproduced by using the perturbative approach established in [130], including third
order perturbations in the exchange coupling constant Jρ0, as shown as the overlayed black
dashed lines in the spectra. The fit parameters are shown in the caption of figure 5.3. One
can see that the extracted fit parameters indeed reproduce what we qualitatively saw in the
evolution of the spectra: the exchange coupling constant Jρ0 and the potential scattering
parameter U increase towards the moiré dome, whereas the axial anisotropy D decreases.

Even though the fits reproduce the spectra very well, one can see that the fit accuracy is
already significantly lowered for the spectrum in d). The spectrum in e) can not be captured
at all with the perturbative framework, suggesting that a different description becomes
necessary at the given interaction strength and the system has to be treated in the strong
Kondo coupling regime. As described earlier, this can be done in a poor persons scaling
approach. For the case of a spin state of S=1 and anisotropic exchange couplings J⊥ and Jz
it yields [116]:
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Figure 5.3: Moiré variation of spin excitations. a-f) dI/dV spectra recorded on different
positions in the moiré superstructure. Fits of the spectra are shown as the black
dashed lines. The spectrum in a) can be reproduced by temperature broadened
Fermi-Dirac functions. The spectra in b-d) were fitted with the perturbative
approach discussed previously. For e) and f) Frota peaks have been used, to
accord for the dip feature in e) we additionally included a Lorentzian peak. The
topographies were recorded at a setpoint of 50mV, 100 pA, the spectra were
recorded at 10mV, 1 nA. Fit parameters are: a) Step position: 2.7mV, step width:
0.45mV (error of the fit χ2 = 7.4×10−8), b) Jρ0 = −0.11, U = −0.32,D = 2.5mV
(χ2 = 3 × 10−7) c), Jρ0 = −0.16, U = −0.71, D = 2.3mV (χ2 = 4 × 10−7) d),
Jρ0 = −0.33, U = −1, D = 1.73mV (χ2 = 1.9 × 10−6), e) Frota phase ϕ = 3.87,
Frota width Γ = 2.21mV, Frota center x0 = 1.3mV, Lorentz width ΓL = 0.79mV
and Lorentz position xL = 0.11mV (χ2 = 1.5× 10−7), f) ϕ = 4.12, Γ = 3.49mV,
x0 = 1.6mV (χ2 = 9.1× 10−8).
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Here, the exchange couplings are made dimensionless by means of the density of states
ρ0 of the conduction electrons, ρ0J → J , ℓ is a scaling variable which parametrizes the
bandwidth Ec, ℓ = ln(Ec0/Ec), with initial bandwidth Ec0, and ∆ = D/Ec measures the
longitudinal anisotropy in units of the bandwidth [183].

We already mentioned that the increased DoS on the moiré maximum increases the
exchange coupling, which manifest in a more and more developing Kondo peak. When
the Kondo temperature, which as we have shown in proportional to Jρ0, becomes larger
than the axial anisotropy D, a fully developed Kondo peak will form. In addition, the
exchange coupling not only increases towards the moiré maximum, but also provokes a
renormalisation of D, as can be seen from the scaling equations. For D > 0 and Jz > J⊥,
which reflects easy axis anisotropy, as well as for D < 0 and Jz < J⊥, which reflects easy-
plane anisotropy the axial anisotropy gets reduced in magnitude by increased exchange
coupling, which can be seen from equation 5.3. This decreases the level splitting even
more, producing more and more degenerate energy levels of the spin projection ms, which
increase the likelihood of elastic spin flip processes, necessary for the formation of the
many-body Kondo state. The renormalisation of the anisotropy has also been found in
different works [184].

We see that with modelling parts of the spectra with the perturbative approach and
then switching to a strong coupling description, we can explain all different encountered
spectra. The spectra in figure 5.3 e) and f) were therefore fitted with a Frota functions,
which is describing a Kondo resonance in the strong coupling regime (in e) and Lorentzian
peak had to be included to phenomenologically account for a small anisotropy). To our
knowledge such a continuous and complete transition from a complete absence of any
Kondo correlations to a fully developed Kondo peak has not been observed before and
proposed single Fe atoms on MoS2 as a very promising system to tune quantum dynamics
of the adatoms spin.

Still, we have not yet addressed the origin of the remarkable, triangular shape of the
single iron atoms. In the following section, we want to look at it in more detail.

5.4 Origin of the triangular shape: potential scattering
via a non-magnetic orbital

As mentioned above, the observed triangular shape for the iron atoms, when imaged at low
bias voltages, was rarely observed for atoms on surfaces. It is safe to assume that certain
electronic states in this energy region have to contribute to the appearance. We now want
to present how the differential conductance varies spatially over a single atom. Due to
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the large variations in the spectral fingerprints of atoms sitting on the moiré minima and
maxima we want to discuss them separately.

5.4.1 Potential scattering in the moiré valley

Figure 5.4 a) shows a STM topography of a single Fe atom close to the moiré minimum. We
now performed dI/dV spectroscopy at the center and at one of the vertices of the atom,
as indicated with the crosses in the topography. The resulting spectra are presented in d):
The spectrum in the center shows two symmetric steps, similar to the presented spectra
in figure 5.3 a) and b). However, looking at the spectrum in 5.4 d) at one of the vertices
of the triangular shape one sees a striking difference: first, the overall contribution of
the inelastic channel is strongly enlarged, suggesting a much more efficient spin-electron-
coupling. Secondly, the spectrum is suddenly asymmetric, which points towards a non-
negligible potential scattering. Moreover, above the inelastic thresholds, one can see either
an overshoot in the differential conductance (at positive bias) or a dip in the differential
conductance (negative bias).

To see how this asymmetry in the excitation spectra maps out over the whole atom,
we performed a grid of densely spaced spectra over it. In b) and c) the corresponding
signal at the energies of the dip (b) and the overshoot (c) is shown, superimposed on
STM topographies. One can clearly see that the triangular symmetry is also visible in the
dI/dV spectra. The dip-like feature at negative bias is most prominent on the vertices of
the atom (corresponding to a low differential conductance). Similarly, the conductance
overshoot is also strongest developed at the vertices of the atom, which is reflected by the
maxima of the differential conductance.

The shape of the red spectrum in figure 5.4 d) is similar to the ones presented in figure
5.3 c) and d). However, the latter ones were taken in the center of the respective atoms
and at different sites of the moiré . We previously described the increasing peak width and
overshoots with variation in the exchange coupling constant Jρ0 along the moiré structure.
For intraatomic variations of the asymmetry this explanation supposedly does not hold, as
Jρ0 should not change along the atom. Also, as mentioned before, if it where to change,
we would expect to see a renormalisation of the magnetic anisotropy in the spectra, which
we do not observe. Nevertheless, as we have seen from equation 3.15 and as described in
literature [111, 130] also a varying potential scattering parameter U could cause this varying
asymmetry in the spectra. To check, if we can reproduce the lineshapes at different parts
of the atom, we fitted the spectra taken in b) and c) with the perturbative approach, while
keeping the magnetic anisotropy and Jρ0 fixed in the fit by constraint. In figure 5.4 e) a
set of spectra are plotted, which were taken over the orange line shown in f). The fits are
overlayed as the black dashed lines. Clearly, all spectra shown can be reproduced quite well
while only changing the potential scattering parameter. Mapping the potential scattering
over the whole atom yields the colour plot shown in f) (note that in comparison to b) and c)
some points at the edges of the grid are left out, because the background spectra can not be
fitted). In analogy to the signal shown in b) and c), the potential scattering also resembles
the triangular symmetry, with being most dominant at the vertices of the triangles.

The contribution of the potential scattering can be understood as an interference effect,
conceptionally close to the interference causing the Kondo resonance, as described in
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section 3.3.1 and literature [117,185]. Whereas for the Frota-like interference the interference
between tunnelling into the Kondo resonance and the bulk continuum states are believed to
be the important contributions, recently it has been proposed that also tunnelling via atomic
or molecular orbitals, which cross the Fermi level, can cause interference effects [123,186,187].
Then variations in the tunnelling amplitudes via the individual orbitals can cause such
spatially varying lineshapes [124, 188]. To justify this explanation of the varying intensities,
we have to identify the contributing orbital. Therefore we performed dI/dV spectra spatially
over a wider energy range. Figure 5.4 h) shows two spectra, performed on the same locations
as the ones shown in d). For the spot in the center one can see a wide slope over the whole
energy range, but no resonance is detectable. In contrast, looking at the spectrum at the
right corner of the atom, one can observe a resonance around 150mV. This resonance is
spatially mapped in g). Again, one can can see a triangular weight of the mapped signal,
resembling the observed shape in the STM topography. This suggest that the detected
resonance stems form a hybrid Fe-S state with concentrated weight on the S atoms, which
leads to the triangular symmetry. This proposed hybrid orbital is consistent with DFT
calculations [17].

Taking the Fe-S hybrid state in account we now can explain the asymmetry in the excita-
tion spectra: at the center of the atom we observe a symmetric lineshape, which stems from
co-tunnelling via the spin-carrying orbitals. The small weight of the Fe-S state here leads
to a negligible potential scattering. Contrary, on the vertices of the triangle, the spectral
weight of the Fe-S hybrid orbital is large. Therefore, the tunnelling paths through this
orbital is strongly enhanced in comparison to the center of the atom, leading to a much
more pronounced potential scattering.

In figure 5.5 a) we illustrate this trend once more: in a) a stacked plot of dI/dV spectra are
shown, which are taken over the orange line in b) (half of the spectra were already shown
in figure 5.4 e)). The stacked plot starts at the top of the line, at one of the vertex of the
triangle. Here, the spectra show a very pronounced asymmetry. Towards the center of the
atom the asymmetry gradually decreases, the spectra also generally have a lower signal.
Towards the bottom of the line the asymmetry increases again partially, as the line passes
the region between the bottom left and bottom right vertex of the triangle, where tunnelling
through the Fe-S state is again more likely. After this point is passed, the signal intensity and
asymmetry decreases again towards the bare MoS2. In c) the potential scattering parameter
is plotted along the orange line. It reflects the same trend: a gradual decrease from top to
bottom with the exception of the area, where the line passes between two vertices.

So we have seen in this subsection that the Fe-S hybrid state was key for understanding
the varying asymmetries of the excitation spectra along a single Fe atom. In section 2.12.2
we have seen that the electronic structure of the bare MoS2 varies along the moiré. Therefore
we now want to have a look if the above made observations are still valid for Fe atoms
closer to the moiré maximum.

5.4.2 Potential scattering on the moiré dome

Figure 5.6 a) shows a STM topography of a single Fe atoms adsorbed on the edge of a
moiré dome. We again performed spectra at the center and at one of the vertices of the
atom, as indicated with the crosses in the topography. The resulting spectra are shown in
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Figure 5.4: Intraatomic variations of the potential scattering. a) STM topography of an
Fe atom located on a moiré minimum. b),c) STM topographies (blue-yellow,
background) with superimposed dI/dV signal at the indicated bias voltages
extracted from a densely spaced grid of spectra. (d) dI/dV spectra on the indi-
cated positions in a) . Fits (black) with the perturbative model as described be-
fore [130] with Jρ0 = −0.13, U = −0.14, D = 2.75mV (center) and Jρ0 = −0.13,
U = −0.78, D = 2.74mV (vertex). (e) dI/dV spectra recorded across the Fe–S
complex along the orange line in (f) and fits (black) where Jρ0 was kept constant
in all fits, while U , the conductance offset and the effective tunnelling barrier of
the junctions were adjusted. Spectra are offset for clarity. (f) STM topography
with superimposed values of the potential scattering parameter U extracted from
fits with the perturbative model of a grid of spectra. (g) STM topography with
superimposed dI/dV signal at the indicated bias voltage extracted from a grid
of spectra. (h) dI/dV spectra over a larger energy range at the same positions as
in (b). Spectra in (b-f) were recorded at V = 10mV, I = 1nA and tip retracted by
20 pm, lock-in frequency f = 911Hz and modulation Vrms = 50µV; spectra in (g)
and (h) at V = 10mV, I = 20pA and tip retracted by 20 pm, lock-in modulation
Vrms = 1mV. The topographies were recorded at V = 10mV, I = 1nA (a),g))
and V = 10mV, I = 1nA (b), c), f)). Grids were analyzed using SpectraFox [61].
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V = 10mV, I = 100 pA

.

in b): both spectra exhibit a similar asymmetry with an increased differential conductance
at positive bias voltages around 1.6mV and a decreased differential conductance around
−0.9mV. They foremost vary in their signal intensities. The shown spectra are comparable
to the ones shown in figure 5.3 e). We now again want to look at the spatial variations of
the excitation spectra. We therefore again took spectra over one of the symmetry axes of
the Fe atom, which are shown in d). They were taken over the orange line shown in e).
Again, we find that the signal intensity decreased towards the center of the atom. In e) and
f) we additionally plot a densely-spaced grid of dI/dV spectra superimposed over a STM
topography at 1.6mV and −0.9mV. As we have seen for the case of the atom in the moiré
minimum, the signal intensities are again enhanced at the vertices of the triangular shape.
However, the triangular symmetry in the dI/dV signal is broken by the superposition of
the moiré modulation, as the top right vertex, which is the most far away from the moiré
dome exhibits a lower signal intensity than the other two vertices.

Two correlate these changes with the higher-energy electronic structure, we performed
dI/dV spectra at higher energies, which are shown in figure 5.6 c). Once again one can see
that no resonance is present in the energy range of the spectrum taken at the center of the
atom (blue curve). However, the spectrum at one of the vertices shows a small, but broad
resonance at around 85mV. Mapping this resonance out we can see that it follows the same
symmetry as the the grids shown in e) and f): the intensity is lowest in the center of the atom
and two of the three vertices have an increased intensity in comparison to the other one,
breaking the threefold symmetry. We therefore also propose for Fe atoms closer towards
the moiré dome that the variations in the signal intensity can be explained by different
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Figure 5.6: Intraatomic variations of the potential scattering. a) STM topography of an Fe
atom located on a moiré maximum. a) STM topography image of an Fe atom
close to a maximum of the moiré structure. (b),c)) Differential conductance spec-
tra on the center (blue cross) and vertex (purple cross) of triangular shape of the
Fe adatoms. d) Stacked plot of spectra (offset for clarity) along the orange dashed
line indicated in (e). e)-g) STM topographies with superimposed differential
conductance signal at the indicated bias voltage extracted from a densely spaced
grid of spectra across the Fe atom at the indicated energies. The spectra in b), e)
and f) were recorded at a setpoint of V = 10mV, I = 1nA, the spectra in c) and
g) at V = 10mV, I = 20pA, with an additional retraction of the tip by z = 20pm.
The topographies were recorded at V = 10mV, I = 1nA. Grids were analyzed
using SpectraFox [61].

contribution to the interfering tunnelling paths. However, for this present case we can not
correlate the observed changes directly with the potential scattering parameter U, as the
lineshapes can not be treated anymore in the perturbative model developed by Ternes.

5.5 Current dependence of the excitation spectra

Previously, we stated that from the lineshape of the spin excitation of the Fe atoms adsorbed
on the moiré minimum we can deduce a lower bound of the lifetime of the excited states of
about 1 ps. This already illustrates the decoupling properties of the MoS2 layer, as transition
metal atoms on bare metal substrates usually show shorter lifetimes for their excited spin
states, usually in the order of hundreds of femtoseconds [182]. Moreover, the spin-relaxation
time of the system τ1 is usually much larger than the spin-decoherence time τ2 [182, 189].
Therefore the lifetime broadening seen in inelastic spectroscopy is most likely dominated
by spin-decoherence processes, indicating that τ1 might be sufficiently larger than 1 ps in
our system. One way to determine which process determines the lifetime is to perform
measurements at higher current setpoints. These measurements have an effect on both
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τ1 and τ2. In regard to τ1, larger currents may change the population of the excited state
with respect to the ground state. This depends on the rate equations for the population
of the energy levels: if electrons tunnel on average faster into the excited state than the
lifetime of it and the electron induced de-excitation of the state allows for it, a second
excited state can be populated. This effect is called spin pumping and would lead to the
manifestation of a second step in the dI/dV channel, if the spin state of the atom allows
for it [190] (for example, a spin state of S=1 is a two-level system and does not allow for
that). On the other hand, if the lifetime broadening is limited by the decoherence time,
the increased rate of electrons tunnelling into the excited state should promote a faster
relaxation, which then would be visible in an increased step width. Figure 5.7 a) shows
the extracted step width as a function of spectra taken at different setpoint currents. The
current here varies between 3 and 23 nA. In this range no clear trend can be extracted from
the changes in the widths of the excitations. Also, no additional step has been observed in
the spectra. Therefore it remains inconclusive, which mechanism determines the lifetime of
the excited spin states of the Fe atoms on MoS2. Different experiments could help to resolve
this question: electronic pump-probe schemes can measure τ1, when it is in the order of
nanoseconds or slower [191, 192]. If the lifetime would be in the order of picoseconds, not
electrical, but optical pump-probe schemes would have to be applied. This could be done
with a THz STM, which uses single short cycle terahertz pulses as ultrafast transient bias
voltages [193, 194]. In contrast, a way to probe τ2 can be achieved with an ESR STM [173].

Figure 5.7 b) shows measurements of the magnetic anisotropy energy with respect to
the current setpoint. All measurements were performed on the atom shown in the inset,
sitting in a position close to the moiré minimum. The anisotropy energies were extracted by
fits with temperature broadened step functions. One can see that the anisotropy increases
continuously with increasing current setpoint, e.g. smaller tip-sample distances. The origin
of this relation is most likely non-electrical, but a structural one: The STM tip exhibits a force
towards the Fe atoms. At sufficiently large distance this force is negligible, but at closer
distances the force is attractive, pulling the atom slightly from the surface. At even closer
distances the force starts to act repulsive, pushing the atom more towards the substrate.
In this latter case one could expect larger anisotropy energies, as the atom experiences the
crystal field of the sulfur atoms stronger the closer it get to the sulfur layer. Theoretically,
also the coupling to the substrate electrons Jρ0 could be tuned this way [195].

5.6 Fe atoms with a different appearance
In this section, we want to briefly cover the origin and properties of non-triangular shaped
Fe atoms.

5.6.1 Hydrogenated iron atoms
Figure 5.8 a) shows a MoS2 island scanned at a low bias voltage. In contrast to the previously
shown STM topographies, only the minority of atoms appears triangular here, namely one
atom at the right bottom edge of the island. In b) we show dI/dV spectra performed on
two of the round atoms from the topography. The black atom, located close to the moiré
maximum shows several broad step-like excitations, most noticeably around ±0.3mV and
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Figure 5.7: Tip-sample distance dependence of the excitation lineshape. a) Widths of the
inelastic excitations of single Fe atoms at different current setpoints extrected
from fits with Fermi-Dirac functions. The spectra were recorded at the spot
indicated in the inset in b). b) Extracted energy of the axial anisotropy from the
same fits as in a). The voltage setpoint of each spectrum was V = 10mV, the
topography was recorded at V = 50mV, I = 100 pA. The scalebar in the inset in
b) amounts to 5 Å.

±3mV. For the atom marked with the red cross two spectra are shown: the lower one of
them shows one step-like excitation, very similar to the one observed on the triangular
atoms, but at a slightly higher energy of ±3mV. The upper spectrum in contrast shows two
step-like excitations around ±1.7mV and ±5mV. The reason, why we show two different
spectra of the red atom is that its spectrum actually changed over time. This is not typical, as
the crystal field experienced by an atom is not supposed to change, while it sits on the same
adsorption site. However it may change if the atom forms a bond with another, residual
atom on the surface. A very likely candidate for this is the hydrogen atom/molecule. Due
to its size and mobility hydrogen molecules are known to stick on samples at cryogenic
temperatures. Moreover, transition atoms are know to dissociate hydrogen molecules and
form metal-hydrogen complexes [196]. For Co atoms, CoHn complexes of up to three
hydrogen atoms have been observed [145, 178, 196]. The adsorption of hydrogen atoms can
change the spin state of the transition metal atom, which has an immediate impact on the
low-energy magnetic excitations and change the appearance of the atom [145, 178, 196].

Usually hydrogen atoms can also easily be desorbed from metal atoms, for example by
applying voltage pulses in their proximity. We applied these to the round atoms shown in
figure 5.8 a), the result can be seen in c): scanned at the same bias voltage, most of the atoms
appear triangular again, indicating that indeed hydrogen atoms were removed from the Fe
atoms. We have seen that the low-energy excitations for some of the hydrogenated Fe atoms
are similar to the ones of the triangular atoms. To learn where the varying appearance comes
from, we performed dI/dV spectra at higher energy ranges on the same atom before and
after removing a hydrogen atom. The results are shown in d): The hydrogenated Fe atom
(labelled as one, blue cross in a)) shows a resonance centred around 220mV. In addition
several equally spaced peaks are visible at the onset of the resonance, one of them marked
with the black arrow. In contrast, the spectrum performed on the atom, while appearing
triangular, shows no evidence of such a resonance, explaining the difference in appearance
between.

A reason, why the red spectrum in b) changed over time could be that more hydrogen
atoms adsorbed to the Fe atom, changing its spin state effectively. However, as the ap-
pearance of the atom did not change one can not say this with confidence. To learn more
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Figure 5.8: Influence of hydrogen adsorption on the iron atoms. a) STM topography of
several single iron atoms at a low energy. Almost all atoms appear as round
protrusions. b) dI/dV spectra recorded on the atoms marked in a) with the
respective colours. c) STM topography at the same location and energy as in
a) after a high bias voltage of V = 1.5V has been applied to each atom. d)
dI/dV spectra performed at the same atom before and after a high voltage was
applied next to it. The setpoint of the spectra was V = 10mV, I = 1nA and
V = 10mV, I = 20pA with an additional retraction of the tip by 80 pm, the
topography was recorded at V = 50mV, I = 20pA.

about it, one either has to study the hydrogenated species further by for example controlled
exposition of the atoms to hydrogen molecules or perform theoretical calculations. Also the
variations of the spectra along the moiré superstructure could be an interesting aspect to
study.

5.6.2 Fe atoms on point defects
We have seen in figure 5.1 that not all atoms appear triangular at low bias voltages. This
holds true even for measurements performed soon after the preparation, where the hy-
drogen exposure of the sample is minimal. We show another example in figure 5.9. Here,
in the top left and right corner two round atoms can be found, whereas the rest of the
atoms appear triangular. We then performed spectra on both species of atoms in a wide
bias range, as shown in b). The spectra were taken on the atoms, which are marked with
crosses in a). One clearly can see a difference between the spectra of the round and the
triangular atom: the triangular atom shows no resonances at negative bias voltages and
two broad one at positive bias voltages. In contrast, the spectrum on the round atom shows
two resonances at negative bias voltages, a zero bias peak and an onset of conductance
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at positive bias voltages. We want to point out two observations here: first, the spectrum
of the round atom differs significantly from the ones of the hydrogenated atoms shown
in the previous section. Also, they are stable, when probed at higher bias voltages. This
suggest that this type of round atoms is not hydrogenated. Moreover, the spectrum of the
round atom has striking similarity with the ones of the sulfur vacancies presented in chapter
4. This suggests that the round atoms here could be adsorbed on point defects. To check
this hypothesis we removed all atoms on a MoS2 island after performing dI/dV spectra
on them. To successfully remove all atoms on an island, we scanned the respective region
at a very small tip-sample distance, which leads to a large van-der-Waals force between
the tip and the Fe atoms. Figure 5.9 c) and d) show the island before (c)) and after (d)) the
removal of the atoms. All round atoms before removal are marked with an orange circle.
The same locations are still marked in the STM topography after the removal. One can
see that all these spots now show point defects in the MoS2. These defects can break the
triangular symmetry of the sulfur layer and provide a different electronic environment for
the atoms, which causes a different appearance in the STM topographies. As we observed
this behaviour for all non-hydrogenated round atoms we can exclude that the magnetic
properties of the triangular atoms are altered by defects in the MoS2 layer. In this thesis we
did not investigate the properties of the Fe atoms adsorbed on point defects further. Note
though that theoretically this could be an interesting system to study, as the sulfur vacancies
also exhibit a magnetic moment and therefore could couple magnetically to the Fe atoms.

5.7 Outlook: Fe dimers and single atoms on pit defects
We want to end this section with a small outlook to experiments, which could be performed
in the future. One interesting system to study would be Fe atoms coupled to dimers.
Here, besides the exchange coupling with the substrate electrons also interatomic exchange
coupling would come into play. Figure 5.10 a) shows two Fe atoms in close proximity to
each other. In c) low-energy dI/dV spectra performed on the two atoms are shown. One
can see that now two spin excitations are visible, clearly indicating that the atoms influence
each other. Performing several of such spectra with differing atom spacings and positions in
the moiré superstructure could give more insights how the interatomic exchange coupling
and the Kondo correlations scale with each other. This has been studied only vaguely in
literature as usually Kondo correlation strength do not vary as drastically on atomic length
scales as observed in our experiments.

Another future experiment could be the study of Fe atoms adsorbed on or close to pit
defects, as shown in figure 5.10 b). As the Au(111) layer is missing below these areal defects,
no exchange coupling with the substrate is present here. This should prolong the lifetime
of the spin excitation of the Fe atoms, which is still present close to the pit defect, as can
be seen from the spectrum shown in d). The energy level alignment itself seems to vary
drastically for the atoms on the pit defects, as can be seen from the spectrum in e): here, two
peaks inside the band gap emerge, at −800mV and 250mV. Of course, both experiments
suggested could be also well combined by studying Fe dimers on pit defects. However the
construction of such dimers is supposedly challenging, as the manipulation of Fe atoms
only rarely worked on the MoS2 layer. Therefore an evaporation of a higher coverage could
be necessary to promote a formation of Fe dimers in general and on pit defects.
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Figure 5.9: Fe atoms adsorbed on point defects in the MoS2. a) STM topography of indi-
vidual Fe atoms. The Fe atoms appear either triangular or circular shaped. b)
dI/dV spectra recorded on a triangular (blue), circular (orange) shaped Fe atom
and the bare MoS2 (black). c) STM topography of several Fe atom on a MoS2
island. Non-triangular appearing atoms are marked with orange circles. d) STM
topography image of the same area as in c) taken after removing all Fe atoms.
This has been achieved by scanning at a small bias voltage and large currents
(V = 4.7mV, I = 25nA). The locations of the atoms which had been imaged
with non-triangular shape are marked again by orange circles. The spectra were
taken at a setpoint of V = 1.5V, I = 300 pA. Topographies were recorded at a
setpoint of V = 50mV, I = 100 pA.
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Figure 5.10: Fe dimers and single Fe atoms on pit defects. a-b) STM topography of several Fe
atoms on MoS2. In b) one atom is adsorbed close to a pit defect. c) dI/dV spectra
performed on the two neighbouring atoms as indicated in a). d-e) dI/dV spectra
performed on the atom marked in b). Spectra taken at a setpoint of V = 10mV,
I = 1nA (c)), V = 50mV, I = 200 pA (d)) and V = 1V, I = 100 pA (e)).
Topographies were recorded at a setpoint of V = 50mV, I = 100 pA and
V = 500mV, I = 10pA (b)).

5.8 Summary
To conclude, we investigated single Fe atoms on a layer of MoS2 in this chapter. The Fe atoms
show inelastic excitations, suggesting that their spin is still preserved after adsorption and
the relaxation time of it is sufficiently long. Moreover we observed dramatic variations of the
lineshapes of the single Fe atoms with respect to their positions in the moiré superstructure.
Atoms on minima of the moiré did not exhibit signs of exchange coupling with the substrate
electrons, whereas atoms on the maxima of the moiré showed full formed Kondo resonances,
suggesting that their exchange interactions are the dominant processes. Moreover we found
that the Fe atoms appear triangular at low bias voltages. We established that this appearance
stems from tunnelling into a Fe-S hybrid orbital, which causes also an enhanced potential
scattering at the vertices of the individual atoms. This then leads to asymmetric spin
excitations, when probed off-center of the molecule. Finally we discussed the effects of
defects and adsorbates on the electronic properties of the Fe atoms.

In the next chapter we want to study Mn atoms on MoS2. As an non-integer spin system,
Mn atoms are better suited to study Kondo physics. Also Mn atoms are known to easily
couple to dimers, making it possible to study their interatomic exchange coupling.
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6Mn on MoS2: Tuning a two-impurity
Kondo system by a moiré superstructure

The results presented in this chapter have been published as:

• “Tuning a two-impurity Kondo system by a moiré superstructure“ by Sergey Trishin, Chris-
tian Lotze, Friedemann Lohss, Giada Franceschi, Leonid I. Glazman, Felix von Oppen
and Katharina J. Franke, Phys. Rev. Lett. 130, 176201 (2023)

After discussing an integer spin atom in the previous chapter, we now want to focus our
attention on a non-integer spin atom with manganese (Mn). Mn atoms on MoS2 have been
predicted to carry a substantial magnetic moment when adsorbed on the substrate [16, 17].
In addition, the adsorption energy was found to be considerably smaller than for Fe atoms.
As we found earlier on, the coupling to the substrate plays a crucial role for the quantum
state of the atom, therefore it is intriguing to investigate Mn atoms under this circumstances.

As we have seen in section 3, spin
1

2
systems exhibit the most efficient scattering with the

substrate electrons, which leads to the formation of a Kondo state. For higher non-integer
spin states, the efficiency of the scattering process can decrease, depending on the ground
state of the system. For example, in previous works on Mn, a degenerate ground state of

ms = ±5

2
was observed, which would require a ∆m = 5 transition for a spin scattering and

therefore does not lead immediately to the formation of strongly correlated Kondo state.
In other works on cobalt (Co) atoms, which carry a spin of 3/2 in gasphase, on Cu2N the

ground state was found to be ms = ±1

2
, enabling an effective spin scattering [137]. Different

studies on the same system suggest that the Kondo state can be suppressed by sufficiently
large crystalline anisotropies, as we have also seen in section 5 [146]. Therefore non-integer
spin systems also offer a wide range of Kondo physics and could provide intriguing and
complementary information to our previous findings.

Moreover, we mentioned before that part of the motivation of studying magnetic adatoms
on TMDCs was the theoretical prediction that in such systems the valley degeneracy of
the TMDCs could be lifted with a large enough magnetic stray field. For this purpose
larger atomic structures have to be build. Chains out of Mn atoms were one of the first
larger systems to be constructed on an atomic scale with an STM and have been extensively
studied since then [13]. For all these reasons Mn atoms seem to be a intriguing fit to learn
more about single atom magnetism on MoS2.
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Figure 6.1: a) Appearance of Mn atoms adsorped on MoS2 islands. a) STM topography of
Mn atoms adsorped on MoS2 islands on a Au(111) substrate. The atoms appear
as round protrusions. Several atoms are unstable and appear to be moving
during the scan. The topography was recorded at 1V and 100 pA. b) Smaller
scale STM topography of Mn atoms on MoS2. The topography was recorded
at 100mV and 20 pA. At this smaller bias voltage the atoms appear to be more
stable. Most of the atom appear as round protrusion, some as more elongated
structures, probably stemming from Mn dimers. Several point defects can be
observed in the MoS2 layer. c) Apparent height profile of the black and red lines
shown in b). The apparent widths differ between the round protrusion and the
elongated one.

6.1 Adsorption structure of Mn atoms on MoS2

We evaporated Mn atoms at a flux of 52 nA for 2 minutes on single-layer MoS2 on Au(111),
which was prepared following the steps given in section 2.12.2. The sample temperature
was held under 12.5K to minimize diffusion of atoms, which could result in clustering of
atoms. This was possible by directly evaporating into the STM chamber. All presented
spectra in this chapter were measured at the JT-STM system at a base temperature of 1.1K.
Figure 6.1 a) shows an STM topography of two MoS2 islands with several round protrusions,
which we identify as Mn atoms. Even though larger clusters are visible, several single Mn
atoms can be found. Some atoms are also adsorbed on the Au(111) surface and appear
thinner.

In figure 6.1 b) a MoS2 island is shown at a smaller scale. This image was recorded at
a lower bias voltage of 100mV. At such energies the Fe atoms, discussed in the previous
section, appeared triangular. However, this does not seem to be the case for the Mn atoms,
which still appear as round protrusions. This could be seen as a first evidence that the Mn
atoms are coupled weaker to the MoS2 than the Fe atoms, at least the hybridisation with the
sulfur electronic states seems to be less relevant at such energies. Some structures appear
ellipsoidal, hinting towards two atoms being adsorbed very close to one another. This dimer
structures will be covered later on in this chapter. Figure 6.1 c) shows the profile of the
black and red lines in b), which follows over a single Mn atom and a Mn dimer. Both, the
apparent heights and widths of the two structures seems to vary. Whereas the variations
in the height might at least partially stem from different adsorption sites in the moiré, the
different widths indicate that the elongated structures indeed consist of two Mn atoms. As
the lattice constant of MoS2 is about 314 pm, the Mn atoms appear significantly bigger than
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the sulfur atoms of the MoS2 layer, making an exact determination of the adsorption site
difficult, even when scanning with atomic resolution. We will later see that the movement
of single Mn atoms and dimers during manipulation with the STM tip suggests that the
atoms always sit on the same lattice site. As both the hollow site and the site over the
molybdenum atom have been suggested in theory as the energetically lowest ones [16, 17]
the exact adsorption site remains unclear at this point. In both figure 6.1 a) and b) several
dark areas in the MoS2 island are visible. In addition, in b), some point defect can be seen.
This defects are formed during the growth process and can alter the electronic structure of
the MoS2 locally. We will discuss the influence of these defects in section 6.2.3. The spectra
shown in all other sections were recorded on atoms sitting on non-defectious sites. We
made sure of this by removing the atoms after the measurement set and inspecting the area.

6.2 Electronic structure of single Mn atoms

After discussing the adsorption structure of single Mn atoms on MoS2, we now want to
take a look at their electronic structure. For this, we performed dI/dV spectroscopy on
several Mn atoms, exemplary results are shown in figure 6.2. In b) spectra recorded on the
Mn atom, shown in the STM topography in a), (black) and the bare MoS2 substrate in a
range from 1V to −1V are shown (red). The spectrum on the atom shows a resonance at
negative bias around −800mV and a resonance with a rising onset around 500mV. These
resonances most likely stem from tunnelling to or from d-orbitals of the Mn atom. However,
especially the resonance at around 500mV could also be a new arising Mn-MoS2 hybrid
state, similar to the one we have seen for the iron atoms (even though there the appearance
of the atoms made it much more evident). Unfortunately the Mn atoms were really unstable
at higher bias voltages (e.g. higher electric fields), which made it impossible for us to record
maps at those energies. Now, having seen the high voltage spectra, we want to take a
look at our main interest: the magnetic fingerprints at lower energies. Figure 6.2 d) shows
spectra recorded at the same position as the ones in b). Whereas for the MoS2 only a linear
background is visible, a small resonance at zero bias is apparent for the Mn atoms. In
addition, no step-like features are seen in the given bias range. In c) an STM topography
with superimposed dI/dV signal at the indicated bias voltage extracted from a densely
spaced grid of spectra across the Mn atom is shown. The signal appears to be distributed
uniformly over the whole atom. For a magnetic atom it is reasonable to assume that a zero
bias peak stems from a Kondo resonance. However, in literature, different findings have
been made for Mn on Cu2N [197]. There, a small magnetic anisotropy was found, where
the easy-axes was oriented out-of-plane. Therefore the ground state of the system is then

ms = ±5

2
and spin-scattering events becomes less probable, as described before. Taking

this back to the spectrum in 6.2 d), we conclude that absence of any magnetic anisotropy
most likely results in degenerate energy eigenstates and allows Kondo correlations. The
verification that the zero bias peak is indeed a Kondo resonance will be given in section
6.2.2, where measurements in a magnetic field will be presented. In the previous section we
have found a significant magnetic anisotropy for the Fe atoms. Therefore, it is fair to asks
ourselves, why it appears to be non-existing for the Mn atoms. Generally speaking, Mn
has five half-filled d-levels. As a result, the orbital moment L equals zero. Consequently,
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it is natural that Mn would exhibit a smaller spin-orbit coupling than iron and the absent
magnetic anisotropy could be explained already like this. Another reason could be that the
adsorption strength of the Mn atoms is indeed that low that the atoms have thus a larger
distance to the surface than the Fe atoms, as predicted from DFT calculations [16, 17]. As
a result, the Mn atoms do not experience the crystal field, which most dominantly stems
from the top sulfur layer of the MoS2, the same way as the Fe atoms, even if they would be
adsorbed at the exact same lattice site. Another possibility, describing another extreme and
unlikely limit, would be a lifting of the degeneracy or occupation of the Mn d-levels (for

example by electron transfer with the substrate), leading to an effective spin state of S =
1

2
.

In this case, which requires very strong interaction with the substrate, no axial anisotropy
can be present. However, even though a reduction of the spin state after adsorption is
possible in general, most reports on magnetic atoms find best agreement with the initial
spin state in gas phase [13, 137, 197]. The last possibility for the absence of any magnetic
anisotropy we want to discuss at this point is the modification and suppression of the
magnetic anisotropy by exchange coupling. We described this correlation in section 3.3.2
and it has been established in literature [146]. As we have seen, at large enough exchange
coupling to the electron bath, the excitation energy basically becomes zero. To put this into
perspective we first have to determine the exchange constant Jρ0. This will be done in the
following section.

6.2.1 Influence of the moiré superstructure on the spectral
fingerprints

The determination of the exchange constant can be done in two ways: either we determine
it directly via the perturbative approach established in [130] or determine the Kondo tem-
perature and calculate the exchange constant via equation 3.8. Whereas the first approach
is convenient for weakly coupled spins, the latter one is the more sophisticated approach
for a strongly coupled impurity. Per default, we do not know in which regime the Mn
atoms lie. And we have also seen previously for the Fe atoms that even some sort of
intermediate regime exists. However, we can take an educated guess at the start: As the
Kondo resonance in figure 6.2 d) appears relatively narrow (indicating a small TK) and has
a relatively low intensity (indicating a small Jρ0) we first try to describe the Mn atoms with
the perturbative model. Figure 6.3 a) shows two spectra, recorded on the atoms shown in
the inset. Both show a Kondo resonance with different amplitudes. Two factors determine
the amplitude of the Kondo resonance in the perturbative model: the exchange constant Jρ0
and the tunnelling barrier constant T0. Both values are not necessarily known quantities
from the beginning. However T0 should be similar for comparable junction resistances, so
after obtaining the value ones we leave it fixed for spectra measured at the same setpoint.
One reliable way to obtain T0 is to fit spectra measured in a magnetic field, as the resulting
splitting of the resonance can be reproduced by an unambiguous set of parameters of T0 and
Jρ0. We find, for a setpoint of 15mV and 3 nA, a coupling constant of 4.1×10−4±1.5×10−4.
We will use this coupling constant for the fits presented in this section.

Assuming a spin state of S =
5

2
, we get values of Jρ0 = -0.080(red) and -0.049 (black) for

the two spectra in figure 6.3 a). Values of Jρ0 ≤ |−0.1| are usually considered to point to
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Figure 6.2: Electronic structure of single Mn atoms on MoS2. a) STM topography of a
Mn atom on MoS2. The topography was recorded at 100mV and 20 pA. b)
dI/dV spectra taken on the positions, indicated with the red and black crosses
in a). The spectra on the Mn atom shows two resonances at −0.8V and 0.55V,
which are absent on the bare MoS2. These resonances can be attributed to
excitation to/from the Mn d-levels. The spectra were recorded at a setpoint
of 1V and 80 pA and a modulation amplitude of 5mV. c) STM topography
with superimposed dI/dV signal at the indicated bias voltage extracted from
a densely spaced grid of spectra across the Mn atom. The signal at zero bias
has a similar strength across the whole atom, except at the bottom right of the
atom. There, some instability during the stabilization of the setpoint led to a
lower signal. The spectra were analysed using SpectraFox. The topography was
recorded at 100mV and 20 pA. The spectra were recorded at a setpoint of 20mV
and 1 nA and a modulation amplitude of 200µV. d) dI/dV spectra taken on the
positions, indicated with the red and black crosses in a), but in a smaller bias
range than in b). Whereas no excitation can be observed in this bias range on the
bare MoS2 , on the Mn atom a zero bias peak can be seen. For better clarity, the
spectrum on the bare MoS2 has a reduced opacity. The spectra were recorded at
a setpoint of 15mV and 3 nA and a modulation amplitude of 167.5µV.
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relatively weakly coupled impurities and can be fitted consistently with the perturbative
model [111, 130]. We note that the fits show an excellent agreement and yield an effective
temperature Teff of around 1.08K, which is in very good agreement with our experimental
temperature and indicates that there is no intrinsic broadening of the resonance at this
temperature and the peak can still be reproduced by a temperature broadened logarithmic
function. Relating this to our question raised earlier, if any potential magnetic anisotropy is
just quenched by exchange interaction, we consider the determined coupling strength to be
too small for this, as Kondo exchange interactions are only factoring in perturbatively here.
We now want to discuss the differences in the two spectra in figure 6.3 a) further. The red
spectrum was recorded on the upper inset image. There the atom was located close to the
moiré maximum. In contrast, the black spectrum was recorded on the lower inset image,
which was located closer to a moiré minimum. We established in the previous chapter for
the Fe atoms that the exchange interaction is stronger on the moiré maxima than on the
minima. Consequently, the higher value of Jρ0 obtained from the fit of the red spectrum is
in accordance with our previous results. To make this finding statistically more profound,
we performed more fits for Mn atoms placed on several lattice sites. The result is shown
in figure 6.3 b). Here, the coupling strength Jρ0 is plotted against the distance of the Mn
atoms from the moiré maximum. As the moiré superstructure is not rotationally symmetric
(see section 2.12.2), the distances to the respective minima may vary slightly. However,
as those variations are rather small, we determined the distances of the atoms from the
moiré just by looking at the shortest path to the moiré dome. The different shapes of the
markers represent different measurement sets with supposedly different tip apexes. We see
that for each respective set of measurements the absolute value of the exchange coupling
constant is highest close to the moiré maximum and smallest close to the moiré minimum.
As mentioned previously, all fits were carried out by using the same tunnelling barrier
constant. To account for its error, we included the red dashed lines into the figure, which
represent the corresponding values of Jρ0, if they would have been fitted with a different
tunnelling barrier constant. For a better visualisation, we described the relation between the
exchange coupling constant and the distance as a linear trend, even though it is not clear,
if this has to be the case necessarily. In a linear model, the slope scales with Jρ0, therefore
leading to non parallel lines.

All sets of measurement show a change in coupling strength by a factor of 1.5-3. Still, no
changes in lineshape, but the increased peak amplitude were observable. This relates to the
factors we discussed above: as the Mn atoms do not experience a crystal field anisotropy,
no inelastic excitations are expected to occur for high and low coupling strength. The width
of the Kondo resonance could change though, when the system is driven from the weak
coupling into the strong coupling regime. As a consequence the perturbative model would
not be capable of fitting such lineshapes, as the width, resulting from the temperature
broadening, will always be underestimated for a strongly coupled spin. We note that in
our experiments the coupling never became sufficiently strong to provoke a transition into
the strong coupling regime and the perturbative model was sufficient to reproduce all
lineshapes.
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Figure 6.3: Moiré dependence of the Kondo scattering parameter. a) dI/dV spectra per-
formed on the two Mn atoms shown in the inset. The upper atom (red) was
adsorbed close to a moiré dome, the lower one close to a moirè minimum. The
green dashed lines show fits according to the model proposed in [130], including
third order processes. The fits yielded a Jρ0 of -0.080(red) and -0.049 (black). The
scale bar in the inset accords to 1 nm. b) Plot of the extracted Jρ0 values from
dI/dV spectra performed on atoms with differing position within the moiré
superstructure as a function of the distance of the respective atoms from the
moiré maximum. The different shapes of the markers represent different sets of
measurements. The uncertainty in the coupling constant T0 is accounted by the
two red dashed lines. The red arrow in the STM topography in the inset indicates
the defined start (moiré maximum) and end (moiré minimum) locations. The
topographies were recorded at 100mV and 20 pA, the setpoint of the recorded
spectra was 15mV and 3 nA.
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6.2.2 Mn atoms in a magnetic field
Previously we stated that the zero bias peak shown before is a Kondo resonance. Even
though this would not be uncommon for a magnetic atom, the final proof is still missing.
This proof can be given by either looking at the temperature dependence of the resonance
(for strong coupled impurities) or by taking spectra in a magnetic field. Figure 6.4 a) shows
spectra taken at the same Mn atom without an applied magnetic field (black) and with
an applied magnetic field of 3T (red). Whereas the spectrum without field shows a zero
bias peak, the spectrum measured at 3T shows a resonance, which is split into two peaks,
which are located symmetrically around zero bias. The blue dashed line represents a fit with
the perturbative model [130], assuming the same essential parameters as for the spectrum
without field, while additionally including the magnetic field of 3T. The fit shows a very
good agreement with the measured data, assuming a Landé-factor of 2. Generally, two
energy scales have to be surpassed by the magnetic field for a Kondo resonance to split:
the Zeeman energy ∆E = gµBB has to be higher than the thermal energy kBT and the
Kondo correlation energy kBTK [111]. Before those thresholds are exceeded the state is
stable against the perturbation of the magnetic field or the splitting is not resolvable in
experiment [137, 196]. To put this into perspective, in our experiment, the thermal energy
around 1.1K is about three times smaller than the magnetic energy at 3T. Moreover, we
mentioned before that we expect the Mn atoms to be in the weak coupled Kondo regime.
For such impurities, which can be understood as nearly free, no real Kondo temperature
can be defined. Still, it has been shown that the coupling strength Jρ0, which as we have
seen in the previous chapter differs from atom to atom, has an impact on the effective
gyromagnetic factor [135]. It scales with geff = g0(1 + Jρ0). For an antiferromagnetically
coupled impurity this would lead to a reduction of the gyromagnetic factor and therefore to
a reduced splitting. Note that in the presented study the renormalization was found to be
in the order of a few percent. For bigger deviations of 10 % or more the coupling strength
would exceed values of −0.1 and therefore leave the weak coupled regime. To check if
the varying coupling strengths along the moiré have an impact on the splitting of the Mn
atoms in our system, we looked at Mn atoms on different moiré sites, which are exemplary
presented in figure 6.4 b). Two spectra are shown, the red one was recorded on an atom at
the moiré minimum and the black one on an atom very close to a moiré maximum. For
clarification the red spectrum was offset in y-direction. As expected the amplitude of the
two spectra is different. However, no visible difference can be seen in the splitting of the
respective curves. We fitted both spectra with the above mentioned model and deduced
that both spectra are well reproduced with a magnetic field of 3T. The fits are overlayed
with the dashed lines on the spectra. Therefore we conclude that the observed modulations
in Jρ0 are too small to significantly impact the Zeeman splitting of the Kondo resonances of
the Mn atoms.

6.2.3 Mn atoms on point defects
As mentioned above, not all spectra performed on single Mn atoms exhibit a Kondo
resonance. One example is shown in figure 6.5 a). There two atoms can be seen with
different apparent heights and widths. Taking a spectrum on the smaller atom leads to the
spectrum shown in b): no signs of magnetic interactions can be seen. To investigate the
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Figure 6.4: Spectral fingerprints of single Mn atoms in a magnetic field. a) dI/dV spectra
performed on a Mn atom at 0T (black) and 3T(red). While the zero-bias reso-
nance at zero magnetic field is unperturbed, it clearly splits at 3T. Fitting the
red spectrum with the model established in [130] for a fixed magnetic field of
3T yields a very good agreement with the experimental data, visualised by the
blue dashed line. b) dI/dV spectra taken at an applied magnetic field of 3T on
different sites of the moiré superstructure. The dashed lines represent fits the
the previously mentioned model. The red spectrum is offset by 0.5× 10−3G0 for
clarity. The spectra were recorded at a setpoint of 10mV and 3 nA.

origin of this, we removed the atom, as can be seen in c) and d). After removal, it becomes
apparent that the atom was adsorbed on top of a point defect. Consequently, the adsorption
structure is now different and major properties like the spin could be changed. Therefore it
is not surprising that the Kondo resonance was absent for the atom. Several defects like the
one shown in d) are present in our grown MoS2 islands. They form during the CVD growth.
For different TMDCs defects with similar appearance have been reported as substitutes of
the transition metal atoms [198,199]. To make sure that they did not influence the previously
shown data we therefore removed every atom after taking a spectrum on it to make sure
that they were not adsorbed in close proximity to a defect. All atoms, which were adsorbed
on a defect as shown in d), were not showing a Kondo resonance.

Sometimes, especially at higher bias voltages, Mn atoms became really unstable on
the surface or even were completely vanished after taking a spectrum. This could be
problematic, as Mn atoms on the tip could influence the spectra of the adsorbed Mn atoms
on the substrate via exchange coupling [200]. To check this, we systematically picked up
Mn atoms on the tip and performed spectra on other Mn atoms. The result is shown in
figure 6.5 e): one still can see a resonance at zero bias, but now the symmetry is changed.
Fitting the resonance with a Frota function gives a phase factor of ϕ = 1.76. This suggest a
strongly altered ratio between tunnelling via the Kondo state and directly tunnelling into
the substrate. We have seen this change in lineshape several times after picking up a Mn
atom, which allows us to differ between spectra with and without a Mn atom on the tip.
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Figure 6.5: Mn atoms with atypical low-energy spectroscopic fingerprints. a) STM topogra-
phy of two individual Mn atoms. Both atoms differ in their apparent heights and
apparent widths. b) dI/dV spectrum recorded on the upper Mn atom (indicated
with the black cross). The zero-bias resonance observed before is absent here.
c,d) STM topographies of the upper atom shown in a), before (c)) and after (d))
atom manipulation. After the manipulation it becomes apparent that the atom
was adsorbed directly underneath a point defect. As point defects are known to
exhibit a drastically different electronic structure than bare MoS2 it is plausible
that this caused the change in appearance and electronic structure of the Mn
atom. e) dI/dV spectrum recorded on a Mn atom after possible previous pick-up
of a Mn atom. The Kondo resonance exhibits a changed lineshape compared to
the previous discussed results. A fit with a Frota function yielded a Frota phase
factor of ϕ = 1.76, suggesting an altered ratio of the tunnelling channels. The
topograpies were recorded at 100mV and 20 pA, the setpoint of the recorded
spectra was 15mV and 3 nA. The scale bar in c) and d) amounts to 0.5 nm.
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6.3 Coupling of Mn atoms

We already mentioned that the Mn atoms were weaker bound to the MoS2 surface than
the iron atoms. This could increase the likelihood of manipulating single Mn atoms into
larger structures. Figure 6.6 shows several successful manipulation events: in a) two Mn
atoms are clearly separated from one another. The according spectrum, recorded on the
green cross, is shown in f). The atom exhibits a Kondo resonance, just like we established
before as the general case for single atoms. To manipulate a single Mn atom, we placed the
STM tip in close proximity of the atom and applied a bias voltage over 1.5V and turned the
feedback controller off. After a certain time the detected current would decrease step like,
indicating that the atom hopped to a different site. Note here that this kind of manipulation
event suggests an interaction via the electrostatic force. Therefore the tip position and the
applied bias voltage is critical to influence the direction in which the atom moves. We
applied this technique to the lower atom in a), resulting in the topography shown in b): the
lower atom moved closer to the upper atom and away from the tip. Still both atoms are
clearly distinguishable. The corresponding red spectrum in f) however deviates from the
spectrum of a single atom, as it shows a split Kondo resonance at zero field. By repeating the
manipulation process one more time, one can push the atoms even closer together, resulting
in the structure shown in c): here the lower atom moved even closer to the upper one. They
are not well distinguishable between one another any more. Taking a spectrum on the
atoms now gives a drastically changed spectrum, as shown as the blue curve in f): two bias
symmetric steps around 11mV appear, indicating the opening of an inelastic tunnelling
channel. Moreover, no additional Kondo correlations are present. In figure 6.6 d) and e)
part of the manipulation process is shown for a different dimer, but in reversed order: in d)
two Mn atoms are in close proximity to one another, but still separated by a nodal plane.
The according spectrum in g) shows a split Kondo resonance. We now removed the right
atom in the dimer structure, to see, if the single atom properties are recovered. The left
atom shown in e) indeed exhibits an unperturbed Kondo resonance, which is shown in
the green spectrum in g). This suggests that the change in spectra stems completely from
the interaction of the individual atoms with one another. Such behaviour is most generally
described by a Heisenberg model Hamiltonian [13]:

H = JDS⃗AS⃗B, (6.1)

where S⃗A,B are the spin operators of the individual atoms and JD is the exchange coupling
strength between the individual atoms. Figure 6.7 illustrates how our different dimer
structures apply to the Heisenberg model: the clearly distinguishable atoms in b) show a
Kondo resonance, as shown again in c). We propose that these atoms are separated by at
least three atomic lattice sites, as shown in a), and are not exchanged coupled at all. Bringing
the atoms now closer together, to a separation of two atomic lattice sites, like illustrated in
d) and shown in e), leads to a change in the spectrum. We see the previously mentioned
zero-field split Kondo resonance, which suggests a non-zero exchange coupling between the
two atoms. We will show later on that the coupling is of anti-ferromagnetic nature (which
we here define as positive JD values). The atoms still can be brought even closer to one
another, as seen in h) and illustrated in g). Here the atoms are spaced one lattice site from
one another. The according spectrum in i) shows two bias symmetric steps and no signs of
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Kondo correlations. This suggest a stronger coupling between the individual atoms. To sum
up, we see two main interactions for Mn dimers: the exchange coupling of the individual
spins with the substrate electrons and the exchange coupling between the two Mn spins.

As the Kondo exchange is not varying for the same respective sites in the moiré super-
structure, the different exchange coupling strengths between the atoms is therefore the main
factor behind the variations in the spectra. This leads to a different coupling mechanism
for the individual dimers, the 3a dimers are in a single-impurity Kondo regime, the 2a
dimer are coupled via anti-ferromagnetic RKKY interactions and the 1a dimers are coupled
anti-ferromagnetically via direct exchange coupling. We will elaborate on this in more detail
later in this section. First, we show proof that the nature of the coupling of the two Mn atoms
is anti-ferromagnetic both for the 2a and the 1a dimer. The spectra in 6.7 f) and i) could in
theory also result from ferromagnetic coupling. Though Mn atoms have been predicted to
be coupled anti-ferromagnetically when coupled via direct exchange interaction [201], one
needs to look at the excitation spectra in a magnetic field to ultimately see the nature of
the coupling. Figure 6.8 shows the excitation spectra of the 1a dimer (a) and the 2a dimer
(b) with and without an applied external magnetic field. For both dimers the qualitative
lineshape is identical. To extract the influence of the magnetic field on the excitation spectra,
we fitted the spectra with the sum of two step functions and a Frota function. The fits are
shown as the blacked dashed lines in a) and b) respectively. The relevant parameter here is
the broadening of the step functions: for the 1a dimer it increases for about 100 microvolts
from the spectrum without field to the one measured at 3T. The difference is smaller for
the 2a dimer, here it amounts to around three tenths of microvolts (exact numbers are given
in the figure caption). As already mentioned in section 5.2, this broadening stems from
the lifted degeneracy of the magnetic quantum numbers at non-zero fields via the Zeeman
splitting. The energy level diagram for the 1a dimer is shown in figure 6.8 c): at zero field
only one transition is possible, from the |Stot = 0,ms = 0⟩ singlet state to the |Stot = 1,ms⟩
triplet state, where ms = 0 and ± 1 are degenerate. With an external magnetic field present
the degeneracy of these ms values is lifted and three distinct excitations become possible.
The highest magnetic field available in our setup is not sufficiently large compared to the
thermal broadening, so instead of three distinct steps we observe a smearing out of those,
resulting in an increased width of one step in the spectrum. A similar argument applies for
the 2a dimer, only there the splitting is smaller. As mentioned earlier and shown in [202]
and [203], the external field can counteract the exchange coupling of the two spins, when
the field has the right directionality and can even completely suppress it at a certain critical
field Bc. Therefore, if one would have access to strong enough fields, one could tune the
two spins ground state in the phase diagram shown in figure 6.15.

Even though the quantitative changes of the spectra in the magnetic field is not enough
to resolve distinct excitations, it still gives us information about the nature of the coupling
between the two Mn spins. For a non-singlet ground state (e.g. for ferromagnetic coupling)
we would see the emergence of a second step in the magnetic field measurements at lower
energies, as the groundstate would become non-degenerate and an additional excitation
would become possible. The absence of this proves that the Mn atoms indeed couple
anti-ferromagnetically.

Until now we have seen that the differently spaced dimer exhibit different coupling
strengths between the respective spins and different exchange coupling with the substrate
electrons, suggesting different coupling mechanisms. In the next section we want to study
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Figure 6.6: Manipulation of single Mn atoms into and out of dimer structures. a), b), c),
d) and e) STM topographies of successive and successful manipulation events.
The bottom atom in a) was pushed closer towards the other one, as seen in b).
Here the atoms are still distinguishable. In c) the atom was pushed even closer
to the upper atom, resulting in a dimer structure, were the atoms can not be
distinguished. d) and e) show the reverse process, where one atom was pulled
out of the dimer structure. f) dI/dV spectra performed on the upper atom in a),
b) and c) respectively. g) dI/dV spectra performed on the left atom in d) and
e). The topographies were recorded at 100mV and 20 pA, the setpoint of the
recorded spectra was 15mV and 3 nA (f) and 10mV and 3 nA (g).

them individually and describe the coupling mechanism and its consequences in more
detail.

6.4 Mn dimers - the direct exchange-coupling regime
To start with, we want to describe the 1a coupled dimers in more detail. Figure 6.9 a) shows
two of such dimers, adsorbed in different direction with respect to the MoS2 lattice. In
c) a dI/dV spectrum, performed on the cross in a), is shown. Again we see two steps at
around ±10mV. Steps in the dI/dV signal stem from inelastic tunnelling processes, which
for magnetic atoms usually originate from spin-flip excitations. For this usually a sizeable
magneto crystalline anisotropy has to be present to lift the degeneracy of the magnetic
quantum numbers. However it would be very surprising if the dimer structure now
suddenly sees a large anisotropy, as none has been seen for the monomers. Therefore, the
observed inelastic process is resulting from a spin-changing transition, as mentioned earlier.
The general mechanism is illustrated in figure 6.9 d) and e): the two atoms are coupled
anti-ferromagnetically, which results in a singlet ground state of Stot = 0. The strength of
the coupling is directly proportional to the exchange coupling constant JD, which one can
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Figure 6.7: Visualisation of the different dimer structures. a), d), g) Visualisation of the
likely adsorption sites of the Mn dimers. In a) the atoms are separated by three
atomic lattice sites, showing no signs of exchange coupling. In d) the atoms
are separated by two atomic lattice sites and coupled weakly via most likely
RKKY like exchange coupling. In g) the atoms are separated by one atomic
lattice site and experience the strongest coupling, which we assume to be direct
exchange coupling. b), e), h) STM topographies of Mn dimer structures. c),
f), i) dI/dV spectra recorded on the black crosses in b),e),h). The spectra vary
drastically for the different dimer separations from a Kondo resonance c) to
step-like increases in the differential conductance f), i). The topographies were
recorded at 100mV and 20 pA, the setpoint of the recorded spectra was 15mV
and 3 nA c), f) and 10mV and 3 nA i).
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Figure 6.8: Spectroscopy on Mn dimers in a magnetic field. a), b) dI/dV spectra performed
on Mn dimers. The spectra in a) show the previously established spin excitations
at higher energies. At a magnetic field of 3T a change in the width of the step-
like excitation becomes evident. By fitting these curves with a phenomenological
model of two step-functions one obtains a width of 292 ± 18µV (0T) and 413 ±
15µV (3T). In b) spectra on a dimer in the smaller coupling regime are shown.
Here, a phenomenological fit of the sum of a Frota function and two step function
was performed to determine width of the inelastic excitations. The results
are: 95 ± 17µV (0T) and 127 ± 12µV (3T). c) Energy-level diagram of the
observed spin-excitation: At zero magnetic field only one excitation from S=0
to S=1 is possible, as the states with the spin quantum numbers mS = 0,±1 are
degenerate in energy. With an increasing magnetic field, those states start to split
up, enabling three different excitations. At our measurement condition of 1.1K
and a maximum magnetic field of 3T this split results in a broadening of the
excitations, as seen in a) and b). For higher magnetic field one can distinguish
the individual excitations.
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see from equation 6.3 (the red dashed line in c) is a fit of the spectrum with equation 6.3).
Therefore the spacing between the ground state and the first excited state is also directly
given by JD and the energy of the measured step in the dI/dV spectrum, which arises from
the excitation of the Stot = 0 ground state to the Stot = 1 excited state, gives direct insight
into the strength of the coupling. Comparing our results to previous measurements, our
dimer structure exhibits a stronger coupling than Mn dimers on Cu2N [13], but smaller
than chains of CoPc molecules, which were decoupled from a Pb(111) by layers of CoPc
molecules [95].

Figure 6.9 b) shows a STM topography with superimposed dI/dV signal at the indicated
bias voltage extracted from a densely spaced grid of spectra across a Mn dimer. The signal
intensity varies over the dimer and has a nodal plane at the center of the dimer, presumably
in between the individual Mn atoms. This suggests that there is a different probability to
excite the spin changing transition there, we will discuss this variation more in the next
subsection. Ultimately, in f) a higher energy spectrum, performed on the black cross in
a), is shown. In general, the dimers were really unstable at voltages of ±500mV or higher,
which required very small current setpoints to perform spectra at there energies or higher.
The spectrum exhibits a resonance at around 400mV, similar to the one of the monomer,
but no resonance in the negative bias regime is visible. As the coupling of the 1a dimers
is mediated by direct exchange and therefore of a finite overlap of the atomic orbitals, it
is not surprising that the orbitals can shift in energy. Due to the instability of the dimers,
we could not probe them at higher voltages than ±1V. Even at the voltages used in f), the
atoms moved during a spectrum at around 30 % of the cases.

6.4.1 Potential scattering over the dimer structure

In the previous section we have seen that there is a slight variation of the signal intensity
of the spin changing transition over the atom and now want to discuss this in more detail.
Figure 6.10 a) shows a Mn 1a dimer adsorbed close to a moiré maximum. We performed
spectra both on the center of the dimer and on the presumable center of one of the adatoms
of the dimer. The results are shown in b): surprisingly the two spectra vary quite drastically.
Whereas the spectrum on the atom (dark blue) shows a symmetric lineshape, the spectrum
at the center of the dimer (teal) has an asymmetric lineshape, with an increased conductance
at the negative bias side and an overshoot of decreased conductance at positive bias. On
the first glance this result is contradicting the previously shown spectrum in figure 6.9 c),
as there we saw a relatively symmetric lineshape in the center of the dimer. To elaborate
on that, we took another set of spectra on a 1a dimer, positioned in the moiré minimum, as
shown in figure 6.10 c). The corresponding spectra in d) show that at the center of one of the
two atoms the spectra is again very symmetric and the spectrum at the center of the dimer
is again asymmetric with an increased conductance at the negative bias side. However, in
total, the asymmetry is much less enhanced and the conductance undershoot at positive
bias is completely absent. As the dimer, on which the spectrum in 6.9 c) was measured, was
also located close to the moiré minimum, this observation is consistent with the previously
measured data.

We already observed and discussed a similar asymmetry in the tunnelling spectra across
single iron atoms in section 5.4. It is natural to assume that the variations in the spectra in
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Figure 6.9: Mn atoms coupled to dimers. a) STM topography of two Mn atoms coupled to
dimers. They can be clearly distinguished from an individual atom by their oval
shape. b) STM topography with superimposed dI/dV signal at the indicated bias
voltage extracted from a densely spaced grid of spectra across a Mn dimer. The
spectra were analysed using SpectraFox [61]. c) dI/dV spectra performed on the
location indicated by the black cross in a). It exhibits two step-like increases in
the conductance symmetrically around ± 10mV. The red dashed line shows a fit
performed with the model established in [130]. We assumed that the two atoms

with the same spin SA =
5

2
are coupled via an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg

like interaction model. The fit yields a coupling constant of JD = 10.05meV. d)
Sketch of the interaction model. Two atoms with the same spin SA are coupled
antiferromagnetically to a total spin of zero. e) Sketch of the excitation process.
An electron can be excited from the S = 0 ground state to the S = 1 state. The
separation of these two energy levels is given by the coupling constant JD. f)
dI/dV spectra performed on the location indicated by the black cross in a). A
resonance around 350mV, similar to the single atom case, can be seen. No states
in the negative bias region can be found. The low signal intensity stems from the
choice of the setpoint, as the tip had to be put sufficiently far away to not induce
movement of the dimer. Overall the dimers were really unstable at voltages over
± 500mV and no spectra above the here shown voltages could be recorded. The
scale bar in b) amounts to 1 nm.
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figure 6.10 b) and d) originate from a similar type of interference. Here, different tunnelling
channels contribute to the signal, of which at least one exhibits a significant potential
scattering. For the Fe atoms, we identified one tunnelling channel related to the d-orbitals
and another one to co-tunnelling through a non-magnetic Fe-S hybrid state. The non-
magnetic state exhibited a substantial potential scattering. For the Mn 1a dimers, the
asymmetry is most pronounced in the center of the dimer structure. This suggests that the
orbital, exposed to larger potential scattering, is localised between the two Mn atoms. To
unambiguously prove this, one would need to look at eventual variations in the higher-
energy spectra across the dimer.

Another striking feature is the difference in excitation energy between the spectra shown
in c) and e): the dimer in the valley has the steps around ± 10mV, whereas they are at a
lower energy on the dimer on the dome, at around ± 8mV. We previously discussed that
the excitation energies depend purely on the coupling between the individual atoms of the
dimer, which should be equivalent for same spacings and same adsorption sites. We will
discuss these variations in the following subsection.

6.4.2 Renormalisation of the coupling energy

From the previous chapter we got the idea that the energy of the spin changing excitation
may vary along the moiré structure. To get a better idea of it, we investigated more dimers
on differing moiré sites, several examples are given in figure 6.11. There, in a), the dimer
is located close to the moiré maximum. In b) the dimer is shifted slightly away from the
moiré maximum. In c) it is almost at the minimum and finally in d) it is located at the moiré
minimum. We performed spectra on all the dimers shown, which are presented in e). The
colour of the crosses in the respective STM topographies correspond to the colours of the
curves. The dimer in d) has the highest excitation energy at around ± 10mV, similar to
most of the other 1a dimers we described previously. For the dimer in c), which is closer
to the moiré maximum, the excitation energy is reduced, to slightly under ± 10mV. This
trend continues for the dimer in b), which excitation energy is already significantly reduced
to around ±8mV. Finally, the dimer in a), which is the closest one we found to the moiré
maximum, has the lowest excitation energy at around 7.5mV. To sum up, we really find
a continuous change of the excitation energy along the moiré structure, which amounts
to around 25%. Note that in contrast to the spectra shown in the previous subsection no
asymmetry is present in the spectra, as we recorded them this time on the center of one of
the individual Mn atom in the dimer structure, which showed a much lower contribution
of potential scattering. This makes it easier to compare the excitation energies.

We now established on several occasions in this thesis that the moiré structure has a
varying density of states. It is the highest on the moiré domes, which results in the strongest
Kondo correlations through exchange coupling with the substrate electrons there. However,
we also established that for the 1a dimer these correlations are absent in the spectra due to
the non-magnetic S=0 singlet ground state. Therefore, to understand the variations in the
singlet-triplet excitation energy ∆, we compute how it is affected by the hybridisation of
the adatom d-orbitals with the substrate electrons. This hybridisation will lead to a shift
of the energy levels of the singlet ground state and the triplet excited state and can then
be related to the exchange interaction with the substrate electrons. This is schematically
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Figure 6.10: Lineshape differences along a single 1a dimer. a),c) STM topograhies of single
dimers. Whereas in a) the dimer is adsorbed close to the moiré maximum, in c)
the dimers are adsorbed in the moiré valley. b), d) dI/dV spectra performed at
the crosses in a) (b)) and c) (d)). The observed spin excitation shows a signifi-
cantly higher asymmetry in the center of the dimer in comparison to its edges.
Note that the edges of the dimer correspond to the centers of the individual
atoms. While this observation is present for all dimers, the effect becomes more
pronounced the closer a dimer is adsorbed to the moiré maximum, as can be
seen for example in the comparison of the spectra shown in b) and d). The scale
bars in a) and c) amount to 1 nm. The topographies were recorded at 100mV
and 20 pA, the setpoint of the recorded spectra was 20mV, 1 nA(b) and 15mV,
3 nA (d).
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illustrated in figure 6.11 g). We model the system as two anti-ferromagnetically coupled
spins, which are coupled via the exchange coupling constant JD. On the other hand, both
atoms individually are exposed to exchange correlations with the substrate electrons, as
indicated by the red arrows. The magnitude of these Kondo correlations, scaling with Jρ0,
can be related to the strength of the hybridisation. In the case of absent hybridisation, the
states with a spin magnitude of Stot will have a direct exchange energy of:

Eex(SA, SB;Stot) =
JD
2
[S(S + 1)− SA(SA + 1)− SB(SB + 1)]. (6.2)

Here, SA and SB are the spins of the two respective adatoms. Assuming that the d
shells of the two atoms remain half-filled during the hybridisation with the surface, the
singlet-triplet transition energy is just:

∆ = Eex(
5

2
,
5

2
, 1)− Eex(

5

2
,
5

2
, 0) = JD. (6.3)

Now we look, how this excitation energy is modified when taking hybridisation into
account. The d orbitals can generally hybridise with five conduction electron channels [204].
As upon adsorption the symmetry of the d orbitals is broken, they will hybridise with
different respective strength Vm, which will also depend on the conduction channel m.
As a result, virtual excitation process become possible, which correspond to an electron
either hopping out of the Mn atom into the substrate or a substrate electron hopping into a
d-orbital of the Mn atom. Both processes will generally reduce the effective spin of the Mn
atom, which will then lead also to a reduction of the direct exchange energy. We want to
show this in more detail for the case of the singlet state following the calculation performed
by our collaborators Felix von Oppen and Leonid Glazman in the publication mentioned at
the start of the chapter [205]:

The virtual process of tunnelling in or out of one of the d-orbitals leaves the atom in an

intermediate state, which can be denoted as : |SA, SB;Stot,ms⟩ = |2, 5
2
;
1

2
,±1

2
⟩. In this case

atom A would be the one with an electron hopping in or out. The singlet and intermediate
state have different exchange energies, being

Eex(
5

2
,
5

2
; 0) = −35

4
JD (6.4)

and

Eex(2,
5

2
;
1

2
) = −7JD (6.5)

as it follows from equation 6.2. The total energy for the singlet state is then

E(0)
s = 2EMn + EFS + Eex(

5

2
,
5

2
; 0), (6.6)

where EMn is the energy of the uncoupled Mn atom and EFS is the energy of the
unperturbed Fermi sea. The intermediate state has an energy of:

E
(0)
s,out = 2EMn + |ϵd|+ EFS + ξk + Eex(2,

5

2
;
1

2
) (6.7)
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for an electron tunnelling out of the d-orbital and

E
(0)
s,in = 2EMn + ϵd + U + EFS − ξk + Eex(2,

5

2
;
1

2
) (6.8)

for an electron tunnelling into the d-orbital. Here, −ϵd > 0 is the energy to remove an
electron from the d-orbital and ϵd + U to add one electron to the d-orbital respectively. Now
we can calculate the perturbative shift of the singlet state as:

∆Es = 2|V0|2
∑
ξk>0

1

[2EMn + EFS + Eex(
5
2 ,

5
2 ; 0)]− [2EMn + |ϵd|+ EFS + ξk + Eex(2,

5
2 ;

1
2)]

+
∑
ξk<0

1

[2EMn + EFS + Eex(
5
2 ,

5
2 ; 0)]− [2EMn + ϵd + U + EFS − ξk + Eex(2,

5
2 ;

1
2)]

 .

(6.9)

Both intermediate states |2, 5
2
;
1

2
,±1

2
⟩ give the same contribution here. Simplifying the

equation leads to:

∆Es = −2ρ0|V0|2
∫ ∞

0
dξ

{
1

|ϵd|+ ξ + 7
4JD

+
1

ϵd + U + ξ + 7
4JD

}
. (6.10)

Now, considering that the dimer coupling JD is smaller than |ϵD| and U (which is rea-
sonable, as both those latter quantities are usually in the order of electron volts), we can
simplify equation 6.10 further to:

∆Es = const +
7JD
4

2ρ0|V0|2
{

1

|ϵd|
+

1

ϵd + U

}
. (6.11)

Here the constant term results from the integration of equation 6.10, is independent of
the exchange coupling and will later cancel out with the corresponding contribution of the
triplet state. Repeating this whole procedure for the triplet state gives:

∆Et = const +
31JD
20

2ρ0|V0|2
{

1

|ϵd|
+

1

ϵd + U

}
. (6.12)

Now we have all the ingredients to calculate the overall renormalised singlet-triplet
transition energy. It is:

∆ = JD +∆Et −∆Es = JD

{
1− 1

5
2ρ0|V0|2

[
1

|ϵd|
+

1

ϵd + U

]}
. (6.13)

Applying the relation found by Schrieffer [204] between the exchange coupling constant
Jρ0 and the parameters used in the Anderson impurity model one can rewrite equation 6.13
as:
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∆ = JD(1− 2ρ0J). (6.14)

Or, by considering all five conduction electron channels, one gets:

∆ = JD(1−
∑
m

2ρ0Jm). (6.15)

From equation 6.15 we can immediately see that indeed the Kondo-like exchange correla-
tion lead to a reduction of the excitation energy and with increasing Jρ0 this reduction also
gets larger and larger. Now we want to compare the experimentally observed shift with the
one theoretically predicted. As mentioned above, we observe a renormalisation of about 25
% for the examples shown in figure 6.11 e). To make this more statistically profound, we
extracted the excitation energy of 39 different 1a dimers by fitting their respective spectra
with a temperature broadened step function and plotting them with respect to the dimers
position in the moiré superstructure. The distance of the dimers to the moiré maximum was
determined the same way as for the monomers in plot 6.3 b). Hereby the center of the dimer
structure was the reference point. The results are shown in figure 6.11 f): one can see that on
average the excitation energy gradually increases from the moiré maximum towards the
moiré minimum. The variation in excitation energy here is up to 40 %. To compare these
variations to the theoretically predicted ones from equation 6.15 one now need to extract
the variation of the Kondo exchange across the moiré. However, we established that this is
not trivial for the dimer spectra. However, as shown previously in figure 6.3, we can extract
them for the single atoms and assume that the variations are comparable. As discussed
earlier, we extracted the Jρ0 values from fits with the perturbative model described in [130].
The fit results for Jρ0 strongly depend on the values used for the coupling constant T0 and a
range of values of those still gives acceptable fit results. Therefore the observed variations
for the Jρ0 values across the moiré vary between 4 (lower red dashed line in figure 6.3) and
10 % (upper red dashed line in figure 6.3), depending on the respective T0 values. Plugging
those into equation 6.15 one would expect a renormalisation in the excitation energy of 8
to 20 %. This is lower than the experimentally observed variation of 40 %. However, the
fits from the perturbative model assume that the adatom-substrate exchange interactions
are mediated by a single conduction channel. Therefore our finding of an theoretically
underestimated renormalisation could hint to the fact that not one, but several conduction
channels are involved in this renormalisation process. Then depending on the respective
hybridisation strength of the individual conduction channels Vm and the symmetry of
the associated orbital, every channel could contribute with a different magnitude to the
renormalisation. Note also, that assuming all five channels to contribute equally in this
process would overestimate the renormalisation. Moreover, we point out that the statistics
in figure 6.11 f) lack points around the moiré maximum. As a result the exact magnitude
of the experimental renormalisation is hard to estimate. Considering all deviations, the
upper limit in figure 6.3 b) could still be compliant with a single channel model. Therefore,
to improve the statement, a more detailed description, considering the symmetries of the
involved channels has to be developed and more points around the moiré maximum have
to be taken. Also, adatoms coupled to larger structures could help understand the fine
details of the exchange coupling mediated renormalisation of the excitation energy.
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Figure 6.11: Moiré effect on anti-ferromagnetically coupled Mn dimers. a-d) STM topogra-
phies of Mn dimers on different moiré sites. e) dI/dV spectra acquired on
the dimers shown in (a-d). The color of the crosses in (a-d) mark the corre-
spondingly coloured spectra. f) Plot of the excitation energy of 39 different 1a
dimers with respect to their adsorption position in the moiré superstructure.
The excitation energy was extracted by fitting the individual dimers with a
temperature broadened step function. g) Visualisation of the modelled inter-
action: the two Mn atoms are coupled via direct exchange coupling (with a
magnitude proportional to JD) to each other. Moreover, each atom is exposed to
exchange coupling with the substrate electrons (with a magnitude of Jρ0). The
topographies were recorded at 100mV and 20 pA, the setpoints of the recorded
spectra were 20mV and 1 nA (b), 20mV and 3 nA (a) and 15mV and 3 nA (c),
(d). The spectra were normalized for better clarity.
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6.4.3 Adsorption position of the 1a dimer

In section 6.1 we described the adsorption structure of the monomer. From density func-
tional calculations presented in literature and qualitatively similar dI/dV spectra for every
monomer we concluded that the single atoms are most likely always adsorbed at the same
hollow site of the MoS2 layer, even though it remains unclear, which of the two hollow sites
is the energetically preferred one. This applies in principle also to the dimer structures.
Theoretically one could on the other hand also imagine, that the formation of a dimer could
also energetically stabilise an atom on a different lattice site, if this promotes a favourable
inter-atomic spacing. In figure 6.7 b), e) and h) we have already presented three dimer
structures and discussed their probable adsorbtion structure in a), d) and g). What is striking
is that the three dimers all are adsorbed along different directions of the top sulfur layer,
all rotated by roughly 60◦C from one another. This is already an indication that the atoms
of these dimer structures are all adsorbed at the same lattice site. To gain more insight
into it, we investigated more Mn 1a dimers and tried to manipulate them into different
lattice sites. The results are shown in figure 6.12. In a), three 1a dimers are shown before
manipulation. The angles drawn for every dimer correspond to 60◦. The dimers labelled
1 and 3 are adsorbed in parallel to one another, which already indicates that all atoms in
those two dimers are adsorbed at the same lattice site. Atom 2 has a different rotation with
respect to the bond of dimers 1 and 3, however it is different by an integer of 60◦ (rotated
60◦ clockwise with respect to 1 and 3), which makes it probable that this dimer is also
adsorbed on the same site. We mentioned before that the dimers were really unstable at
higher electric fields. To provoke a change in the adsorption position we positioned the
STM tip close to all three dimers in a) and applied a voltage of 1.5V. This enforced a change,
as one can see in figure 6.12 b). Dimer 1 is now rotated by 60◦ clockwise and has the exact
same configuration as dimer 2 had in a). Atom 2 is also rotated by 60◦ clockwise and atom
3 moved up by one lattice site, which is technically the same as a rotation by 180◦. In b)
all three dimers have different orientations, all towards the three symmetry directions of
the sulfur layer, as also seen previously in figure 6.7. We observed these orientation for the
vast majority of 1a dimers, for about > 95% of the encountered dimers. Single deviations
from this could result from partial adsorption on defects, which could provide energetically
favourable adsorption positions. Such dimers usually also showed different features at low
bias energies and were excluded from our studies.

From figure 6.12 we deduce that the adsorption energy of the preferred hollow site seems
to be high enough to enforce a formation of dimers along the symmetry directions of the
top sulfur layer. Therefore all arguments made above should also be valid for the 2a dimers.
In the following section we want to take a closer look at the electronic properties of this
type of dimer.

6.5 Mn dimers - the RKKY-coupling regime

We mentioned earlier that direct exchange coupling results from a partial overlap of the
atomic orbitals. For an increased spacing between the two atoms this overlap is absent and
the coupling of the two spins is taking place differently, which has immediate impact on the
electronic structure of the atom. Figure 6.13 a) shows a Mn 2a dimer. It appears as an oval
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Figure 6.12: Rotation of Mn dimers. a),b) STM topograhies of single Mn dimers before (a)
and after (b) applying a high bias voltage in their proximity. In a) the atoms 1
and 3 are adsorbed parallel to each other, whereas 2 is adsorbed roughly 120◦

clockwise rotated with respect to 1 and 3. After a bias voltage of 1.5V was
applied to every atom in a), all atoms appear to have moved in b). Atom 1
rotated 120◦ counter clockwise, atom 2 rotated 60◦ counter clockwise and atom
3 rotated 180◦ (which can be also understood as a movement of the whole dimer
of 1 lattice site). The scale bars in a) and b) amount to 1 nm. The topographies
were recorded at 100mV and 20 pA.

structure, but both atoms can still be distinguished by a nodal plane. The dimer is oriented
towards one of the symmetry directions also observed for the 1a dimers, as expected. Figure
6.13 b) shows a dI/dV spectrum taken at the black cross in a). Two bias symmetric steps
can be seen around zero bias, at much lower energies than the ones of the 1a dimer. We
fitted the spectrum with the method established in [130], which makes use of equation 6.1.
The fit yielded an exchange coupling constant of JD = 0.23mV, which is around 50 times
smaller than the one of the 1a dimer, indicating much weaker coupling between the two
atoms. In figure 6.13 c) we mapped out the intensity of the probed excitation: as one can
see it is distributed uniformly around the dimer. At last, we took a spectrum at higher bias
voltages, again at the black cross in a), shown in d): the spectrum is dominated by the onset
of a resonance at negative bias around −400 pA, the resonance at positive bias previously
seen for the 1a dimer is either absent or too small in intensity to be identified. An onset of a
resonance at positive bias at around 400mV is visible. All in all, the high energy spectrum
of the 2a dimer has more similarities with the one of the monomer presented in figure 6.2 b)
and than with the one of the 1a dimer shown in figure 6.9 f).

The fit for the spectrum in figure 6.13 b) was performed without the addition of any
Kondo correlation. That is surprising, as a different spectrum on a 2a dimer, which we
presented in figure 6.7 f), had a clear indication of sizeable exchange interactions with the
substrate electrons. To understand this differences, we looked at 2a dimers at different
adsorption sites.

Figure 6.14 a) shows a 2a dimer adsorbed in the vicinity of the moiré valley. The spectrum
taken on the right atom of the dimer is presented in figure 6.14 c) as the red curve: it
again shows two step-like excitations at very low energies. No Kondo correlations are
evident. We then wanted to compare the spectrum of the dimer to the one of a monomer
adsorbed at the exact same lattice site. Therefore we removed one atom from the dimer
structure, to get the isolated monomer, as seen in b). The spectrum of the monomer is
also plotted in c) as the black curve: it shows a Kondo resonance, which is very small in
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Figure 6.13: Electronic structure of the 2a dimer. a) STM topography of a Mn dimer. b), d)
dI/dV spectra performed on the black cross in a). c) STM topography with su-
perimposed dI/dV signal at the indicated bias voltage extracted from a densely
spaced grid of spectra across a Mn dimer. The spectra were analysed using
SpectraFox [61]. The scale bars in a) and c) amount to 1 nm. The topographies
were recorded at 100mV and 20 pA, the setpoint of the recorded spectra was
15mV and 3 nA (b) and 500mV and 500 pA (d).
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intensity in comparison to the spin excitation of the dimer. So even though for this dimer
the exchange coupling between the spins is much bigger than the exchange coupling with
the substrate electrons JDSASB ≫ Jρ0SASB , the spectrum can still be understood as the
Kondo resonance of a monomer seeing the exchange field of a second atom. This becomes
even more evident for a 2a dimer adsorbed close to a moiré dome: figure 6.14 d) shows
such a dimer. The corresponding spectrum in f) (red) shows again two step-like excitations
at bias voltages lower then 1mV, however a clear signature of a resonance at zero bias can
be seen. Proceeding as before and removing one of the two atoms of the dimer reveals
the spectrum of the monomer, which is shown as the black curve in f). The corresponding
topography is shown in e). A Kondo resonance with a much higher intensity than the one
of the monomer in the valley is present. So for the 2a dimer on the dome, the exchange
energy between the two spins and the exchange energy with the substrate electrons are of a
similar magnitude and signatures of both can be observed directly. As we can still observe
the Kondo correlations, we conclude that the coupling mechanism of the 2a dimer is more
RKKY-mediated, meaning indirect exchange interactions via the surface electrons. One of
the first works to describe RKKY-like exchange interaction was made by Wahl et al. [101].
They studied the coupling of two cobalt atoms on a Cu(100) substrate. As the work was
performed on a metal substrate, Kondo resonances with very high peak widths were seen.
To obtain the magnitude of the exchange coupling between the two spins they therefore
fitted the spectra with two Fano resonances, which are located at ±J/2. They have seen
that for dimers, which were spaced 2.56 Å apart, which corresponds to a 1a spacing, no
Kondo resonance could be seen. This is comparable to the case of the Mn 1a dimer. For a 2a
spacing, which amounted to 5.12 Å in their case, they found a sizeable RKKY-like exchange
coupling. They managed to construct several dimers, which were spaced between two and
three lattice constants apart. For those they also observe the classbook RKKY-like oscillatory
behaviour of the exchange coupling. Finally, for a spacing of 8.1 Å, the properties of the Co
monomer were almost restored, indicating the length scale of the RKKY-interaction. All in
all, their findings fit exceptionally well with our results and strengthen our claim that the 2a
dimer has a RKKY-like coupling. Usually it would be possible to investigate the periodicity
of the RKKY-coupling, as it oscillates with the interatomic spacing. However, as we were
not able to manipulate the atoms do different adsorption positions than the energetically
preferred one, we could not construct differently spaced RKKY-coupled dimers. Another
intriguing example of RKKY interactions between single magnetic adatoms was presented
by Spinelli and co-workers [202], where they studied Co dimers adsorbed on a Cu2N patch.
With varying adatom spacings they could also reproduce the oscillatory behaviour of the
interatomic exchange coupling. Moreover, they have shown that an external magnetic field
can actually counteract the exchange coupling. Following up, they propose a phase digram,
which is shown adapted in figure 6.15: it shows the different coupling configurations for two
magnetic adatoms. The x-axis gives the exchange coupling strength between the two atoms
normalised by the Kondo energy and the y-axis gives the magnitude of an applied external
field normalised by the Kondo energy. For small x values the Kondo energy dominates the
exchange coupling and Kondo correlations can be seen. As mentioned above, increasing
RKKY mediated exchange coupling can be counteracted by a sufficiently large external
magnetic field applied in the correct direction, leading to a linear change of the Kondo
screening regime, marked as the rose area. Very large anti-ferromagnetic coupling in this
diagram would represent the 1a dimers, which we described earlier.
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The red spectrum in figure 6.14 f) shows a slight asymmetry. We saw something similar
in section 6.4.1 for the 1a dimer. In the following section we want to discuss this in more
detail.

6.5.1 Potential scattering over the 2a dimer
For the 1a dimer we have seen a difference in potential scattering over a single dimer and
between dimers in different positions of the moiré superstructure. Figure 6.16 a) and c)
show STM topographies of two distinct 2a Mn dimers, one absorbed close to a dome (a)
and the other one in a valley of the moiré . We first want to describe the one adsorbed
close to the moiré maximum: it’s spectra are shown in b). The black curve was taken on
the center of one of the atoms and the red spectrum was taken in the middle of the dimer.
Both curves are qualitatively the same, however the red spectrum has a stronger asymmetry.
This was also the case for the 1a dimer. Now looking at the spectra of the 2a dimer adsorbed
in the valley, shown in d), we can see the same trend: the spectra at the center and the
end of the dimer are very similar. Knowing the previous results one could also argue here
that the asymmetry is higher for the spectrum taken on the center of the dimer. However,
the difference is very small in comparison with the rest of the signal. So in general, the
varying potential scattering of the 1a dimer can be also seen for the 2a dimer. Note only one
significant difference: the spectrum of the 1a dimer shown in figure 6.10 c) shows a higher
conductance at negative bias. For the spectra shown in this section, most pronounced for the
one in 6.16 b), the signal is larger at positive bias, indicating a different sign of the potential
scattering. The origin of this is not per se clear and needs to be investigated further.

At last we want to comment on the excitation energies of the 2a dimer. A fit of the
black curve in b) gives an excitation energy of 0.59± 0.03mV, whereas the on in d) gives
0.76 ± 0.03mV. This variation is rather small and of a similar order as our experimental
resolution. Therefore, if there even is a difference in excitation energy, it is much smaller
than the variations observed for the 1a dimer.

6.6 Summary
To conclude, we investigated Mn single atoms and dimers on MoS2. The results are sum-
marised in the phase diagram shown in figure 6.17: single atoms show a Kondo resonance
in the weak coupling regime, which varies in intensity, but not lineshape, within different
positions of the atoms in the moiré superstructure. Here, the intensity increases towards
the moiré maximum, as the adatom-substrate exchange interaction is largest there (left box
in the phase diagram). Mn dimers can be partially controllable constructed. They do not
interact for spacings of three atomic lattice sites or larger. Dimers, which are spaced two
atomic lattice sites apart from one another show RKKY-like anti-ferromagnetic exchange
interactions of a small magnitude, as shown in the center box in the phase diagram. Their
spectra also vary along the moiré superstructure, as the ratio between the inelastic step
and the Kondo resonance varies. Atoms, which are only one atomic lattice site apart can
couple via direct exchange interaction, as seen in the right box of the phase diagram. The
magnitude of their coupling is much larger than the one of the 2a spaced dimers. For the
1a dimers we also observe variations in the spectra across the moiré, however instead a
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Figure 6.14: Influence of the moiré superstructure on RKKY-coupled Mn dimers. a), d)
STM topographies of Mn dimers. Whereas in a) the dimer is adsorbed close
to the moiré maximum, in d) the dimer is adsorbed in the moiré valley. c), f)
dI/dV spectra performed at the crosses in a) and d)). b), e) show the same scan
frame, after one atom has been removed from the dimer. The black spectra
in c) and f) show the spectra of the respective monomer. The scale bars in a),
b), d) and e) amount to 1 nm. The topographies were recorded at 100mV and
20 pA, the setpoint of the recorded spectra was 15mV and 3 nA (c) and 10mV
and 3 nA (f).
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Figure 6.15: Visualization of the phase diagram of the two-impurity Kondo problem.
Adapted from [202].

variation in the amplitude of the Kondo resonance we observe a renormalisation of the
excitation energy. We assign this to arise from a hybridisation of the Mn d-levels with
substrate states, which leads to a modification of the singlet and triplet energy levels. These
arise from virtual hopping processes, which lead to a reduction of the adatom spin and
therefore also to a reduction of the interdimer exchange coupling JD. The hybridisation can
be related to the adatom-substrate exchange coupling. A comparison between theoretical
predictions and the experimental results suggest that the Mn d-orbitals are very likely
coupled to the substrate bath via several conduction channels. However as these variation
in the excitation energies seem to be absent or beyond our resolution limit for the 2a dimer,
more research has to be done on the conditions for these renormalisations.
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Figure 6.16: Varying interference effects for weak coupled Mn dimers. a),c) STM to-
pograhies of single Mn dimers. Whereas in a) the dimer is adsorbed close
to the moiré maximum, in b) the dimer is adsorbed in the moiré valley. b), d)
dI/dV spectra performed at the crosses in a) (b)) and c) (d)). The spectra in b)
show an exchange split zero-bias peak. Similar to the strongly coupled dimers
shown in 6.11, the spectrum in the center of the dimer exhibit an asymmetry for
the two bias sides. For the spectra in d) the previously seen zero-bias resonance
is absent, while the asymmetry in the spectra is still slightly present. The scale
bars in a) and c) amount to 1 nm. The topographies were recorded at 100mV
and 20 pA, the setpoint of the recorded spectra was 20mV and 1 nA(b)) and
15mV and 3 nA (d)).
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7Ethyl-DADQ: Resolving intramolecular
variations of the local charge distribution
and vibronic states

The results presented in this chapter have been published as:

• “Resolution of Intramolecular Dipoles and a Push-Back Effect of Individual Molecules on a
Metal Surface“ by Sergey Trishin, Tobias Müller, Daniela Rolf, Christian Lotze, Philipp
Rietsch, Siegfried Eigler, Bernd Meyer and Katharina J. Franke, J. Phys. Chem. C 2022
126, 7667-7673

and

• “Variation of vibronic states is densely-packed structures of molecules with intramolecular
dipoles“ by Sergey Trishin, Christian Lotze, Johanna Richter, Gaël Reecht, Nils Krane,
Philipp Rietsch, Siegfried Eigler and Katharina J. Franke, physica status solidi (a), 2023

In the previous sections, we covered the fundamental properties of single magnetic
impurities on surfaces. In this chapter we want to extend our analysis towards organic
molecules. Organic molecules have drawn interest in several surface science related topics,
such as magnetism, chemical functionalization of substrates or molecular electronics and
optics. Here we want to cover a molecule with a high intrinsic intramolecular dipole
moment. This makes the molecules interesting for application in molecular based (opto)-
electronic devices [206–208]. However, such applications in devices usually require an
adsorption or contact to a metal substrate. Metal substrates are known for strong interactions
with organic molecules via hybridisation or charge-transfer, which then often leads to
an altering of the properties of the molecules [209–211]. To minimise this interaction,
one can introduce a thin insulating layer for decoupling the molecule from the metal
surface [33, 59, 212–215]. However, the decoupling efficiency of insulating layers varies.
Ionic layers were found to lead to very high reorganization energies of adsorbed molecules
due to their high electron-phonon coupling [216], which may be detrimental when studying
for example vibronic fingerprints of excited molecular states. Here, covalently bound layers,
most prominently MoS2, where recently proposed to be better suited [43, 82–84]. Moreover,
we have seen in the previous chapters than a monolayer of MoS2 is a very intriguing surface
to study single atoms. Note though that organic molecules were also predicted to impose
variations on electronic and optical properties of TMDCs [217].

In this chapter, we want to look at Ethyl-Diaminodicyanoquinone (Ethyl-DADQ) molecules
adsorbed on both a Au(111) substrate and a single-layer of MoS2 on Au(111). The molecules
were recently proposed to exhibit a large intrinsic dipole moment and shown to be highly
fluorescent [218]. First, we have a look at the molecular structure on the Au(111) surface
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and if the molecular dipole is preserved upon adsorption. In parts we will also show results
from density functional theory simulations, which were carried out by our collaborators
Tobias Müller and Bernd Meyer. Details of these are beyond the scope of this thesis and can
be found in the aforementioned publication [219]. In the second part, we have a look at the
molecular properties on MoS2. The decoupling properties of the layer could give rise to an
enhanced energy resolution and therefore allow the study of molecular properties in more
detail.

7.1 Ethyl-DADQ on a Au(111) substrate

The experiments presented in this chapter were carried out in a STM, which was set up
for combined STM/AFM measurements. The experiments were carried out at a base
temperature of 4.8K. The Ethyl-DADQ molecules were evaporated at 500K on a clean
substrate held at room temperature.

7.1.1 Adsorption structure of the Ethyl-DADQ molecule

The inset in figure 7.1 a) shows the structure model of the Ethyl-DADQ molecule. It consists
of a benzene ring (green) with a imidazolidine (red) and a dicyanomethylene (purple)
moiety bound to it. The imidazolidine group has an electron-donor character, whereas
the dicyanomethylene group is an electron acceptor, resulting in a dipole moment of 17.3
Debye in gas phase. Figure 7.1 a) shows a STM topography of Ethyl-DADQ molecules
evaporated on a Au(111) substrate. The molecules align in chains with varying widths. We
found that the widths of the chains can be enlarged by simply adding more molecules to
the sample. Moreover, the chains do not assemble along a particular symmetry direction of
the underlying substrate and do not modify the herringbone reconstruction, which points
to a rather weak coupling to the substrate [220].

Figure 7.1 b) shows a zoom into one of the molecular chains. The individual molecules
appear oval, with one termination of the molecule being slightly wider than the other.
One can see that across a molecular row one molecule is always slightly sticking out of
the chain, with every second molecule sticking out on the same side. The asymmetry
in the oval shape is reversed for nearest neighbours within the row, which suggests an
anti-parallel alignment of the molecules and a head to tail alignment of the molecules across
a row. As indicated with the superimposed structure model, this alignment allows for
energetically favourable hydrogen bonds, indicated with the red dashed lines, as well as
for a compensation of the dipole moment of neighbouring molecules. In figure 7.1 c) a
simulated STM topography is shown, which is based on the structure shown in d), obtained
from density functional theory calculations. It resembles the STM topography in b) very
well, as even slight details are reproduced. For example consecutive rows show a slight
shift, which enforces that across a molecular row an imidazolidine group is closer to one
of the neighbouring dicyanomethylene groups than the other, as marked with the red and
green ellipses in b) and c).

It was found in the DFT calculations that shifting the molecules out of their preferred
adsorption site is energetically not costly, also suggesting a rather weak interaction with the
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Figure 7.1: Adsorption structure of the Ethyl-DADQ molecule on the Au(111) substrate. a)
STM topography of Ethyl-DADQ molecules on Au(111). The molecules assemble
in chains with varying widths. The inset shows a structure model of the Ethyl-
DADQ molecule: it consists of a benzene ring (green) with a dicyanomethylene
(purple) and a imidazolidine (red) group bound to it. The end groups exhibit
a different electron affinity as indicated, which leads to a large intrinsic dipole
moment of 17.3 Debye in gas phase. b) STM topography at a lower scale, zoomed
into a molecular chain. A molecular structure model is superimposed onto the
topography and indicates the proposed molecular arrangement within the chain.
The red dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds. c) Simulated STM topography,
where the structure in d) was taken as the according molecular arrangement.
d) Relaxed molecular structure in a three-molecule-wide chain obtained from
density functional theory calculation. See [219] for details. The STM topogra-
phies were taken at a setpoint of 1V and 100 pA (a) and 2V and 306 pA (b). The
simulated topography was calculated for a bias voltage of 1V and an isodensity
of 2 ×10−4e/Å3.

substrate. In the next section we describe the electronic properties of the molecule and see,
if this weak interaction has an impact on the intramolecular charge distribution.

7.1.2 Electronic structure of the Ethyl-DADQ molecule
We first look at the molecular resonances of the molecule in the above described structure.
Figure 7.2 shows dI/dV spectra at negative bias voltages (left) and positive bias voltages
(right). One can see two resonances, one around −1.1V and one at 2.5V. We attribute
them to the ionization and to the affinity level of the molecule, respectively. The affinity
level could only be probed in the constant-current mode and small currents, as larger
electric fields led to an instability of the molecules. The ionization level exhibits a width of
about 160mV, which is narrower in comparison to resonances observed on other organic
molecules on metal substrates and indicates a weak coupling to the substrate [221]. In
contrast, the affinity level is broader and more asymmetric, which points to an excitation of
vibronic levels [213] and vibrational-assisted tunnelling processes [222] associated with it.
To look at this in more detail and learn about the intramolecular charge distribution, we
measured the LCPD signal along several molecular chains.

Figure 7.3 b) shows a 2D plot of the extracted LCPD signal from a grid of densely spaced
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spectra taken on the topography in a). One can see two main trends in the plot: first, the
LCPD value seems to globally decrease towards the molecular chain and secondly, there
seems to be some modulation of the LCPD along and across the chain. The superimposed
structure model suggests that the LCPD value is lowest on the imidazolidine group and
highest on the dicyanomethylene group. A similar trend is found in the calculated elec-
trostatic potential shown in figure 7.3 c). Here also a modulation can be seen across and
along the molecular plane. As the electrostatic field can be compared directly to the LCPD
at the tip-sample distances used in the experiment [59], this is a good indication that an
intramolecular dipole is preserved after the adsorption of the molecules to the substrate.
This becomes even more clear when looking at the LCPD values and electrostatic potential
taken along a line across a molecular chain, as shown in figure 7.4 a): here, the LCPD value
is shown in blue, taken on the blue dashed line indicated in the STM topography below the
graph. The electrostatic potential is plotted in red and was calculated across the red-dashed
line shown in the molecular structure below the graph. One can see four local minima
in the LCPD and electrostatic potential. The first three are highlighted with black dashed
lines. Looking at the positions, where those spectra were probed on, one can see that those
three minima all occurred on the imidazolidine group, as it was also the case in the LCPD
grid shown in figure 7.2 b). This finding matches our expectation, as the imidazolidine
group is the electron donor group and should therefore be more positively charged. In
the LCPD measurements, a positive charge requires a more negative bias voltage to be
compensated, which is in agreement with our findings. In contrast, one can see that local
maxima can be found at the position of the dicyanomethylene group of the molecules,
which require a more positive bias voltage to be compensated, due to their negative charge.
As all three molecules probed show this intramolecular modulation of the LCPD signal
and the electrostatic potential, we conclude that the intramolecular dipole moment is still
preserved upon adsorption on the substrate.

The forth local minimum found can be explained by contributions from neighbouring
molecules, sticking out of the molecular chain. Their contributions seem to deviate quan-
titatively between the measured LCPD and calculated electrostatic potential. This can
be rationalised by two arguments: first, the LCPD is sensitive to the z-component of the
electrostatic potential, therefore the tip-sample distance is a crucial parameter for an exact
comparison. Moreover the shape of the STM tip also plays a role. An asymmetric tip could
also lead to an asymmetry in the spectra. A very blunt tip is moreover also more sensitive
to long-range electrostatic contributions than a sharp tip.

Until now we did not comment on the origin of the observed overall decrease of the
LCPD and electrostatic potential over the molecular chain. Films of organic molecules
were found to reduce the global workfunction of metals by compression of the electron
density of the metal substrate leaking into the vacuum, for example in photo emission
spectroscopy [223–225]. As this can be visualised as the molecule pushing the surface
electron wave function back into the substrate, this effect was labelled as ”push-back” effect.
Sometimes also the term ”pillow” effect is used. We observe this effect on a local scale, as the
LCPD probed on the molecules is locally consistently lower than the one of the substrate.

Figure 7.4 b) illustrates the contribution to the electrostatic potential found: along the
molecule, there is an oscillation, stemming from an intramolecular dipole moment (labelled
δ − and δ +). Additionally, the electrostatic potential is lowered over the molecules by a
local scale push-back effect. In the next section we look at Ethyl-DADQ molecules adsorbed
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Figure 7.2: Electronic structure of the Ethyl-DADQ molecule. Two resonances can be seen
at around −1.1V and 2.5V. The left spectrum was recorded at a setpoint of 1V
and 100 pA and the right one in the constant current mode at 100 pA.

on a layer of MoS2. Here, we would expect that we can resolve the molecular resonances
introduced in figure 7.2 better, possibly allowing us to study intermolecular variations.

7.2 Ethyl-DADQ on a single-layer of MoS2/ Au(111)
We grew the MoS2 islands as described in section 2.12.2. The Ethyl-DADQ molecules were
evaporated at a temperature of 500K on the as-prepared sample held at 230K. This sample
temperature is sufficiently low to ensure a satisfactory coverage of molecules on top of the
MoS2, but also sufficiently high to enable the growth of molecular chains. These are crucial
for the experiment, as single molecules were found to be not stable enough to be probed. In
the presentation of our results we will follow the structure of [226].

7.2.1 Adsorption structure of the Ethyl-DADQ molecule on MoS2

Figure 7.5 a) shows a STM topography of Ethyl-DADQ molecules on MoS2. Similar to the
previously studied adsorption structure on Au(111), the molecules seem to adsorb in chains.
Surprisingly, they seem to follow the three-fold symmetry of the moiré superstructure of
the MoS2 layer, which we did not observe for the molecules on the Au(111) substrate. In
general, we find mostly single-stranded chains and never larger ones than triple-stranded.
In the following analysis we focus on single and double-stranded chains. At first, we look at
the adsorption structure of single-stranded chains. Figure 7.5 b) shows a STM topography
of such a chain. One can see that the molecules assemble in a similar fashion as described
before on Au(111), where next neighbours align anti-parallel to each other, to allow for
the formation of hydrogen bonds and to compensate their dipole moments. This structure
is even better resolved in the ∆f image shown in figure 7.5 f). Here, the anti-parallel
alignment of the molecules can be resolved without a doubt. Also one can clearly see that
the imidazolidine group is the moiety sticking out of the molecular chain. Moreover, one
can also see that there is a larger signal over the imidazolidine group, indicating a non-flat
adsorption on the surface. For comparison, we simulated the expected signal with the
probe-particle model [227] (see figure 7.5e)), which shows a very good agreement with the
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Figure 7.3: Local charge distribution within a chain of Ethyl-DADQ molecules. a) STM
topography of a three molecule wide chain with a superimposed structure
model. b) LCPD values extracted from a densely spaced grid of ∆f − V spectra
across the area shown in a). c) Calculated electrostatic potential of a three-
molecule-wide chain. The STM topography in a) and the spectra shown in b)
were recorded at a setpoint of 1.5V and 130 pA. For recording the spectra the
tip was additionally approached 0.8 Å towards the sample. The electrostatic
potential in c) was simulated for a tip-sample distance of 7.1 Å.

experimental contrast. We could identify that the increased contrast over the imidazolidine
group stems from hydrogen atoms sticking out of the molecular plane.

A similar structure is also obtained for double-stranded chains, as can be seen in the STM
topography in figure 7.5 c) and the corresponding ∆f image in g). The zig-zag pattern of
alternating molecules is still preserved, the second strand of molecules just assembles head-
to-tail onto the first one. This structure on Au(111) resulted in a preserved dipole moment
of the molecules. In the next subsection we check if this is also the case for single-stranded
molecules on MoS2 and how their energy-level alignment looks like with presumably less
hybridisation with the substrate.

7.2.2 Electronic structure of single-stranded chains
Figure 7.6 a) shows the extracted LCPD values taken over the green-dashed line in the
topography shown in b). The probed molecule lies at the edge of a single-stranded chain.
As in the case for the molecules on Au(111), we can see an oscillation of the LCPD signal,
where the lowest LCPD value is observed over the imidazolidine group and the highest
one is seen over the dicyanomethylene group. That matches our expectations and previous
results very well. Note also that in this case neither an effect of a local scale push-back
effect was expected, nor seen and we therefore only observe a variation in signal due to
the intramolecular dipole. We now focus on the description of the electronic structure of
the Ethyl-DADQ molecules on MoS2. Figure 7.7 a) shows dI/dV spectra taken on the bare
MoS2(black), a molecule on the edge of a molecular chain (blue) and a molecule inside a
molecular chain (green), as indicated in the inset topographies. The blue spectrum shows
several resonances from −900mV onwards. No states can be seen at positive bias voltages,
suggesting that the affinity level is located beyond the probed energy regime, as also seen
for this state on Au(111). It is on first glance not exactly clear, why several resonances are
observed inside the band gap. We have only observed one resonance for the molecules
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Figure 7.4: Influence of the local charge distribution and the push-back effect on the local
electrostatic potential. a) Plot of the extracted LCPD value, (blue) taken on
the blue-dashed line indicated in the STM topography below the line, and the
electrostatic potential (red), calculated for the red-dashed line indicated in the
structure model below the graph. The black dashed lines indicate the position
of the imidazolidine groups of the respective molecules. The setpoint of the
STM topography was 1V and 172 pA, the spectra were recorded at a setpoint
of 2V and 300 pA and the electrostatic potential was calculated for a tip-sample
distance of 9.3 Å. b) Visualisation of the contributions to the varying electrostatic
potential along a Ethyl-DADQ molecule. An overall reduction is obtained due
to the push-back effect, whereas the observed oscillation stems from the varying
charge distribution across the molecule.
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Figure 7.5: Adsorption structure of Ethyl-DADQ molecules on a single-layer of MoS2. a)
STM topography of chains of Ethyl-DADQ molecules. They exhibit a threefold
symmetry, suggesting they might follow along the symmetry directions of the
MoS2 layer. b),c) Zoom into a single- (b) and double-stranded (c) chain. The
topographies were taken with a Cl functionalised tip. d) Stick-and-ball structure
model of the Ethyl-DADQ molecule. e) Simulated frequency shift signal of the
Ethyl-DADQ molecule when probed at a tip-sample distance of 6.9 Å. The signal
was calculated employing the probe-particle model [227, 228]. The structure
fed into the simulation was relaxed before on a graphene sheet to mimic van-
der-Waals interactions with the substrate. The map in e) is to scale with the
model in d). f),g) Constant-height ∆f images recorded on the areas shown in
b) and c) respectively. The STM topographies in a) and c) were recorded at a
setpoint of 1V and 30 pA and the one in b) at a setpoint of 520mV and 30 pA.
The constant-height images in f) and g) were recorded at a setpoint of 1V and
30 pA. After switching the feedback off, the bias voltage was set to 0V and the
tip was approached by 0.1 Å towards the substrate. The scalebars in b),c),f) and
g) amount to 5 Å and the one in e) amounts to 2 Å.
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adsorbed on Au(111) and no other ionization level is predicted to lie that close in energy to
the HOMO (the next molecular state is located 1.3 eV lower in energy). Therefore it is natural
to assume that the resonances observed are sidebands of the lowest energy resonance and
stem from the excitation of vibronic states [212,213,229–233]. The intensity of the individual
observed vibronic satellite peaks depends here on the electron-phonon coupling of the
associated vibrational mode, which is quantified by the Huang-Rhys factor. For the green
spectrum in figure 7.7 a) these sidebands are much less pronounced. In contrast to the blue
spectrum this spectrum was taken on a molecule inside a molecular chain, and not at one at
the edge. We believe that here a strong damping of the affected vibrational excitations is
taking place [216, 234]. As this behaviour was not observed for larger, extended molecules
on MoS2 [82], we speculate that this damping might arise due to the dipolar character of
the molecules and affect especially the vibrational modes along the molecular axis.

To get a better understanding about the electronic structure of the molecules inside
a chain, we recorded spectra in an energy window around the ionization level along a
molecule, as indicted in the STM topography shown in figure 7.7 c). The corresponding
spectra are presented in b). All spectra show asymmetric resonances, which suggest the
presence of vibronic satellite peaks beyond our resolution limit. Interestingly, the weight
of these peaks varies along the molecule: whereas at the imidazolidine group the peak
has a higher intensity than the shoulder, in the center of the molecule and towards the
dicyanomethylene group their intensities ratio switches. At the very edge of the molecule
the intensities switch back. For a better visualisation of these variations in intensity, we
mapped out the peaks in constant-height dI/dVmaps. The maps are shown in figure
7.8 d)-g), they were taken at the same area as shown in the STM topography in a). The
map in d) was taken around the onset of the peak at −900mV. It shows a slight signal on
the imidazolidine group. Going to a larger energy of −950mV in e), one can see that the
signal intensity increases on the imidazolidine group, but also some intensity around the
dicyanomethylene group can be observed. This trend continues in the map in f) probed at
−1V, where the signal on the imidazolidine group is diminishing and additionally some
signal between the molecules appears. Finally the map at −1.05V in g) shows mostly only
intensity between the molecules next to the dicyanomethylene group and the benzene ring.

This change in the spatial distribution of the intensity is surprising at first glance, as
vibronic resonances arise from excitations of the ionization level and therefore should
resemble the spatial extension of the according orbital. Therefore, to expound on these
variation we compare them with the calculated shape of the HOMO of the molecule, which
is shown in figure 7.8 b). As the wave function probed in the STM is always convolved
with the probe wave function, we also simulated the Tersoff-Hamann image of the HOMO,
which is shown in c). Here the orbital appears U-shaped. The signal is centred on the
benzene ring and opens up towards the dicyanomethylene group. Comparing this with the
dI/dVmaps previously described one would not expect a large signal on the imidazolidine
group of the molecule, as seen in d) and e). However, taking into account the ∆f maps
shown in figure 7.5 f) we assume that the signal observed there stems from the elevation of
the hydrogen atoms and is more of a topographical than electronic nature. When excluding
the signal on the imidazolidine group in the map at −950mV, the map does resemble the
Tersoff-Hamann image relatively well. This underlies that the first resonance probed in the
dI/dV spectra indeed stems from tunnelling from the HOMO of the molecule. However, the
symmetry of the higher energy maps in f) and g) does not really resemble the shape of the
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Figure 7.6: Intramolecular charge distribution. a) Extracted LCPD signal over a line of
densely spaced spectra, as indicated with the green-dashed line in the STM
topography below. b) STM topography of a Ethyl-DADQ molecule at the edge
of a single-stranded molecular chain. A structure model was superimposed
for clarity. The STM topography was taken at a setpoint of 1V and 30 pA, the
spectra were taken at a setpoint of −1.6V and 400 pA.

HOMO. We suggest that the additional resonances stem from vibration-assisted tunnelling
processes. Here, the tunnelling matrix element can be perturbed by exciting an out-of-plane
vibrational mode, which changes the wavefunction overlap and can create an increased
intensity at a nodal plane of the molecular orbital [84, 222]. As tunnelling processes through
the molecular orbital are unlikely at the nodal planes, the vibration assisted tunnelling is
dominant there.

Until now we have seen that the electrostatic environment is crucial for the electronic
structure of the Ethyl-DADQ. Therefore it is intriguing to look at the electronic structure of
the double-stranded molecular chains as well, which we will do in the following subsection.

7.2.3 Electronic structure of double-stranded chains

Figure 7.9 c) shows a STM topography of a double-stranded chain. The two molecules
across the chain do not encounter the same electronic environment: one of the molecules
(exemplary marked with the blue box) is always sticking out of the molecular chain, whereas
the other one (framed with the green box) is always embedded into the chain. To unravel
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Figure 7.7: Electronic structure of single-stranded molecular chains. a) dI/dV spectra per-
formed on bare MoS2 (black), a molecule at the edge of a single-stranded chain
(blue) and the middle of a single-stranded chain (green). The exact locations of
the spectra are shown in the STM topographies in the inset. Several molecular
resonances appear in the band gap of the MoS2. b) dI/dV spectra taken along a
single Ethyl-DADQ molecule, as shown in the green line in the topography in c).
The apparent energy position and width of the resonance seem to vary. c) STM
topography of a single-stranded chain. The STM topographies were recorded
at a setpoint of 1V and 30 pA. The scale bars in the insets in a) amount to 1 nm.
The didv spectra were taken at a setpoint of 2V and 1 nA (a), black), −1.6V and
400 pA (a), blue) and −1.6V and 50 pA (a), green) and b). The spectra in b) are
offset by 1 nS for clarity.
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Figure 7.8: Spatial resolution of the dI/dV signal. a) STM topography of a single stranded
molecular chain. A superimposed structure model was included for clarity.
b) DFT simulation of the HOMO of the Ethyl-DADQ molecule. The molecule
was relaxed on a sheet of graphene, see [226] for details. c) Simulated Tersoff-
Hamann constant-height image of the simulated HOMO convolved with a
s-wave tip at a tip-sample distance of 5 Å. The highest signal intensity is located
at the dicyanomethylene group and shows a u-like shape, which is typical for
cyano-groups [167]. The asymmetry in the signal stems from a rotation of the
imidazolidine group with respect to the phenyl-group. d)-g) Constant-height
dI/dVmaps recorded on the same area as shown in a). The energies of the
respective maps are shown in the bottom right corners. The STM topographies
were recorded at a setpoint of 1V and 30 pA. For the constant-height maps, the
tip was approached additionally by 2 Å towards the sample, after the feedback
was switched off.
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the influence of these different electrostatic landscapes, we performed dI/dV spectra across
the black line in in c). They are shown in a), the colour of the spectra represents on which
molecule they were probed on. In addition the spectra were offset for clarity. The blue
spectra show four resonances, which are located at −900mV,−980mV,−1.1V and −1.27V.
For a better visualisation we marked them with the blue arrows. Similar to the case of
the single-stranded molecules, the intensity of the resonances varies drastically along
the molecule. While the resonance at −900mV has a low intensity at the imidazolidine
group and a high intensity at the center of the molecule, the resonance at −980mV is
located at the center and dicyanomethylene group of the molecule. The resonances at
−1.1V and −1.27V have their main contributions at the terminations of the molecules. In
comparison, the spectra taken on the green boxed molecule do not look exactly alike. For
example, the onset of the HOMO is shifted to higher energies by about 90mV, which is
indicated by the black line in the graph. Still, we observe four resonances at energies of
−990mV,−1.075V,−1.22V,−1.3V. All resonances are shifted towards larger energies in
comparison to the blue boxed molecule, which can be explained by a different screening
strength of the individual molecules due to their position in the moiré superstructure and
their different electrostatic environment. However, as this shift is not rigid for all sidebands,
these variations again point to a sizeable damping of some molecular vibrations due to a
varying electrostatic environment.

To check how the electrostatic environment changes between the two molecules we
probed the LCPD of the molecules along the same line as the spectra shown in figure 7.9
a). The result is shown in b): for both molecules the intramolecular oscillations observed
previously are still present, again the lowest value is found on the imidazolidine group and
the largest one at the dicyanomethylene group. Nevertheless, one can see that the size of
the LCPD is different between the two molecules. This suggest that the environment of the
molecules also leads to a different screening of the molecular dipole. As a consequence the
different electrostatic potential probed in the LCPD might be correlated with the proposed
damping of the vibronic resonances observed in the dI/dV spectra.

Finally, similar as for the single-stranded chain, we map out the spatial variations of the
differential conductance in constant-height maps. The results are shown in figure 7.10 b)
and c). These maps were probed on the same area as the STM topography shown in a). The
map in b) resembles the crescent shaped structure, observed in the Tersoff-Hamann images,
very well. As there is no significant signal on the imidazolidine group it might be that
the molecules in the double-stranded chain are adsorbed flatter than the single-stranded
ones. Moreover, only some molecules exhibit a signal at −1.03V, whereas some remain
completely dark. This is in accordance with the previous observation from the spectra
shown in figure 7.9 a), where the onset of the molecular resonances varied between the
molecules. The molecules exhibiting signal in the map in b) have the same position in the
molecular chain as the green boxed ones in figure 7.9 c). The map in figure 7.10 c) was
recorded at a higher voltage of −1.17V and shows a more pronounced intensity between
the molecules. The crescent shaped signal only partially persists at this energy. From this
we conclude that the vibration-assisted tunnelling processes start to dominate, similar to
the case of the single-stranded chain, as shown in figure 7.8.
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7.3 Summary
In summary, in this chapter we investigated Ethyl-DADQ molecules on a Au(111) substrate
and a single-layer of MoS2. The molecules assemble in chains of varying width after
adsorption. For the molecules on Au(111) we found that the predicted intramolecular dipole
is still preserved on the surface. Moreover we observed a local lowering of the LCPD signal
over the molecules in comparison to the bare substrate, which we assigned to a local scale
push-back effect. The intramolecular dipole was also preserved for the molecules studied
on MoS2. Moreover the increased energy-resolution allowed us to study the molecular
resonances in more detail. We found that the HOMO of the molecule is located inside the
band gap of the MoS2, which allowed us to detect several vibronic satellite peaks. These
varied drastically depending on the molecular environment, pointing towards a significant
damping of some vibrational modes depending on their respective electrostatic environment.
Moreover, also intramolecular variations in the excitation spectra were observed, which
hints towards a non-negligible contribution of vibration-assisted tunnelling processes. The
excitation spectra also varied across molecules in a double-stranded chain, furthermore
indicating the crucial impact of the local electrostatic environment on the excitation spectra
of the molecules. For further understanding, future experiments on single Ethyl-DADQ
molecules on MoS2 could be beneficial to disentangle the individual contributions to the
excitation spectra. Also a more profound theoretical analysis of the eventual coupling of
molecular vibrations could help to reproduce the individual excitation spectra. Therefore,
as for now, it remains inconclusive how the damping mechanism of the vibrational modes
and the associated selection rules work exactly.
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Figure 7.9: Electronic structure of a double-stranded chain. a) dI/dV spectra performed
along the black line indicated in the STM topography in c). Several resonances
appear, which seem to vary in their intensities across the molecules. The spectra
are offset for clarity. The blue and green colour code of the spectra indicates,
if the respective spectra were recorded on the blue or green boxed molecule in
c). b) Extracted LCPD values across the same double-stranded molecular chain
as in a), also as indicated in the STM topography on top of the plot. c) STM
topography of a double-stranded molecular chain. The green and blue boxed
molecule have a different electrostatic environment. The STM topographies were
recorded at a setpoint of 1V and 30 pA, the spectra were recorded at a setpoint
of −1.6V and 100 pA with the tip additionally approached by 0.6 Å towards the
sample. The spectra in a) were offset by 0.8 nS for clarity.
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Figure 7.10: Spatial variation of the dI/dV signal in a double-stranded chain. a) STM to-
pography of a double-stranded chain. A structure model was superimposed
for clarity. b),c) Constant-height dI/dVmaps taken at the same area as a). The
energies of the maps are indicated in the bottom right corners. The STM to-
pographies were recorded at a setpoint of 1V and 30 pA, for b) and c) the tip
was additionally approached towards the sample by 2 Å after switching the
feedback off.
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8Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis, we investigated several different nanostructures on a single-layer of MoS2,
grown on a Au(111) substrate by means of STM and AFM. These nanostructures included
single-point defects, magnetic adatoms and molecular chains. We investigated both their
structure and their electronic and magnetic properties on the surface and how these can be
tailored.

First, we focused on single top sulfur vacancies in the MoS2 layer. The defects could be
identified and distinguished from other defects by combined STM and AFM topographies.
As predicted in theory and found for other TMDCs, the chalcogenide vacancies led to the
formation of in-gap defect states. Most notably, a sharp resonance at zero bias was found,
which could be traced back to Kondo-like exchange interaction by its characteristic temper-
ature dependence and magnetic field behaviour. The formation of the Kondo resonance
implies that the defect is charged. We also studied sulfur vacancies on pit defects, areas on
the MoS2, where some layers of the underlying gold are missing. There the defect states
were more pronounced and located at different energies, but the Kondo resonance was
absent. This shows that the hybridisation with the Au(111) layer has a crucial impact on the
properties of the vacancies.

Second, we studied single iron atoms on MoS2. Here, we found that the adsorption
position of the atoms has a huge influence on their low-energy excitation spectra. Atoms
adsorbed in minima of the moiré superstructure exhibit an inelastic excitation stemming
from spin-flip excitations. This observation agrees with a spin state of S = 1, where the
degeneracy of its spin-projections is lifted by magnetic anisotropy and confirms that a spin
is preserved upon adsorption of the surface. Moreover, we also found that the lifetime of
this excitation is at least 1 ps, indicating that the atoms are decoupled reasonably well from
the substrate. However, iron atoms on the maxima of the moiré do not show any inelastic
excitation, but a fully developed Kondo resonance. This points to a strong screening by
the substrate electrons. We explained these variations by changes in the local density of
states across the moiré : minima have a lower density of states around the Fermi level,
which leads to weaker interactions with the iron atoms. In contrast, maxima have a higher
density of states, which leads to stronger interactions. This explanation is supported by a
theoretical scaling model for a spin S = 1 system, which explicitly shows the reduction of
the magnetic anisotropy with increasing Kondo exchange interactions. Moreover, we found
that this reduction happens continuously across the moiré: atoms, which are positioned
somewhere between moiré minima and maxima showed fingerprints of both inelastic
spin-flip excitations and Kondo exchange interactions. This allows for a remarkably high
tunability of the system.

In addition, we observed an intriguing triangular shape of the iron atoms, when probed
at low bias voltages. This comes along with an increased signal intensity and asymmetry of
the above mentioned excitation spectra when probed at one of the vertices of the triangle.
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We established that the triangular shape stems from a contribution of a higher-lying orbital,
which is probably an iron-sulfur hybrid orbital. This non-magnetic orbital is also located
at the triangular vertices. Due to its non-magnetic character it can lead to an increased
potential scattering in its vicinity, explaining the increased asymmetry of the spectra. We
also showed that the triangular shape is absent for atoms which are sitting on defective sites
or are hydrogenated, which helps to distinguish them from one another.

After that, we studied single Mn atoms and dimers. We have seen that all distinct single
Mn atoms exhibit a Kondo resonance in the weak-coupling regime. Even though the spectra
are qualitatively equal over the moiré superstructure, we still have determined quantitative
differences across the moiré by fitting the spectra. The fits revealed that the spectra differ in
their respective amplitudes, which is correlated with the Kondo exchange coupling to the
substrate in the weak-coupling regime. The exchange coupling was largest for the atoms on
or close to the moiré maxima and smallest for the ones on the minima, in agreement with
the previous results obtained on the iron atoms.

To study Mn dimers we first tested if we could successfully build such structures with
the STM tip. Even though this process was challenging, we managed to construct some Mn
dimers. Those constructed Mn dimers showed the same properties as dimers formed during
adsorption, corroborating the assignment of as-adsorbed Mn dimers. We found three types
of Mn dimers, based on their interatomic exchange interaction: dimers, which had an atom
separation of at least 3 atomic lattice sites showed the same excitation spectra as single
atoms. From this we concluded that these dimers show no interatomic exchange coupling
at all. Dimers, which were separated by exactly two atomic lattice sites, showed a zero field
splitting of the Kondo resonance. These observations can be interpreted such that the two
atoms in the dimer interact with a sizeable RKKY like exchange interaction. The ratio of
intensity between the amplitude of the Kondo resonance and the dip caused by the splitting
of the resonance was also found to vary along the moiré. Finally, for atoms which were sep-
arated by one atomic lattice site, no Kondo correlations were observed. Instead, an inelastic
excitation was seen, which results from an anti-ferromagnetic direct exchange interaction
between the two atoms and can be modelled by a Heisenberg exchange Hamiltonian. On
top, we observed that the energy of these inelastic, singlet-triplet excitations varied within
the moiré superstructure. We observed lower excitation energies on the moiré maxima and
larger excitation energies on the moiré minima. To unravel the origin of these variations,
we looked at the effect of the hybridisation of the Mn d-levels with substrates states on the
singlet and triplet energy level in a perturbative model. Here, a stronger hybridisation with
the substrate leads to an increased probability of virtual hopping processes of electrons
in or out of the Mn d-levels, reducing the effective spin of the atom. Accounting for all
possible processes, we find that a renormalization of the singlet-triplet excitation energy
does occur and can be related to the magnitude of the adatom-substrate exchange coupling.
We compared the extracted experimental renormalizations to the theoretical predicted
ones and have seen that the theoretical model underestimates the experimental variations.
However, as we used values of the adatom-substrate exchange coupling obtained from a
model considering only a single electron channel for our scaling equation we concluded
that those differences arise from effects of multiple electron channels contributing. Here, for
example, the symmetry of the respective d-orbitals could play a role in if and how strong
the respective channels contribute to the renormalization.

Finally, we looked at Ethyl-DADQ molecules on both a bare Au(111) substrate and MoS2.
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We found that the molecules self-assemble in chains of varying width. The characterisation
of the molecules on Au(111) showed that the intrinsic intramolecular dipole of the molecules
is still preserved upon adsorption. Moreover, a local lowering of the LCPD was found
over the molecules in comparison to the Au(111) substrate, which we assigned to a local
scale push-back effect. The preservation of the intramolecular dipole was found also on
the MoS2. Moreover the improved energy resolution allowed the observation of several
vibronic and vibration-assisted tunnelling processes related to the HOMO of the molecules.
These satellite peaks and their intensity varied drastically depending on the electrostatic
environment of the probed molecule, suggesting a significant damping of certain vibrations.
We speculate that especially vibrations with a dipolar character are affected.

We have seen that the MoS2/Au(111) interface is a very intriguing substrate to study. In
case of the magnetic atoms, we have only scratched at certain parts of a very rich phase
diagrams. For example, one could think of assembling circles of magnetic atoms on or
around domes of the moiré or chains of atoms, which subsequently pass minima and
maxima of the moiré. . There, it would not be clear how the interatomic exchange coupling
or the observed renormalisation of the singlet-triplet excitation would look like. The high
tunability of the iron atoms would make them also a prime candidate for temporal resolved
measurements, as for example possible with a terahertz-STM [194, 235, 236]. Here the
influence of the substrate on the lifetime of said excitations can be resolved directly. Also
experiments involving the sulfur vacancies could be investigated with the aforementioned
technique: in a pump-probe scheme an optical pulse could be used to heat the sample and
perturb the Kondo state and a THz pulse could be than used to probe the reformation time
of the many-body state. Defects with different Kondo temperatures could theoretically
have different reformation times. For all this, besides its decoupling properties, the moiré
superstructure of the MoS2 layer is a very promising playground.

All in all, we found that fundamental properties of single atoms and molecules are
extremely sensitive to their close environment. In certain cases this allows for a tunable
control of those, but still more research has to be conducted to fully unravel the nature of
the involved processes.
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